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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Check

a

I

BANK,

!

Sew England Tel A Tel Co.
K**c notlce-Marla L Wilkin*.
For rent—House.
J A Haynes—Cash grocer.
II C Austin A Co—Furniture, etc.

bile.

m.

p

MAIL CLOSES AT

POSTOFriCB

Oonvo W but—1146 a. m; *3.46. *5 and
Ooiss East—6AO a m: 3.46 and 5.45 o

Registered mall should be

at

*9

All members of the

m.

p

east

Ellsworth

are cordially invited to meet with
Worthy Matron Annie M. Smith on Friday, Aug. 15, at her home on State street,
(Dally, except where a picnic will be held afternoon and

postofflce half

Sundays.

The high
painted.

building

school

The reunion of the Moore

Aug.

is

being

re-

Maas.,

Mary
is

Williams, of Wellington,
visiting her brother, Thomas E.

Hoyt Austin,
daughter,
Augusta, are in Ellsworth for a vacation of two weeks.
wife and

Gould has gone to Marbias
the week-end w ith her niece,

Henry

spend
Mrs. David Field.
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Mr*,
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article; it

assures
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DON'T
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Ob laiproved, Productive Real Estate;
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All

this season’s

stales

SALE

Ellsworth.
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MONEY

Pr’c0,

at

IVI®

LOAN

Collateral end Commercial Paper.

Alto dealers in

Municipal aad Other Boade of approved legality and ascertained strength.

C. C. BURRILL &

SON,

•

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me.

50c Discount
on

summer

Ellawortb

preach.
The railroad company is

C'all in arid inspect

our

ME.
kitchen and

dining-room;
We

serve

cleanliness is our pride.
only the highest grade of

meats.

Single Meals, 35c
fine rooms bv day or week.

C. R.cm ONE.

unloading

the

last

here

for

hour.

p. W. ALLEY’S Livery Stable,

me

and

handsomest

extending

Franklin st., Ellsworth.

Tel. 01 6
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protective capital for depositors of over |300,000 with resources of over fl,600,000 provides both safety and service of the
highest standard.
This is a convenient bank for the people of Hancock and
A
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Washington counties to do business with.

Our directors are
interested in the affairs of these counties. Their aim is to
stimulate and assist in the business interests of Hancock and
Washington counties. It is a home bank intended to stimulate
home industries and home enterprises. We are interested in
every corporation, mercantile firm and individual. As our busine«s increases every year, it is proof sufficient of the
satisfactory
service we render. If you are not a customer already, we invite
you to become one.
men
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Union Trust Company of Ellsworth, Me.

“Look most to your spending. No matter how
comes in, if more goes out,
you will always be

in

poor.”

from the

bridge

to the

Start

con-

in

Savings Account

a

Nowand Let the Interest Help You.

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

building.
granolithic surface.

ELLSWORTH,

Miss Marion Joy

was pleasantly surWednesday evening by some
he^friends giving her a hosiery shower

MAINE

Established !873.

last

Caroline Harrington.
amusing feature of the occasion was

that each pair of hose contained
nal verse from the giver.

origi-

an

worth

Aug. 20.

The

trip will be

by autoDinner will be

MOUTH OK THE KIVKK.

Maynard Moore and wife, of Everett,
Mass., were here last week calling on relatives.

Fire at Hancock.
The home of Mrs. Hiram Merchant at
Hancock was
burned early
yesterday
morning. Mrs. Merchant and her sister,
Mrs. Eunice

Miss Mary Foster, of Lewiston, is spending a few weeks here with D. F. Closson

Capt.

Gould,

Ellsworth,

of

were

house.
discovered about 1 o’clock
Mrs.
Gould.
It was burning in the
by
about
the chimney, and a few
roof,

alone in the
The tire

and wife.

made

was

Kay and family and Fannie
family made a trip to Long minutes after it was discovered, the top of
the chimney fell. There was
by
Island in Capt. Kay’s boat last week.
evidently a
defect in the chimney near the roof. The
meeting.
Frank Saunders, of Surry, was here last
two
women
had
little time to save anyMrs. Fannie Brown, a faithful employe week
cutting hay. His wife and family
thing. The house and practically all the
at the home of ex-Senator and Mrs. Hale were
guests of Capt. D. F. Closson and
contents were destroyed.
for the past nineteen years, died at “The wife.
There was an insurance of fl,000 on the
Pines” last Sunday. The funeral was held
Miss Agnes Conway and a gentleman
house and a small insurance on the furniyesterday at the home of her employer, friend from
are spending a week
Bangor
ture.
Rev. R. B. Mathews officiating. The rewith Miss Conway’s
aunt, Mrs. Susie
mains were placed in the receiving tomb
Pray.
COMING KVENTS.
at Woodbine cemetery, pending transMiss Gladys Sadler arrived home Monportation to her people.
ELLSWORTH.
day, after an absence of six weeks, visitZachariah Jellison, for whom Ellsworth
Thursday evening, Aug. 7, at Bayside
relatives
in
Dorchester
and
ing
Dedham, grange hall—Dance.
has a very cordial feeling, came down
Mass.
from Green Lake last week, mainly for
Friday evening, Aug. 8, at Society hall
Misses Vera and Margery Murch and
the purpose of observing on Sunday his
—Dance.
Master Carlton, who have been visiting
and
seventy-ninth birthday,
calling at
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 8 and 9,
tbeir aunt, Mrs. Maynard Murch, have remobiles and buckboards.

served at S p.

m., followed

Lester

Bowden and

business

a

the house —the

spend

—

where

Black homestead
he

the remainder of

his

Dr. James H. Moore and wife, of Portland, Ore., and Frank Walls and wife, of
liar Harbor, called on friends in Ellaworth Hunday.

North Ellsworth.

party of Ellatoorth Catholic* and
Kmghta of Columbus have gone to Bar
Harbor to-day to participate in the memorial

a

exercises

there.

James D. Patten, of North Ellsworth,
Saturday committed to the East
Maine insane hospital at Bangor, by the
was on

municipal

oAcern of Ellsworth.

Mm. James Cowani born Florence Cook),
of Worcweter, Mass., ia visiting her grandparents and other relatives in this city.
Mr. Cowan expects to come later.
Barham and Heater Mason, of Old Town,
who have

spent

a

few

days in l^moine,

have returned to the home of their grandparents, C. W. Mason and wife, in Ellsworth.
Kev. John Lyons, ol Manchester, N. H.,
held services at the Catholic church last
Sunday. Pr. Lyons while here waa a
at
the home of Mrs. Maurice
guest

former

home

on

on

born.

was

the

He

State
will

summer

Jellison’s

Announcement is made of the

marriage

July 30 at Melrose, Mass., of Miss
Hammond, formerly of this city,
to Matthew Joseph Lambert, of East BosLenora

The

ceremony was performed at
Catholic church by Rev. Fr.

St. Mary’s
Brewin. The bride is well-remembered
here.
Her half-sister, Mias Margaret

is also here lor

a vacation.

was

bridesmaid, and the best
Lambert, a brother of

Campbell and his bride will leave in the
evening for the West, visiting the groom’s
mother in Treffry, Idaho, and his sister,
Mrs. A. A. Mitchell, in Spokane, Wash.,
before going to their home in Nanton.
Methodist Church Notes.
J. A. Weed, of Brewer, will preach
in the Methodist church next Sunday
morning and evening, in exchange with
the pastor.
boys of the Sunday school and the
members of the Knights of King Arthur,
with the pastor, Rev. T. S. Ross, are
spending the week down river.
The

Rev.

preached a helpful sermon in the
Mr. Lord
last Sunday evening.

church
is

one

—

The BUndard Oil Co., wnich is alter Ellsworth's business lor oil for sprinkling.

FAIR DATES.

DOLLAKDTOWN.
Mrs.

Kate

DeBeck

nephew,

I. A.

Stackpole.

visiting

is

her

Mrs. Fred Chamberlain and little daughter, of Waterville, are visiting her brother,
A. A. Moran.
H. O. Davis and wife and Freeman
Smith and family leave this week for the

children as yours.” “Well, three children
Dost about that,” the other woman ans-

weredgravely.

The

♦

125%
♦

!

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 2, 3 and 4— Bluehill fair.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 10 and
11—Eden fair.

Wednesday,

Sept.

24

—

Narramiasic

grange fair at Orland.

Wednesday

and

Thursday, Sept.

24 and

25—North Ellsworth fair.

Quality

Store.

Discount

on

Qlimmor Hnnrlc Mammocks, Refrigerators.
OUllllllCl UUUUo.

Go-

I

j
f

Carts, Chairs, Porch Screens, j

♦

Albert J. Lord, of Meriden, Conn.,

Sanitary Bakery.
Proprietor.

sprinkling

so-

man

of the leading preachers of New England.
The society will hold a fair in Hancock
hall Oct. 8 and 9.

his wtls

Hancock hall—Fair of Methodist

ciety.

blueberry plains.
FAMILY REUNIONS.
Byron Trueworthy and wife, of NorAug. 14—Butler family at Waltham.
are
was Fred
visiting Mrs. Truethe ridgewock,
Aug. 10—Salisbury family at Salisbury’s
Mrs. Lambert’s many friends worthy’s sister, Mrs. Octavia Stackpole.
groom.
point, Otis.
P. B. Day and wife, of Calais, and
here extend congratulations.
Aug. 20—Hodgkins family at Blunt’s
of Ellsworth Falls,
Charles W. Campbell, D. C., of Nanton, Phyllis McCarthy,
pond, Lamoine.
visited
Mrs.
Effie
Tourtelotte
one
last
day
Alberta, Can., is visiting in Ellsworth, for
Aug. 20-Gray family at Oak grove,
the first time since leaving here for the week.
West Sedgwick.
West seven years ago.
The marriage of
Aug. 20-Moore family at Maddocks
Dr. Campbell and Miss Marion Joy will
Advertising is like learning to swim
landing, Green Lake.
take place to-morrow afternoon at the
Have confidence, strike out and you will
home of the bride’s parents, Austin H.
Aug. 28—Clark family at West Franklin.
Joy and wife. Owing to the recent death surely win.
of the groom’s father, George R. CampSDbrrttBniuntB.
bell, the wedding will be quiet, only the
immediate family being present.
Dr.
Ford,

Rev.

Mrs. M. L. Kimball, with son Houghton,
ol Norway, la visiting bsr parents, James
L. Cook sod wile. Thair son Arthur
ol Boston, with wile and daughtsr .Stella,

at

Bangor.

at

on

ton.

turned to

hill in

Elmer P. Murch, ol Boston, has Joined
and mother hi the Shady Nook
cotugs ol bis ancle, C. 1. Welch. Miss
Helen Welch is also there to spend bsr
District-Superintendent Frederick Pal la
Cream Loaf.
vacation with bar patents.
dioo made a business trip to Ellsworth
Biuvhill and Holden ball teams so- Aug. 3.
The Staff of Life
nounos a rubber gams to be played on
Mrs. Thomas Bridges rendered a beautimay as well be palatable, aioee it ia to
last tor a long journey through life. Our neutral ground at Ellsworth Saturday, ful solo at last Sunday morning’s service.
baked stuff hits the palate juat right at tba Aug. k.
Both teams »ill doubtless bring She will sing next Sunday morning.
a crowd ol loyal "rooura”.
The pastor will spend a few days next
Mark, rel are now being taken in I’nion week out of town in the interest of his
A. Holz,
River bay in lair quantities, and each church.
Phone 61-2.
Tnoee
weak sees them ol larger else.
Thomas Bridges la spending a few' days
Uken this week average snout threewith his family at the parsonage.
Wm. C.
quarters ol a pound in wsight.
Two more pieces ol road in Ellsworth
Two women sat on a wind-swept pier.
the State street hill aud the new taction ol The first woman had three beautiful chilthe other was childless. “I'd give
dren;
be
an
oil
are
to
road
Bute
given
PBALXR IS
ten years of my life to have three such
lor eiperimenul
purposes.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE

J3j

much

front of the Odd Fellows
The walk is of concrete, with

crete walk

week, returning to New York

Lawrence, ol Kocktand,
children, is the guest of bsr
parents, Mr. Justice King and wile. She
is accompanied by n friend, Mrs. Healey,
also ol Kockland.

Electrical Supplies aud Fixtures

IS

bank

SI 00,000
Capital of
Surplus and Profits,
S100,000
Stockholders’ Liabilities, $100,000

I
I

Ellsworth is being laid by Chester Norris
in front of C. L. Morang’s new garage,

Hunday night.

Public Auto ELECTRICIAN
or

a

The UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth with

_

here as a boy thirtythree years ago. He is a son of Lawrence
Q. Tracy, who is well remembered by the
older residents of Ellsworth.

DODGE,

TO LET by the day

1rj=|

selecting

visit since he left

street

a

Mrs. lilenu A.

A Monument of Strength
represented

William E. Tracy, of Memphis, Tenn.,
in Ellsworth last week for his first

short

son

with bcr two

in our baking
■nd industry is
of Una bread ana cake, end other good
things for your consuming. If you want
a
large, cruety loaf ol pure and sweat
bread, you want to try our

who

The only two factors worth considering in
for the transaction of your business.

_

greet him.

H. P. CAKTEK,
3S Main St.Ellsworth

ELLSWORTH,

their annual visit.

A. S. Treat, ol New York, is spending a
“Labrador Perm’. This la
Mr. Treat's first visit hers lor some time.
His many Ellsworth friends are pleased to

8 Bars Lenox Soap, 25c

Main and Hancock Streets,

on

There will he service at the Unitarian
church •* usual next Hunday morning at
10.30. Kev. rt. W. Hutton, of this city, will

lew weakest

Saturdays

CIRONE’S HOTEL
Corner

vacation.

Downey.

$3.50 Shoes on

Minneapolis,

been at his old home in Eden for a
visit, the first since going West a few
years ago, was in Ellsworth a few days
last week, receiving a warm welcome from
his many friends here.
has

The executive committee of the Ellshigh school alumni association has
arranged to hold the reunion this year at
Green Lake inn, on Wednesday evening,

visit

SALE

of

fixing

in

their

ljuite

DOWN

DeLaittre,

Thomas

many

An

bis wife and little

ELLSWORTH, ME.

uniformity

at the borne of Miss

gravel to be used on Hpring street, according to agreement. The city will spread
the gravel.
Hoyt A. Moore, of New York, joined

E. F. Robinson Co.

equalization
valuations.

from

assessors

of

Ko*)*rt G. Leighton, wife and son John,
Jordan, of Everett, Mass., are

Agents for Victor Talking Machines.

and

F

and Charles

quality.

county, with the view' to

the

Hopkins, of this city.
Harry K. Walker and wife, of Exeter,
N. H., arrived yesterday to spend part of

in

=

Bangor,
Mary

given by tha telephone girls
st Hancock hall was well attended, and.
proved a very enjoyable affair.
l»r. Percy Bartlett and family, of Hanare at their camp at Molasses
over, N. H
pond. Hast brook, for a few weeks.

recieving new import orders of chin* this week, among which you
will ttnd ju»t whatfyou want.
After no small amount of effort on our part, we have secured aome strictly
n-w, high-grade china at a medium price.
We are making special low prices on silver and cut glass which we are sure

the

towns in

is

The dance

§
ere

will interest every purr baser.
I»ok for our name on every

of

D. Morrison, of New York, fcc<
m(>anied by Harry A. Daniels, is spending his vacation in this city.

CUT GLASS OR SILV ER
We

Hopkins,

r'.udorm

Harold

THE WEDDING GIFT MOST APPROPRIATE IS OF CHINA,

day, meeting

prised

the guest for three weeks of Miss

The Wedding Gift Problem
Made Easy

|

little

of

to

MAfM

H.

John Blood, sr., q* Kiegelsville, N. J., is
spending a few day* with his son John in
hlinworth.

Mrs

Uii>lin*k

will be

Hale.

and safe.

| Safety-Service 1

was

Mr*.

I>ollarx you tuck aw»y In supposedly
places about
the house or office are "dead" so far as earning ability is
concerned. To keep your dollars “live" ami constantly
earning, deposit them in the -laving Deptment of this big.
Strong bank, where they will lie always safe, and always
increasing with interest. We make by mall banking easy

BANGOR ME

family

Maddox landing, Green

20 at

take.

Don't Have Dead Dollars.

evening.
The State board of assessors was in session at the court-house in Ellsworth to-

ton.

held

order of the Eastern

Star

m.

hour before mall closes.
•Dally, Sunday included.
Sunday Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the

an

[-

—-

on

lations

Mias Flora Cook, of Everett, Mass., is
visiting at the home of William Harring-

{i

city

the

Ellsworth friends of Edwin T. Irwin and
of Portland, Ore., extend congratu-

Sibyl Fields is a guest at the Cushman cottage at Pleasant beach.
Mrs. Arthur I. Maunders has gone to
Marbias for the month of August.

TRLS1

by

as

The oil

wife,

Miss

“lASrtRS

free,

roads

demonstration of its product.

is heavier than that used

No. 32.

IilSZZ™i
*t'jcrtiicmrnt«.

on the birth of a son [William
Hatheway] on July 29. Mrs. Irwin was
Miss Ray Whiting, of this city.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT HLLRWORTH i*OSTOWC».
Amos 8.
Blarkinton, wife and son
In effect June i13, 1913.
Shirley, of Attleboro, Maas., were in town
Monday, leaving Tuesday morning for a tSJ
MAILS RHCKJVKD.
trip to Rockland and Camden on their
Wsst—•6 56. •11.16 am: 4.21,56.18 pm.
East— 12.24, 5.95 and 11.07 p m; Sunday way back. They came in their automo-

From
From
at 10A7

NATIONAL

of

a

these

other streets.

Don’t roa around paying your bill* In currency when you can
just a* well acrid a check.
So trouble about making change when yon pay
by check.
Xo dispute cau erer arise about a payment mate by check. The
bank, after caching It hand* it back to you. making an indisputable receipt
Vo danger of Inning money, or being robbed of It when you put
it In the bank arid pay by check.
I.esa temptation to spend It If if* in the hank instead of In
your pocket
You're money ahead and lease worry behind when you have a
checking account at the

BURRILL

sprinkle

will

X
boat

SPECIAL

porch

H. C. AUSTIN &

or

4c each t

cottage,

CO., Ellsworth,

j

Housekeepers’ Best Friend
NO MORE BACKACHES

LlvJo

=

All

i\ll

rO F?

SALE

won<*er*ul household article; it
nlore than a11 the other
cleaning
preparations on the market.
the

does
IIM

EIl_l_S WO RTH

AUSTIN.

H.

BY

JOY.

3mong

fRutual Benefit Column.
EDITED BT M4l*ST

CHRISTIAN LuEiVaft

the
In
-D>pic.—Favorite verses —IV.
Edited by Rev.
Gospels.—John 1. 1-14.
Sherman H Doyle. D D.
The gospels are histories or biogra-

They

phies of Christ.

not

only

con-

account of the eveutat^f Ills
record of His wonderful deeds,
life,
but In them alone, with one or two exceptions. we bare all the words spoken by Christ of which there Is any

tain

an

a

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto-lt ts for the mutual
bene lit. and alms to tie helpful ami hopeful
Being for the common good. It is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a putveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange ol Ideas. In this capacity it solicit*
commaulcaitonA. and It#sucees* depend* largely
on
t^e support given it tn this respect. Com
muntoat'ons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not b“ prl tcd except t»y p rmlssi *n.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will be rejected without good reason
all communications

t»*

1

Mfe

A JikKlCt*.

record.
r 11 w rth. Me.
It Is needless to say. therefore, that
In selecting favorite gospel verses the
CALRXDAK THOIOHTS.
difficulty is In the abundance of their I meant to do ray work to-day
i ut a brown bird sang ia tht* app e tree,
riches and not in any lack concerning
"Never man spake as this And a butterfly flitted across the field.
them.
And all the leaves were casing me.
mar." was the testimony of those who
And the wind wont sighing over the land.
were sent to find fault with Him. aud
Tossing the grasses to and fro.
If this be the testimony of His eneheld out its shining hand
mlss what shall those who believe And a rainbow
Bo what could I do but laugh, and go?
In Him and love Him and serve Him
What you have done is a little amount;
say concerning the richness and beauty and preciousness of the priceless What you will do »a of iesser account;
But the teat ia. what are vou doing?
words which fell from Ills lips?
The most favorite practical saying
When you pack your trunk, don't pack your
of Christ Is -undoubtedly the Golden worries; you can f«*t them at any station as
would
wtiatsoever
Rule. ‘‘All things
ye
you go along.
that men shfiuld do to you. do ye even
Think happy thoughts. O. friend, in sunny
These
so
to them" (Matt. vll. 12>
weather!
on
the
words are found tn the Sermon
Tis easier when the skies are deep and blueto
Mount, an ethical address of Christ
Let thy heart and the robins sing together.
Few of his words are
And thy clearfeyes be tranquil as the dew.
His disciples.
more frequently quoted, and if lived So rich a store
ofjmemories shall thou gather.
reup to they would revolutionize the
So tranquil*grow;thy spirit and thy brain;
lations of men one toward another. That when ;the winds blow fog and stormy
weather.
Moreover, they have had an IncalcuThou shaU^havefsunshine though the earth
Millions to
lable Influence for good.
have
rain.
some extent have tried to practice
j
them in their lives, and the world has
A personal letter contains the followbeen made better thereby. It has hen ing request, which 1 hope some of the
said that man's inhumanity to man has readers^of the column will be able to
made countless millions mourn, but answer:
If the Golden Rule were adopted by
nouiu u,or
ail men man's Inhumanity to man through tbeJMutual Benefit /column of The
wouIq cease. Let us not only admire American? i have been reading op on the
it and quote it. but above ail practice subject of weaving lately—more especially
hand-loom weaving—and I would like to find
the Golden Rule.
A favorite promise or c onst, pernaps oat something >bout the weaving of the oldtwo color*. Would you
the most favorite one. Is found In Matt, fashioned coverlet.* in
a*k through the M. B. column if any
xxvlii. 20. "Lo, I am with yon nlway, please
one can give such information or can tell me
even unto the end of the world."
where 1 can obtain it?
Who at some time or another—In- i
Many of you will recall the fxttterns in
deed. many, many times—has not been
which these! old coverlets were woven.
these familiar words of
comforted
sure

—

—

_

luiuimitiuu

by
The blue and white ones were the most
Christ? Spoken by Christ to His discommon, but. very pretty one* were in
evanforth
to
as
He
sent
them
ciples
brown and black with an occasional crossand
be
the
world,
they
may
gelize
of while. Samples of them are still
have been appropriated by all His dis- ing
extant.
claim
the
Is
our
to
it
right
ciples.
great promise contained in them, and
I have been particularly interested in
we shonld do so at all times—in sickan article under “Interesting People”, in
ness and in health, in prosperity and
the American Magazine for July. The
In adversity. In life and in death.
educational problem of the country is inChrist with "me" always! What promand teachers,
ise more comforting and more pre- teresting many professors

and many articles are appearing which
cious ?
the needs of a revision in school
The most favorite parables of Christ emphasize
methods.
those .found in the
are undoubtedly
The tension on the nerves of pupils as
fifteenth chapter of Lnke. the parables
advance from grade to grade is, in
of the lost sheep, the lost coin and they
a source of anxiety to
the prodigal son. especially the last many instances,
and agdetriraent to the best deAll His parables are precious and in- parents
child.
structive. but here we have the most velopment of.the
I must “stay.my pen” on this subject,
precious of them all. Here God's great
1 do not do so for fear of being
love for the sinner and His willingness though
Here as called old-fashioned. No, let us “keep up
to save him are illustrated.
nowhere else we have pictured the with tbdtimes”, but let the light of adto that
Fatherhood of God and the brother- vanced civilization point the way
which is
hood of man in such a way as to lend acquirement of general education
all men to love God and through their not limited by “text-books, rank, exams,
and percentum”.
love to Him to love one another.
lifthe little town of Fairhope, in SouthThe most favorite passage on God's
is a new kiud of public
love Is to be found In John tti. lfi. ern Alabama, there
known as the School of Or"God so loved the world that He gave school. It is
His only begotten Son that whosoever ganic Education. During this, its sixth
believeth on Him should not perish, year, it numbers 150 pupils. During the
but have everlasting life." In this one first six years there are no promotions, no
no examinations, no marks either
verse we have the enjire gospel—a lost grades,
world. God's love for It. the atonement for conduct or for lessons, no home work
of His Son. salvation by faith, salva- and no requirements of any kind.
The principal, founder and moving
tion for every one who will take it!
What could be more complete and spirit of the school is Mrs. Marietta L.
more comprehensive? Do we know it Johnson, who explains the singular proor lack of program by 9tating that
by experience? Have we believed and gram
she is growing boys and girls as a farmer
been saved?
grow s corn.
believes la

BIBLE

READINGS.

Matt. v. MB: vi. 24-34: vii. 7.8;
xt 28-30: xxvlii. 19. 20: Mark
vlH. 33-37; lx. 11; ill. 28-34: xlv.
1 -0: John 111. lfi: xlv. 1-3.

A

farmer

supplies

what

he

best conditions for
If it does not grow, he
does not blame it, nor scold tt, nor give it

growing
a

bad

he

the

corn.

mark,

nor

call it

stupid,

but hastens

change conditions until bis

to

corn

re-

ponds.
Mia. tfuuusuu

iuuv scis uiuc ruuvaiiuiiai

traditions to meet the needs of

For the first six years he is

a

This column 1# devoted to the Grange, e»to the grange* of Hancock county.
The column ia open to all granger* fer ihe
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for report* of grange meetings. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications roust
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communication# will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

the child.
member of

good

the

study;

sometimes he

never

does.

“In any event,” queries Mrs. Johnson,
“what right have 1 to hold him back from
his

fellows, and demand that he repeat
and repeat until he wearies of all study
and is sullen and discontented? If he has
gotten ail be can out of a class, no average
or grading or keeping back, will make
him a beer b more.”
We have not space tor the remainder of
the article, but while it might not be
poasible in many localities to conduct
schools in this way, are there not many
sensible ideas which might be applied to
the present machine school system?
Aunt

Madge.

--!

A DEACON’S
WIFE

j

era

by Associated t-lt*
ry Pres*

|

for medical treatment.

Judge

Misses Sibyl and Eva Coughlin, of
Grand Kapids, Mich., are visiting relatives

Virgil P. Kline, Jr., of Pittsburg, p„
st “Ideal Lodge”, the guest of V.
p. K j,

is at borne

for

in town.

Willett O. Johnson and bis nephew,
Henry Johnson, are doing carpenter work
in Jonesboro.

j

store

at

Main
a

A conference of naturalists

aud Silver

loss of

and

about
scient-

ists of Maine baa been called to be held in
Kockland, August 15, for the purpose of
forming a State association for the advancement of science, by means of an institution to be known as “The Maine
Academy of Science*'.
Cromwell, aged twenty-two, of
Topabam, died last week of blood poisoning following an insect bite on his
right arm, received about a week before.
Several specialists from various parts of
of the State were called, but it was decided
that the case had gone so far that amputaBernard

tion would be useless.

meeting of the governor and counweek, the members of the new
highway commission nominated Paul D.
At

cil

a

last

Sargent, former State highway commissioner,
ment.

chief engineer to the departwas fixed at |5,000. The

as

The salary

highway

commission

portant to

secure an

believed it

was

im-

engineer thoroughly

Maine.
Sargent the commission feels it has
the right man for the work.

conversant with the conditions in
In Mr.

came

along.

Tons of Licorice Root.
Most of the familiar liquorice root comes
from Syria. It is gathered and piled into
great stacks, where it remsius until it is

thoroughly dry. It is then taken to the
factory to undergo certain processes.
The finished product is used for flavoring confectionery and beer, as well as entering into the make-up of many brands
of tobacco.

and children should be
given Magee's Emulsion to strengthen
All druggists
he body. Never fails.
Invalids

ing hearts that have watched the shadow

without avail. He was on hand on the
The sister had nothing to
say for or against, and It was decided
that the marriage should take place In
two weeks
It came off according to
schedule, and the deacon took his brlile
home and was a happy man—for three
Then one morning he
or four days.
suggested that he liked his coffee a little stronger than tbe wife was making
It, and she whirled on him. threw the
utensil nt hla head and opened such a
tornado of abuse that be sat with bis
mouth open and stared at her In dumb

settle.

day named

The services were at the Robertson
Friday morning, conducted by Rev.
E. 8. Drew, of Winter Harbor, where,
borne
amid

.Mr*. George Frederick and
children of
Methuen, Mas*., are guests of

man was still
wondering
had broken loose when the wdfe
slapped his face and pulled his hair
and ran for tbe river vowing that she
He sprang up
would drown herself.
and followed her. of course, and caught
her Just as she wss going to take the

what

ealth ot How era and

and

loyal

a

beautiful and

given.
Aug.

Prof. Henry Fowler smt wife. 0f
p,OTi.
dence, K. I., arc at “Lane Lud” f„r
the
remainder of the season.

The Biuebil! Fire Co. will give ,
«t the town
ball Fridaj, Aug 15
Monaghan's orchestra of four pieces
Hluehill IS, Holden 1«, was the result

hsll

surrounded

friends and

neighbors,
impressive service was

of

the ball game Saturday at
# the rubber game will be
worth.

Holden.

played

Aug
at

m,.

Mr*. Frank Tragic and children,
J„bn
ileten, are spending the month s. the
guests of Mr*. John Tragic at ‘-Short.
Acrr**'\

and

Hibusier end
better.
in
ihe
motto of th*» lariice of the
Co!igrtir«tion»i

•owing circle for their nnnunl fair. to tl.
held at the town halt Wedne*d«v.
.\uK 13.
Luncheon will be served at noon Tin re
w ill be m Mle in the afternoon
»r»«i i.ne 0j
t be flucol concerts ever presented to
#ny
audience in tbe evening-.
Aug. 4.
«.
___
ELLSWORTH

)l

KK K I s.

Th* quotations below give the range of
retail price* in EUawortb:
Country

I*rod

nr*.

Matter.

Creamery per b.

Dairy......
mar*.
Fre*h

»

laid, per dot.

3

Poultry.

Fowl.../.

^
$

Chicken*
Hay.
l»e*t looee. per ton...

7

«•»*<».iv-ii>

at raw.

!-«»«►.*.

wi2

Balhd.

Tew*
IltdUh**. bunch
Tomatoes, lb.
Cabbage. lb.
Bunco beet*.

I «ble*.

Cucumber*, each
10 Union*.
(W laettnce. head.*
c*
Hunch carrot*.
M Hiring t>ran».
30 fiqttiih. H),^
to
03

Newfpotatoe*. pk

pea*, pk.
Hunch onion*.

Ureen

:
^

w

Trait*

•

Orange*, dot

K«»pt>errie* lb.
Cantaloupe,
Blueberries, ql.
Pina*, dui,

43073
15
JO -y 12

Lemon*, dor.

ISM
Bjtt

Japan.

—

Oraottlated,
Yellow. C
Powdered,
Molasses, gal,

Beef.*:
Mirak,
Koaata.
Oftrned,
Veal:
Bleak,
Uoaata.
Lamb:
Lamb,

jw

Klee, per i>

M
M

Oolong,
Hogwr-per*

i.

«

V|S Vlnrgxr.

Tea—per *—

%

Peacbe*. <U>i §

iO

10a!5

*

Klo,
Mocha.
Jlti.

1

Pineapple*
Watermelon*.

Groceries.

Cofl»*-p»r

054
(4

s

gv

>

('racked wheat.
1
Oatmeal.
Buckwheat,
Urabaiu.
lt>r uin:.
Oran me*

Oil—per

10

ga;

;.v
4

$

—

l.inaec
Kero*eh«-

as

|4g00

Maaliand Provisions
Pork.*:
25 3*5
Chop.
Ham. per
lf«Jb
Hbouldrr.
lu*!5
Bacon.
2»#ao
Salt.
\
1ft §1#
IJU d

*)

t

K)|U
Frwah Flah.
13«/5 Cod.
OH Mackerel, lb.
35<944 Kew trout, lo.
30 Sbad. lb.

Halibut.
Haddock.
Ssimou, lb.
Swordfish. lb,
30
Biuefisb. lb,
Flour, Orwla and Feed.
Oats. bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 Mi 36 SO Short*-f>ag
Corn. 10St> bag
I 5?
Mix feed, bag
Cora meal.bag
157 Middllcgs.bg
1 57
Cracked corn.
Law

bboaboixj wiiomts

ahd

ljl*!
I

*
>

K)

mum

>

A

*

>1
*.

SSuntiftcmriUft
4.

-H.

URIC ACID SOLVENT.

"T"

Bt.UHHlLL.

Ralph K. Barr,

Lewiston, ha* been SO Cent Bottle
(32 Doses» Free.
engaged aa principal ot BluebiU-Ueorgc
Just because you slart the day worried
8lev.ni academy, to succeed Albert W.
and tired, stiff lege and arms aud ruusclr
Button, who baa accepted the principaian aching
head, burning and bearingol
the
Caribou
tchool.
Mr.
Barr
tbip
high
down pains in the back—worn out before
la a graduate ot Batea college, aud ha* bad
the day begins, do not .think you have to
several year*' experience in school work.

plunge. \
Ten days later there

was a second
outbreuk. The deacon got abuse, profanity and more vigorous slaps, and
again be canght his wife on the bank
of the river.
In one year there were ten or twelve
outbreaks, and. of course, tbe matter
became town talk. Tbe good deacon
finally went to his minister about It.
and tbe latter said:
”1
have been waiting for three
months. Brother Goodman."
"And yon can tell me what I should

a

w

true

Alfred' C

ind «ile.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall »**•.*
pounds, sod a buahet of Turk •
held.
shall weigh 79 rounds.
To the young w idow, who, with won- i The standard weight of a buahel of poU’.<
in gued order and fit for shipping.
derful fortitude, has cared for her huspounds: of apples. 44 pounds.
band day and nigh:; to the father and
The standard weight of a bushel of bean
good order and fit for shlppiug is 60 pou:
mother, who have lost their only son, to of
wheat, beets, rma-baga L*ruip* and 1
the sister, Miaa Doris Hatch, the grand- ftu pounds: of corn. M
pounds; of on ionof carrots. Fugflsb turn pa. rve
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robertson, who pounds;
Indian meal.50pounds;of parsnips, 45pout
have given him ail the care of a aon, and of
barley and buckwheat. 4ft pounds, of'
to all those nearest and dearest to the *3 pounds, or even measure as by agreen.r
young life, the sympathy of every heart is

surprise
Tbe good

"In

a

by

“

and wife.

_

Co.’s

a

Johnson

___________

streets, Waterville, caused
|75,000 Saturday night.

th„

in town.

They were a peaceful, g.srd tempered 1! Burton Winslow Noyes arri%*ed at the
twain and bad never had a quarrel.
home of Everard Noyes and w ife SaturThere were no children, and a aister ;
hiil mineral spring*.
day afternoon, Aug 2.
came to keep house lor the deacon.
Mrs W. E. Bragdon and daughter
"He'll marry again within a year or !
Bangor was chosen as the meeting place
Mams, of Franklin, were recent
I
of
was
oplucourse."
the
genera
two.
of
the
State
annual
session
for the
grange
of her brother, Fred H. Beau.
in December, by the executive committee Ion of tile villagers.
and
after
Herman Joy b«s acted s* guide for lion.
deacon
didn't
remarry,
The
in
of the order, which assembled
Augusta
eight years had pass .si away he was Burton Harrison on severs! trips recently
Monday.
given credit for taring one of the few to the Harrison trout reserve.
RAINBOW. 2UCJ. NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
He had Just passed Ills j The entire Osgood familv are now at
exception*.
Kail)bow grange met July 31 with about fifty-tdxth
birthday when he drove ; William Lord’s, and tLhing trips, by land
It was suggested that over to Grafton one day with horse and sea, are the order of the
forty present.
day.
Sister Fanny Gray be given a shower of and buggy to transact some business
H. I. Thomsen and wife, w ho are enpotl-eard* Aug. 2. It is hoped that a It was a splendid June day. and If
their summeryln the British Lies,
A fine pro- anybody bad told the deacon that he joying
Urge number w ill respond.
have finished Scotland, and are now in
was
within
a
to
run
Into
presented.
was going
gram
cyclone
England.
an hour he would have laughed at the
Mrs. Jane Ashley is entertaining h«r
BAYDIDE, 478, ELLSWORTH.
was
yet four miles
prediction. He
Bavside grange met Wednesday evenfrom Grafton and tolling np a long daughter, Mrs. Fred# Fuller, granddaughter. Mrs. Hayes Gorton, and three greating, with a good attendance. The first hill when the cyclone appeared.
and second degrees were worked on one
It had been sitting down on a stone grandchildren.
candidate by Past-Master Willis L. Pratt. to rest. It was a woman with a bulgMrs. Mary Leighton and Mrs. David
A good
One application was received.
ing satchel. She was about forty live Bradford, of Pniladelphia, are visiting
will
be
was
carried
out.
There
program
years old and had a pleasant face. relative* here. Mrs. Bradford is a daughwork next Wednesday.
ter of the late Alfred Martin.
She was asked If she didn’t want a
lift on her way and was Invited to
There were services at the church SunMARIAVILLE, 441.
!
She didn’t day morning, conducted by Rev. Mr.
take a seat In the boggy.
MariaviUe grange met Saturday even- look at all to the deacon like a
cyclone Gray, of Pennsylvania, who will hold
ing, with the usual attendance. The lite- on wheels—not then.
Roth were nst- services for the next two Sundays.
well
rendered.
Next
was
rary program
orally talkative, and Inside of ten min- ] Richard Pillman, with his wife, who
Saturday evening, Aug. 9, will be * me- ntes they were talking away like old
was Mis* Josie Pettee, bis young brother
morial program for departed members.
acquaintances. The cyclone was a
The committee will decorate the graves widow named Pardon. She had been and Andy Moran, of Roxbury, Mass., are
at the Stephen Pettee place.
Sunday forenoon st 10 o’clock, and ail will sewing at the house of n farmer. She camping
Mrs. H. T. Oudsleys, who is pleasantmeet at Brother Arden 8. Young's.
had a married sister IPing In Grafton.
as a guest at “Ifillcroft"
She had been a widow for five years, ly remembered
XARRAMIS8IC. 224, ORLAND.
in 1911, has been very ill at her home in
and. while life was going very well
MEMORIAL RK»OLCTIO?*».
Baltimore. She is gaining, and it is hoped
with her. It was a bit lonesome
W’herrnt, God in HU infinite mercy has
w Hi soon
be able to be moved to Cape
that
It
Goodman
confessed
Deacon
our
called from our order
worthy sister,
May.
for
him.
also
a
was
bit
be
it
lonely
A.
Ginn,
Elit*
\
Miss Georgia H. Emery, o' Newton,
Widow Pardon had never considered
AVsoired. That hy her death. Narramissic
her
Mass., with
cousin. Miss'’Alice
a second marriage, bul If she should
grange. P. of H.. No. 234. has lost a faithful
member, one whose influence for good will
happen to find the right sort of man Emery, Miss Ells Thomas and chauffeur
long be felt.
spent ten days in Sullivan. Miss Emery
It might set her to thinking
ftesoired. That we strive to emulate her
“I understand.” replied the deacon as was the guest of her cousins, the Hills,
virtues and seek as she did the good of our
Mr*. E.
W.
over
Hill and
Sunday.
he nodded his head.
order.
Miss Lydia Hill, of Bir Harbor, were
mast*
/(Vsoteed, That we extend our heartfelt
my own urwra, nuu
Miaa Emery will
And 1 can cook a invited to meet her.
sympathy to the bereaved brother and his should tv savins
sail Aug. 16 for a trip around the world
family and the many relatives and friends of boiled dinner (It for a king
seven months.
sister; that a copy of these
our deceased
"I guess i'll stop and see jour sister lasting
H
Aug. 4.
resolutions be sent to the family.and for pubabout It. 1 dou't see no sorter use In
lication. and also placed upon our records,
DEATH OF R. L. HATCH.
wna complainin' this
waitin'
[Inuuer
and that our charter and altar be draped in
vety mornln' about tbe hardness of the
Rudolph L. Hatch, horn March 90, 13SS,
mou-ning for a period of thirty days.
housework.”
Jru* A. Gnrst,
passed peacefully out after a courageous
Mary L. Bl'CK,
"Put It off for a week, and think It struggle of seven months, on July 23, 1913.
Giitkcdi Hctchiicos.
He was the son of George A. and Minnie
over.
1 also want to think.”
Committee.
The widow was left at a house In Kobemton Hatch. He married Miss Clara
the village, the deacon's business trans- Robertson, who survives him, w ith two
KITTKKY TO CAKIBOU.
acted, and he returned home to say to small children hardly old enough to
realize the loss of the sunny pteaence of
J. E. Brooks has been nominated as his sister:
"Uanner, you can have your liberty the young father.
postmaster of Biddtford.
Mr. Hatch was an ideal specimen of
party soon.”
Capt. Johnston, of Perth Amboy, N. J.,
"\rtiat d'ye mean by that, John?”
healthy
young manhood until last winter.
sailed from East port Sunday in a twenty“I'm goiu' to get married
Early in January, an ataceas broke in hia
eight-foot motor and sailboat, bound for
Deacon Goodman was known among throat, the poison passing into hia system
San Francisco by way of the Panama
lie could which later developed Bright ■ disease.
men as a "reasonable man."
canal.
moot ha
he
be argued with, and he had often During all these weary
Fire, supposed to have been caused by changed bis mind, but in this matter never loat courage or complained to make
the overheating of a motor used to generhe was atf obstinate as a mule. The harder the task ot the loving aantfs which
ate power for the cash system in the De
minister and others talked to him, but have ministered unto him and the breakQrocby

rhey npw,

gaining.
Mis* Flora Hinckley,
as

of St.
U>ui„, M
abort stay.
Dr. Oscar L. Long and wit,
of ^
more, are guests of Mrs. Joseph

EAST SULLIVAN.
Hattie Urann Flagg and daughter
Marpia, of Mil bridge, are visiting relatives
Mrs.

By M QUAD
Copyright. 1911
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Friday, Aug. 24-Field day meeting of
county Pomona grange at Blue-

_

and do just what we did before bealways done It and because our fathers and mothers did It
All of which may be the very reason
why we should not do It. There Is
no station In life and no place of one's
home where. If be wants to enlarge hla
life by caring for people outside himself. be may not start mi a career of
enlargement which shall End the answer to our question to he that the
man
wbo enters upon Infinite purHe enposes lives tbe Infinite life.
larges hla life by every experience of
life.—Edward Everett Hale

■

Hancocx

me

cause we have

■

Deacon Jobn Goodman was forty
Sight years old when he met his wife

reason.

Demosthsnee.
what is known as the “Life
Class”.
that a mao la a fine
As toe result or the bursting or an exObservation shows life to be very fall.
speaker If It te not tbe truth that be la
Half or more of the school time is spent tractor in the Bangor steam laundry Satspeaking? Pboclon. wbo did not speak
of doors, gardening, making wigwams, urday, Miss Clara Cost'gan, aged twentyat all. was a greet deal nearer bitting out
of Bangor, was instantly killed and
playing with bees and butterflies, and five,
the mark than Demosthenes.
several others were injured, although not
Be used to tell tbe Athenians: "You incidentally learning much of the world
seriously. The copper basket in the incan't light Philip
Yon bare not tbe about him. In the class room there tre no
terior of the extrsctor, which maxes
slightest chance with him. Be la a man desks. The chairs and tables may be set thousands of revolutions
per minute,
wbo bolds hie tongue, he has greet dis- aside in a moment for dancing or games.
gave way and burst the outside casing of
ciplined armies, be can brag anybody He counts his radishes and measures his | cast
iron, fragments of which were prosod so begins arithmetic. Reading
you dke In your cities here, and be Is beans,
is seldom begun before a child is ten years ; pelled with tremendous force about the
going oa steadily with an unvarying
One piece struck Miss Costigan,
room.
aim toward bis object, and be will In- old.
“The eyes of young children are in- who was standing some thirty feet from
fallibly beat any kind of meu an<-b us
in the back of the head,
tended to behold large objects," says Mrs. the extractor,
you. going on raging from shore lo
Johnson. “Early reading is hard on the killing her instantly.
shore with all that rampant nonsense
When be does begin,
Francis W. McNamara, of Old Town,
nervous system.
Demosthenes said to him one day:
"The Athenians will get mad some his progress is rapid. From ten to twelve aged thirty-one years, was killed near
day and kill yoo." “Yes." Pboclon he growB willingly and naturally into Benedicta, Aroostook county, Saturday,
said, "when they are mad. and yon aa formal study, desks and regular work. by being thrown from the advertising
When he is fourteen he is ready for high wagon he was driving. It was at first retoon aa they get sane again."—Thomas
school. After four years more be is gradu- ported that an automobile ran into the
Carlyle.
rear of the wagon, throwing McNamara
ated. No one has ever told him that he is
into the ditch, the horses then running
bright or dull. He has never heard of away, the autoists not stopping to investiOur Excellent Intentions
the injuries to the man. This story
I am quite dear that one of oar promotions or of being retarded. It he gate'
was disproved Monday, when Rev. H. H.
worst failures la at the point where, has failed in a particular study, he goes Noyes, of Island Falls, the driver of the
having resolved like angels, we drop on with the children of his age. Some- automobile, told of his discovery of the
back Into the old matter of fact life times he awakens suddenly and masters accident, which had occurred before he
Phocion and

Why tell

--

r

pecially

“Helpful and Hopeful

Ita Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Sept. 14, 1913,

MADGE".

Grangers.

the

ot

He will bare charge ol the matbmatic*

stay in that condition.
Be

with

no

vigorous,
strong,
He come*
department*.
more pains from stiff joints, sore muscle,
highly recommended, and, with hia
rheumatic suffering, aching back or kidpast experience, ought to make a valuable
disease.
man for tbeachool.
Miaa Julia H. Barton, ney
For any form of bladder trouble or
of Ellawortb, ba* been engaged to have
ita action is really wonde-fui.
charge of the teacher*’ training course weakness,
Those sufferers who are in and out of bed
and teach Engliah.
>li»» Barron it a
htlf s dozen times a night will appreciate
graduate of the Ellawortb high school and
treatand

very few words, brother."

“No."
"Get a divorce?”
“No.”
“But It's got to end, parson. I can’t
stand It any longer.”
"I think 1 have a plan to end It
When do you look for the next outbreak r
"It may come any day now.”
Tbe minister whispered in the deacon’s ear for tbe next ten minutes, and
the plan was laid. Three days later
there was a dispute over a roller towel,
and the outbreak came
At the proper moment tbe wife ran for the river
and was pursued. She was not overtaken, however.
She was not seized
and Implored. She was under such !mpetus that she went Into the river with
a great splash.
There was a man with :
a
boat there, but he let her Imbibe
several gallons of water and sink twice
before he rescued her. She was In bed
for a week, and when she crawled out :
she was irn altered woman. She was ,
bumble and contrite and never again j
had one of her spells.
In fact, she
made one of the beat wives In town,
and Deacon Goodman had reasons to
congratulate himself many times over
before he was gathered to hls fathers.
What she needed was the water cure
to drown tbe temper ont of her.

^

well

and

the rest, comfort and strength this
She has had
ment gives.
grades, and la wellTo prove The William* Treatment conqualified to handle the work here. Edith
diseases, rheuBarr, of Lewiston, ha* been engaged to, quers kidney and bladder
no matteach Latin, French and Herman. She is matism and all uric acid troubles,
ter how chronic or stubborn, if you have
a graduate ol Bates
college, and has had
never used The Williams Treatment,
expertance teaching in high school work.
will give one 50c bottle (32 doses) free if
it
Eugene H. Stover, of Arixona, waa in you will cut out this notice and send
with your name and address, with 10c to
town last week.
pay distribution expenses, to The Dr*
Cbetiey Bailey, of Cherryfield, spent help
D. A. Williams company, Dept. No. 59,
the week-end in town.
P. O. Building, East
Hampton, Conn.
Mrs. E. E. Chase and children Virginia Send at once and you will receive by parwithout
cel poet a regular 50c bottle,
and Newton spent a few days last week
charge and without incurring any obligain Bangor with Judge Chase, who is there tions. One bottle only to an address.
the

“Separate?"

science*

Caatlne normal school.

experience

in all the

Sbbm.’ermtn'B

■

DRINK
-1-

ALWAYS gives
SATIS FACTION

yNy

%

Boston's market day is now the
ns
New York's, amt Portland,
Me., Is but oue market day later than
Philadelphia.
Today a carload of
strawberries* can make the Journey be^
tween Norfolk and Boston In just
thirty-six hours and if half.
Perishable freight is ihe bane of the
oce,

and Providence, over which such
freight had to travel.
Even in the early days of consolida-

ton

name

Inland Gels Strawberries
Icbruury and Metons In May.
\cw

In

Accomplish I his.

to

problems

with In most kinds
It must be delivered in the
quickest time possible, and In this
connection the railroad, like the shippers ami the commission men, must
always reckon on the market day. The
loss of one market day on i>erishuble
freight like strawberries often means
the loss of the entire shipment. The
failure of a rqjtroad's freight schedule
to Insure delivery of this kind of
freight for a certain market day may
mean the loss to that railroad of this
entire business; to the commission men
and market men It means so much less
business to get returns from. On the
other hand, the ability of the time
table experts and the traffic men to
knock off half an hour even on the running time of a freight train may mean
to the road thousands of dollars of new
business and for the commission men
may open up a braud new line of
trade.
For years men have worked
over these freight train schedules trying to lop off precious minutes of time
In the yards. In the stops en route and
In the delivery. Always their alrn has
been In the case of New England to
get table luxuries, such as early
■trawherries, melons and peaches, into
Boston by the second market day.
There Is no more perishable produce
than strawberries, and next to them
comes
fish.
The New England railroads must bring the first Into New
England and carry the second out In
the case of berries it is absolutely essential that they be consumed within
seventy-two hours from the time they
are picked for them to command a
price that will make the business
worth while. When one considers that
these early beyrles are picked In Virginia and points farther south the
problem confronting the New England
rallroada In getting them on the New
Englander's table within this limit of
seventy-two hours Is thus seen to t»e a
big one. If a carload of straw berries
consigned to a New England produce
merchant misses a market day at the
South Boston yard It means usually a
depreciation of at least 5 cents on
every box; on melons It means pn>f>ably a cent apiece. That may not
seem much, but In the aggregate it Is
enough frequently to wlj>e out the
profit on an entire shipment
not met

of freight
In March, mei-

Sl'BAWBEBBIES

Today this la ths
[toast of no lawkni Lucullua,
hut the privilege of the many,
In

.-ii.

May!

fresh xtrawlterrios
you may even eat
up in northern New England In
the New Englander
February. Today
and eat fresh
ra,i cut his ountalouiK?
vegetables with anow *t!U on the
New potatoes when hts own
,rrv nd.
nre to him no longer
arc Icing planted
<wuj

Fresh peaches

dream.
vvb.en Ids

trees are

own

on

Ills table

Just through

as much curithe bride's bouquet of
No longer dm* that
Puses In Janus.).
strawt>erry patch out In his own gar-

blossoming excite about

os!!' In him

as

moan his first taste of the luscious
It used to be
fruit In June or July.
he
so many year* ago. but nowadays
bss probably eaten quarts of berries
long before bis own have ripened.
All this has been brought about not
by some agricultural wizard's work
In our gardens, not by our meteorologists' work In studying the weather,
It Is the result
but by the railroad*.
solely of the perfecting of our modern
mettmds of transportation, the bringing up of our main steel highways of
commerce to a standard not surpassed
anywhere else In the world, enabling
the trafllc men and operating ex|>erta
so to work out fsat freight schedules
tnat today the New England table is
but forty hours from southern farms.
Thsre la no faster freight service In
the world than that which carries
strawlierrie* to the New England table
from the southland la two days. There
Is no such terminal yard anywhere as
the great yard or yards at South Boston of the New York. New Haven anil
Hartford, where this fruit and early
vegetables are received, bought and
As many a*
sold and distributed.
Jf<i carloads of strawberries are sometimes received there In a single day,
tnd so quickly are they handled that
sue hour after they have entered the
yard they are either being unloaded
or are being sent out again to Portland or places even farther north,
where they can be eaten the next
de!

morning.
The celerity with which this most
perishable of perishable freight Is
handled from the time It Is put In the
car In Florida. Georgia or Virginia until It ha* reached the marketmen scattered all ovei* New England
Ls protwhly not exeeeded anywhere In
this country.
It represents years of
study, of painstaking work over railroad schedules, of the most gffectlve

freight

|

BKBHIEB FOB MOBTHJUiF
EUIiMENTS.

'co-operatloh between the railroad* and
of the most scientific management eo
far as It relates to this phase of the
railroad problem.
It has created a
new business In New England, a bust
ness that practically did not exist
It baa made new
twenty years ago.
markets and a new Industry for many;
has wiped out the enormous advantage
which Philadelphia and New York
seemed to have over Boston and
New England In this matter of table
delicacies and the handling of the
early southern produce.
In the business world time Is counted
In the produce
by the business day.
business It la counted by the market
day, and tbe market day begins and
end* practically between 6 and 7 a. at
Thanks to a development of a fast
freight service for this kind of prod
once

Watermelons
Peaches

8p1narh
Tomatoes
Potatoes

PARCEL POST CHANGES.

for

fraction

Weight Limit Advanced From Eleven
to

Twenty Pound*.

The postotfice department has issued the
following bulletin relative to the changes
that have been made in the parcel poet
rates and the size of parcels that will be
carried:
On and after August 15, 1913, the limit
of weight of parcels of fourth class mail
for delivery within the first and second
zones shall be increased from eleven
The rate
pounds to twenty pounds.
of postage on parcels exceeding four
ounces in weight shall be five cents
lor the first pound and one cent for
each additional two pounds or fraction
thereof when intended for local delivery,
and five oenta far the first pound and one

and

each

thereof

second

zones

shall

be asifollows:

FirstJZone

Zone

rate

rate

rate

pound
2 pounds......
3 pounds.
1

Second

Local it Zone

f0.06

#

|0.06

FEBRUARY STRAWBERRIES

III

NEW

ENG-

LAND.

consumer had to wait until the
third day, while the depreciation wrent

oral
on.

In IS06 (lie first fast freight service
inaugurated, but it was not all
that it ought to be until about four
was

10

.14

-06

.07

.07

4

pounds.07

.06

.06

5

pounds.

.00

.00

.10
^ .08 ^^T.ll
7 pounds..••••
.12
8 pounds.00
-00
9 pounds..

.10

6

.07

pounds.08
••••

.12

*12

new

It’s

to

sire

see

thoughts,

new

meet

a

natural

places, think
new people.

abnormal craving for change,

not an

for

1912.
1.322
323
378
681
2~5
373
1.633
203

excitement,
to

it’s

a

normal

de-

broaden one’s self.

Travel has well been called the great
educator.
DON’T PUT OFF THAT TRIP!
It’s easy and inexpensive.

»

j

•

11

*13

*13
17 pounds.....•
18 pounds.14
10 pounds.14
20

pounds.13

*1®

next

one

reaches

*19

19

*20

*20

*21

.21

carriers from that

*22

.22

*23

.23

*24

.24

on,
.18

The Beet Pain Killer
Bucklen’s Arnica Halve when applied to
cut, bruise, sprain, burn or scald, or other
Injury of the skin will Immediately remove
all pain. E. E. Chamberlain, of Clinton, Me.,
says: “It robs cuts and other injuries of their
terrors. As a healing remedy itfs equal don’t
exist.” Will do good for you. Only 26 o. a*
all druggists.

or

office, or at any office for
local delivery.
Fresh meats and other articles mentioned
in paragraph
2, section 34, parcel post

when inclosed and wrapped
the last senin the manner person bed
tence of that paragraph, will be accepted
for mailing to offices within the first and

regulations,

second

by

zones.

Minister Praises this Laxative.
Rev. H. Stubenvoll, of Allison, la., in
praising Dr. King's New Life Pills for constipation. writes: “Dr. King’s New Life Pills
no home should be
are such perfect pills
without them.” No better regulator for the
and bowels. Every pill guaranteed.
liver
Try them. Price ate. at all druggists.

■■

a

I

■

I ■■

Thing Done

Right, Do It Yourself
who wants his tobacco cut up for him
to save a minute’s time,
cannot blame the manufacturer because the tobacco gets
dried up, bums fast in his pipe and scorches his tongue.
The

man

months before he smokes it, just

There’s only one way to get Fresh tobacco—cut it up youryou use it, from the Sickle plug. Then you get all the
original flavor and moisture that have been pressed into the plug
and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper—and you are rewarded
by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
self

as

Every day more smokers are coming back to the good old
Sickle plug and satisfaction. Buy a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s
—and note how much mere tobacco you get, when there’s no
package to pay for.

Slice it

3 Ounces

you

10c

j

which a rural route starts, for delivery on
*13 such route, or mailed at any point on such
*1® route for delivery at any other point there-

m

When You Want

About 75 per cent of New England is
afTected by this fast freight service
perfected by the railroad men. The
sea lias had to yield this traffic to the
line of steel which ties the north to the
south.
Today the New’ Englander,
even though he lives in Maine, is as
certain of fresh strawberries for his
table in the spring as he is of his own
garden truck In the summer.
When the great Hell Gate bridge and
Connecting Railroad Joining the New
Haven system with the Pennsylvania is completed in New York city
this schedule may be shortened even
This great engineering feat, unmore.
dertaken by the two roads, will obviata
the long water transfer around Manhattan Island. It is only three miles
across New York bay from Greenville,
where the Pennsylvania’s trains roll
In from the south, to Bay Ridge, where !
the cars will again take the rails ;
bound for Boston, and the dangerous !
and delaying tides of Hell Gate will
While it will not :
thus be avoided.
the saving of another market
mean
day, It will mean that more trains can
be handled and may result some day in
making Portland’s market day the
tame as Boston's.
The railroad is the great harvester.
/t gathers the grain in one corner of
oar country and distributes it in another than man may be fed with (he
staff of life; but more than that It
sees that his table is supplied with the
good things of the ground though ha
five amid the snows.

at the officj from which the route
starts, or on any rural route start-mailed
at a city carrier office, or at any point
within its delivery limits, for delivery by

•!"
-18

ma

morning.

*11

.06

.06

desire

of the fast express
the yard in the
early hours of the morning the care
are marked showing what yard they
are Intended for, this depending upon
the firms to which they are consigned.
Then the switch engines get busy.
It takes an average of twenty minutes
to mark the cars.
They have so reduced the time of switching or classification, us it is called, that in thirty
minutes every car in a forty car train
will have been put in its proper yard
and place.
On an average it is just
one hour from the time the big Pacific
locomotive lands its train of fruit in
the terminal that the cars are ready
to have their seals broken.
That Is
when it Is ready to be sold by the
marketmen. though the sales do not I
ebegln till the bell rings at 6 a. m.
There are few’ other cities where
this kind of freight is landed so close
to the market Ten minutes is all that
Is required in Boston to transfer it to
the market from the car.
In this
terminal, where 4,135 freight cars can
be kept at one time, there is sufficient
space provided so that teams can back
up to 2,100 of these cars.
About 95 per cent of the produce
brought into this yard every day remains there or is shipped out by express. The cars destined for Portland
; and for northern New England begin
moving out by noob again, but from
Boston a radius of at least twenty-five
miles is covered direct Portland will
get its berries in time for breakfast the

,A* swd as
freight trains

The rate for local delivery shall apply to
|0.05 ill
parcels mailed at a pontofflce from

.06

The wanderlust you feel is

part

pounds.10
pounds......10
12 pounds.....11
13 pounds......11
and second zones.
14 pounds.12
Section 1, 3, 7 and 15, parcel post regula15 pounds.12
tions, are amended accordingly.
The pound rates of'postage in the first 16 pounds...13
additional pound
intended for
when
delivery at other offices within the first

cent

.i.

1902.
033
292
412
484
167
104
044
28

“Travel”

Pineapples
It is this stream, rising and falling
with the-weather conditions, which
feeds the summer resorts and has enabled New England’s famous hotels to
cater to the finest trade and made them
independent of local truck farms. It
has also greatly increased the number
of Boston s commission houses.
The sj>eed with which this stream
flows northward is equaled by the
celerity with which it Is handled In the
South Boston yard, the great dlstrith
uting reservoir into which it pours
There are seven
Its tons of produce.
yards and thirteen freight houses making up the Boston terminal, and in and
out of it run 1,800 cars a day, of which
this perishable freight forms only a

years ago.
At that time the New Haven road’s
officials got together with those of the
In order to make a market day witn
Pennsylvania ami decided to work out
this kind of freight, the railroad must
a
schedule which would laud the
get It Into Boston, say, between the
stuff from the southern farms in BosThe
hours of 2 a. m. and 6 a. m.
ton in ample time for the second marmarket day begins promptly at 0 a. m.
ket day, counting from the time of its
That Is the hour when the big bell
shipment. It was to be a schedule
rings out In the perishable freight
which would stand up under heavy
yard and there begins a scene of acservice and t>e such as to warrant the
When
the
among
markofeicn.
tivity
commission men to increase their orthis bell rings the cars must be ready
ders.
The Pennsylvania put on sevto open so that their contents can tie
eral new trains, aud a quick transfer
fruit
and
the
and
sampled
inspected
was arranged for around New York.
or vegetables sold right as they stand
In all about five trains are now reTen minutes nfter this
In the car.
quirt'd in the busy season to bring this
bell rings the contents of the train
produce from the south. The cars are
may tie on the way to the market
I picked up all over Virginia and even
This hour of <J a. in., then. Is the
; south of there and most of them are
goal ujsin which the eye of the operat- ; collected at Norfolk.
There the Penn
man
In
the
the
traffic
man
and
ing
gylvanla makes up a train, known as
It Is I
railroad organization Is fixed.
B 10, in one or more sections, aud
the hour they must make, not one
This train
starts it north at noon.
busior
lose
the
hut
every day,
day,
reaches the Jersey City yards of the
ness. Down In Virginia, through VfaryPennsylvania at 10 a. rn. the next
land and Delaware a freight train
There It Is broken up and the
day.
loaded with the luscious early berries
cars rushed to the New Haven transfer
of southern plantations, the first to
floats, which are taken around the
feel the vitalizing effect of the spring
East river and through Hell Gate by
the
tie
through
rushing
sunshine, may
the most powerful tugs in New York
with
the
this
toward
goal
speed
night
In the great Harlem river
harbor.
The engineer
of a passenger train.
yards it is “classified” again. It starts
has this goal In mind, the yardmen
on Its way to Boston at 3 p. m., makalong the route have It In mind, and
ing stops at New Haven, Providence,
offices
the
railroad
In
the
operatup
Mansfield and Beadville to drop off
the
In
too.
Dike
men
have
It
mind
ing
The old arriving time of this
cars.
man with the ball In the football game,
train was 2:3^ a. in. in Boston, but
these men are all working to put the
thirty minutes have been cut off this
train with lta produce over the goal
in the last year.
Frequently it comes
line before the big bell In the Boston
into the South Boston yard at 1:30 a.
the
as
a
for
out
signal
yard rings
m.
Thirty-five cars Is about the limit
market men that another market day
When 250 carloads
of a freight train.
has begun.
of berries Slone are coming up from
New England has not always enjoythe south in one day obviously this
ed the privilege of having strawberries
train can’t take them all, though it
even
melons
In
or
Id February
May.
For the later
runs In several sections.
the
that
was
not
It
many years ago
sections of the Pennsylvania road’s
had
householder
to
rely chiefly
average
train bringing up the berries the New
He
on hla local frulta and vegetables.
Haven has still a faster train ready.
waited ontll July for his strawberries.
This train leaves the Harlem river
later.
and
he
melons
His
got
peaches
yards at 7:25 p. m. and gets to Boston
Vegetables out of season were rare.
It also makes stops on the
at 4 a. m.
This was when New England, by the
way where cars have to be dropped
was
of
means
then
transportation,
All this takes
for midway points.
many market days away from the
time, so that the speed lietween these
of
Intenwere
the
These
south.
days
stops must of necessity be that of a
sive railroads, as Mr. Brandela would
fast passenger train.
railroads
call
short
them,
probably
These are the two great berry exbut
with
one
another,
opconnecting
With
press trains of New England.
and
erated separately
Involving many
the Pennsylvania’s trains they form
When
haa
to
transfer points.
freight
the route over which dally passes the
go over several railroads operated on
out of season fruit to which we are
to
It
Is
bound
the Intensive principle
now so accustomed.
suffer delays. < Between Boston and
Though this stream of farm produce
New Tork there were the New Haven,
runs practically all of the year, It la
road
and
Bo*
the
the old Btonlngton
subject to many changes. When Feb-

or

‘SbtatiHJRt'lM.

New England this

Berries

|

EaHLT

cover

begins to trickle and then ran
red with the first strawberries ripened by the warmer sunshine of the
south.
Larger and larger it grows,

Cantaloupes

1

4ATUERI.NO

snows

tion there Was still much time consumed because the old freight transfer
points were retained. Boston and and now the stream takes ol a touch
Green
of green along with the red.
northern New England were not entirely without early produce, but owing peas and spinach and the early greens
are
flowing northward, first a few
to the slow schedules and delays the
cars, then more, then fifty, a hundred,
business was n
hazardous one for
and finally sometimes as high as 300
commission men.
In these days the
cars a day of strawberries alone when
bhlk of the southern fruit and vegetathe crest Is reached In early .Tune.
bles was put on a boat at Norfolk and
The berries give way to melons and
rushed by sen to Boston. Some of It
more vegetables, then to peaches, no
went by rail to New York and thence
by the old Stonlngton line to Boston. tatoes and onions, ami so It goes until
all New England's own crops are
The sea was able to afford the better
ready for the reaping.
service for the most part. The boats
The amount of perishable freight
from Norfolk made the third market
day and sometimes not that The Sto- borne northward to New England and
distributed from Boston has grown
nlngton line made possible a noon de^
livery on tpe second day, but while I enormously since the railroad men per
fected this schedule.
In 1002 there
this enabled some large consumers,
were handled In
yard No. 1. in the
such as hotels. In Boston to serve
South Boston terminal. 4,663 cars of
fresh fruit at the dinner hour the gen
In 1006 it had
perishable freight
I-1
grown to 6,506, in 1908 to 7.898, and
last ytnrr It totaled 8.8S1.
Here are
some of the figures:

railroad man's existence
He sometime* loses more sleep over It than
he does over passengers.
It involves

Mat the Kallroads Have Done

niary’s
stream
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They have given marvelous
results.
Purchasers are enthusiastic
the small fuel consumption, the great heating
power, the ease of operation.

over

Ask for

an

estimate

on

your needs.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor,
SOLD

BY J. P.

Me.

ELDRIDGE,ELLSWORTH, ME

RHEUMA THE—
FOR ALL FORMS OF

RHEUMATISM

Don’t be skeptical about RHEUMA, the
modem enemy of Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Sciatica, Arthritis, Gout, Chronic Neuralgia, or Kidney Disease. After taking a few
doses you will know that the poisonous
Uric Add is leaving the system.
"For six years I was practicaliy a cripple
on crutches from Rheumatism. One bottle of Rheuma cured me.”—J. K. Greenburg, 3839 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, 111.
RHEUMA—guaranteed—50c. a bottle.
GA. P- ARCHER.

CLARION.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”, It is
requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

sure

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street

Ellsworth.

ELLSWORTH
Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Bile*
Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms. HAVING
for those who
worth
support and
need assistance during the
flee
-no par, no wtiHia.
to

▲11 kind* of leandry work done at short notice,
ttoods celled tor end delivered.

H. B. K8YKY * OO.
8tele St..
Ellsworth, Me

Bstey Building,

care

next
may
year* and are legal residents of BUaworth*
forbid aU pereons trusting then on ay account, ae there ia plenty of room and accommodations to care tor them at ths City Farm
M. 1. Osdhmit
boase.

would be elected, although be would
receive but 14,692 votes against an

STlic <i:tl£5U)ortli American

anti democratic vote of 20,394,
It also goes without saying that
such a showing in September would
mean the utter wiping out of the re-

A. LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

democrat, a protectionist, desires?
If it is, he is pursuing just the course
publican party—at least in this con- to bring it about. If it isn’t, why
doesn’t he, since he doesn’t expect j
gressional district.
But here is another group of inter- to be elected himself, join Peters and
Seven Maine cities together make certain the defeat of,
esting figures
held elections last spring in which the common enemy?

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. Rollins, Editoi and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editora year; #1.00 for alx
months; 50 cents for i„ree months; If paid
atrlr.tlv In advance, $\ 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rat* of #2 f>ei

tabacrlptlon Price—#‘2 00

there were three tickets—progressive,
and democratic, and of
these seven the progressives were
successful in but one. Here are litt-

republican

▼ear

Advertising
made

Rates—-Are reasonable and will be

known on

ures,

application.

Average per week for 1912,

2,460
>

8.805
1.561
1.153
2K2
647
196

400

'294

Auburn.

UM
512
571

Lewiston,
Rockland.

1,260
963

Augusta,
East port*

14)02
410

Portland,
South Portland.

to

Candidacy Approved.

Municipal vote, spring.

candidacy of Hon. John A.
Peters, of this city, to succeed the
late Hon. Forreet Goodwin, of Skowhegan, is being received with a heartiness and favor by the voters of the
district that is not surprising here,

Rep., tiy%
Pro.,
88%
Dem- 48as%

4.773
7.840
9.769

100%

22,382

where Mr. Peters is so well known,
and where his ability and fitness for
congressional duties are so fully

changes

not

distriot

to

surprising
leaders
select

.Voeember.

These
to take

9.789

both enter the

figures

that when the

1,077
1,051
111
80S

188

228

3.863

'13.

1Q.380

iu

John T. Clark, of West Franklin, aged
seventy-two years, has thirty-seven living
grandchildren and six great-grandchildren. He is curious to know if anyone
else in Hancock county of that age can
a

better

Bhowtng.

Municipal.
37 1-0%
8,272
3.668
Pro- 16 2-5%
10.880
Dem- 46 2-6%
22.815

100%

are

suggestive

tur

and the
buui

ui

lining in the bottom of an
old-fashioned leather trunk, more than
100 years old, owned In the family of
Irving Osgood, of Ellsworth, are two old
newspapers, one bearing the dato of 1822,
the name not shown, and another s copy
of the Christian Mirror, of Portland,
dated 1829. Co fortunately only parts of
Pasted

of the

likely
It is

changes
tur

aau

and

con*
Roosevelt votes in this
gressional district outnumbered the
In November in
votes for Wilson.

maries, the one receiving the larger ! the cities referred to above (Lewiston
number of votes to receive the aid excepted) the sum of the Taft and
of the other, was characteristic. Mr. Roosevelt votes outnumbered the
Peters made this proposition because votes for Wilson, and in the spring
he desired to see the full strength of election in these cities the same
Portland excepted was true^
the anti-democratic vote polled for
It is not disputed that, the antione man, and make it certain that
this district will not be
; democratic strength in this district is

j

as a

papers

are

used,

and these contain few

Doubtless a perhsal of
the old prints would disclose much of

complete

which are even more
place in September.

iturcuiutu

Harbor’s selectmen have tabooed
the “turkey trot” at public dance halls.

the

22JH5.

Rep.,

candidate, their they were present
Mr. Peters, for took place.

choice fell npon
such was the natural choice.
His action prior to the primaries, when he
asked Mr. Lawrence to stand with
him as a candidate before the pri-

COl'MTV OOSSII*.
Bar

make
Dem.
5.046
807
985
1.821
601
1.188

of course hard to say to what extent
purely local issues and personalities
were responsible for the changes, but

looked over the

a

251

FSBCBWTAOB OF TOTALS.

recognized.
is

973

Pro.
897
89

Rep.

The

It

for governor that they
republican primaries.

BLBCTtON.

MUNICIPAL

8,272

republican

9SH

2.20
668

7.840
4.773
Total vote in November, ’ll, 22.382-

Congress, Third
Maine District,
JOHN A. PETERS, of Ellsworth.

Mr. Peters’

4,242
434

490

Augusta,
East port,

ELECTION, MONDAY, SEPT. 8, 1913.
Representative

are

Rooteveil. .Wilson

Taft.
2.777
*8
2»
271

Portland,
South Portland.
Auburn.
Lewiston.
Rockland.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEE.

For

unofficial,

correct:

Massachusetts presents the amazing
spectacle of a democratic governor
proposing to a progressive candidate

NOVBMBBa.

Tl.e

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1913.

which, though

substantially

Business communications should be addressed
lo, and all checks and money orders made pay
Able to The Hancock Cocktt Publishing
Co Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s edition of
American is 2,550 copies.

considerable proportion of those who
voted for Roosevelt last November,
the election of a democrat is inevitable. Is that what he, an anti-

articles.
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AUTOMATIC STOP.

Nearly 3,000 Inventors Kntered

iiim

for

Pres. Mellen’s $10,000 Offer.
The offer of Charles S. Mullen, president
of the New Haven system, of ^10,000 for the
best automatic stopping and speed control
device which would ssfely srrest trains
disregarding fixed signals expired on
July 1. On that date 2,816 persons bad
entered the competition, the number indicating the unusual interest which Mr.
Mellen’s offer has excited. The applicants
represent every country, including China,
Japan and Australia.
W hile 2,816 persons have responded to
the original offer, and may be said to have
entered the competition, only 704 of the
applicants thus far have submitted plans
Id reply to the circular sent to each applicant giving the conditions and requirements of the competition. This does not
eliminate the others, because the conditions

prescribe

that to

device mast be
eitbei the
or

ths

adopted
New Haven,

be
for

acceptable

general

the

use

Carries Pianos and
II
■■

\ '•

For Cash

:

spring.

leigh,

which the democrats have to reckon?
Why should they insist that in order
to beat Mr. Pattangall the republicans

have done all in their power to
adequate and proper protection for our industries. Now with a
obtain

On these

Under the Underwood measure our
farmers, our pulp, paper, lumber,
wool and cotton manufacturers will

come to

as

a

them?

Mr. Lawrence says the minority will
be held responsible for the election of
a democrat; in the face of the spring

election figures, which is the minority
—the faction which rose from 21 per
cent, to 37, or the faction which
dropped from 35 per cent, to 16?

a

faculty for
Sunday

tbe

member of the

summer

four years, will also
school department.

school

assist in

Missionary education will be under the
direction of Miriam

Woodberry,

of New

York, secretary of the woman’s depart-
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Easy Paymont Plan
99 main
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jFor Urnt

or

Salt.
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PIANOS-'price,

SECOND

..

applicants on or before July 1 has the
right of qualifying until Jan. 1,1916.

of

The amount of labor involved in this
offer may be estimated from the fact that
C. H. Morrison, chief eignal engineer of
the New Haven, who baa been placed in
charge cf the competition, up to July 1 bad
written 4,062 letters, and 1,483 copies of
patents bad been obtained.
One of tbe reasons underlying the offer
was the fact that there is (no automatic

will have nothin* to do with; .“tale-aid roads,
which the Stole will aid the towns to build
and keep in repair, the work of which will
have to be done under the supervision of the
State highway deportment: and, third, al>
other roads left wholly as now, under the
care and control of the towns.
The constitution, at amended by the last
legislature, provides for an issue of bonds of
#3,000.000 for the purpose of building and imThe new law provides
proving highways.
that these bonds shall be issued in serial
numbers from time to time as the governor
and council shall authorise. I am told that
we can sell no bonds on a 4 per cent, basts
through the broker*, for the money market Is
so hard that the money brokers could not
pay as much as par and accrued interest for
them.
After thinking the matter over carefully. 1
have decided that we do not need any brokers
to sell these bonds. If the State of Maine—a
State that has practically no bonded debt or
debt of aay kind except for trust funds, which
is a very small amount—cannot sell Us bonds
at 4 per cent, interest to its own people, it is
lime we all know It. If the people In Maine
have not confidence enough lo thelrown State
to take its bonds, which to my mind are as
good security as can be found in the world. 1
want to move out of the State.
Hence It Is my plan to have the governor
sod council pass an order providing for an
issue of these bonds, and for the treasurer of
State to advertise for bids for popalar subscription thereto, and the bonds to be issued
in denominations of *100. two. #$uc. fi.ooo and
#5,000. so that people of small or Urge means
can have a chance to obtain them in such denominations as they wish. It is so late in the
season that 1 doubt if we shall need to issue,
during the preseot year, more than §300.000
although 1 wish wt might be able to get work
done throughout the state which would call
for a much larger sum.
While the new highway law provides Ihsl
the automobile taxes shall be set aside to psy
both the principal and
Interest
of these
"bonds, the people should know that they are
the promise of the State, like any other bond,
and not dependent in any war for their payment on this fund,
but a direct obligation
of the State, like any other bond, and not dependent iu any way for their payment on this
fund, but a direct obligation of the State,
backed by all the taxable property of the
Stele, the same as any other State bond.
They are also exempt from all State and local
taxation.
As 1 commenced a campaign for the improvement of the highways when a member
of the House in UMS, eighteen years ago. and
have been struggling ever slooe to obtain better roads in Maine, 1 am noxious that during
my administration n material advancement
along this line shall be made.

ou

any of the steam surface reads of this
country, though some roads are conducting experimental testa.
The New Haven
A new touch of courtesy, too often lackroad, however, is tbe only road which has
ing in commercialism, is shown in the thus far offered a reward to inventors for
new form of answer adopted by the telesuch a device.
Tbe stopping devices
phone company with the beginning of this
operated on some elevated and submonth. Instead of the brief, “Number?”
way lines, notably in tbs New York
in answer to your ring. Central now nays,
snbway, while affective on such lines,
“Number, please?” It is a little thing, have
not been designed to meet some of
that word please, but it counts for a great
tbe conditions required by steam surface
deal in affairs of lift. If it has its proper
lines, one of these being tbe ability of the
effect on the subscriber’s end of the teledevice to work under all weatbsr condiphone, where the courtesy la too often tions and to be
mpervioua to either slaet
lacking—rather than in the central office,
or snow.
it will add a fresh touch of courtesy to
luaugunsuug ruco a L-umpeiuiuo me
telephone communications, and perhaps New Haven baa
practically taken up the
give a new tone to business all through work
left unfinished by train
control
the day.
board of the interstate commerce cornmission, which went out of existence last
C. K. SUMMER SCHOOL.
in 1908,
year. This board, appointed
1*1*0* for the Annual Session to be at tested twenty of the moat meritorious of
the many automatic stop
devices subCharleston.
Interesting plsns for tlie twelfth annual mitted. While it did not find any which
session of the Maine C. E. summer school exactly met its
requirements, it announced that some might in the near fuare being perfected by Principal Harry W.

has been

the

-.-..

_

Sunday school methods will be taught
H. R. White lock, Baptist Sunday
and young people’s worker of
He will report
the splendid
national B. Y. P. U. convention recently
held at Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs. Flora V. Slebbins, of the International Sunday school committee, who

on

■

***"
Gov. Klalnfn Kxplalnii Plan For Isi
suing Them.
=..1..
Oov. Haines, in a newspaper interview
JFor Salt.
last week, explained his plans for making
HAND
a popular issue of bonds under the new
'fll'l
*1S lo tlW; In iiorxl repair. Orgai,.
2
flS to »H5; iomi •• good >• new.
good roads law. He said:
a,( ,®
»« of bargain,. Lone A Co.. Maaon: bul'd
The people should understand that the new tr
Me.
Portland,
g,
j
highway commission is created by the law
otTSBHOU) fobnishinos -7icrr
which went into effect July 11. last. This law
In* 1 mahogany chamber art; one
divides the road into three kinds:
State I »•*•*
net.
Many other
**«;A. P»Oor
Mna.
K. Cutl, Pranklln Ron*
roods, which Ihe State itself hereafter wilt article*
nation
|
build and repair, and the towns and cities

a

by

interest.

basis, what of Rev.
ground have the progressives for school
claiming that they are the party with Maine.

democratic Congress, led by southern should
statesmen who seem to care little for
the prosperity of New England, we are
to see the labor of years wiped out.

figures

and

::

Pina lllMl Inquire
MrnrMV. K.itworih, Me.

Howe, of Waterville, who already has sent ture be developed possibly to the point
represented
The faculty this session where the railroads might use them. Inout programs.
far
than
the
democratic
in Congress by one whose party does
greater
asmuch as the approval of the interstate
ensure* an interesting and profitable term.
|
not represent the majority thought of strength, and so far as the spring
A. J. Sbartle, publication manager of commerce commission would be necessary
the district on the tariff; whose party elections show, the republicans in- the united society of C. E., whose head- before the New Haven would feel justified
is now engaged in passing a measure creased their strength from 21 1-3 per quarters are at Boston, will teach C. E. in putting a stopping device in regular
the requirements laid down by
that will remove or largely reduce cent of the total vote to 37 1-5, while methods, and will also report the great operation,
international C. E. convention of L&s the train control board have been adopted
the protection afforded many Maine the progressives fell from 35 per cent
from which he has recently re- a? well as eight additional ones made
in November to 16 2-5 per cent in the Angeles
industries.
turned.
necessary by the peculiar conditions of
The third Maine district has year
after year expressed its belief in a
protective tariff. Its representatives,
such as Blaine and Milliken and Bur-

m-nminiin

Player Pianos

GOOD ROADs BONDS.

Pennsylvania

regular operation

<s

o.

New York Central roads "within

device in

!

Small Instrument* of all kind*, and everything in
the music I'ne. Talking Machines. Sewing Machines
Bnd Supplies, Cabiuets, lilcycle* and Sundries, Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards.

..

I

■

'-v-’-m-ch-h-ii

Clement's MUSIC Store ;

:

the years 1913,1914 or 1915”. Consequently
any inventor who got hta name on the list

stopping

...

New Haven lines.
Of the 704 devices of which plana and
models have been submitted thus far, it is
announced that not one has met condition
No. 1, which reads:
“The apparatus
should be so constructed that the removal
or failure of auy
essential part would
the

the display of a stop signal and the
application of the train brakes, and if
electric circuits are employed, they should
be so designated that the occurrence of a
brake, cross or ground, or a failure of the
cause

of energy in any of the circuits,
should cause the display of a stop sigual
and the application of the train brakes.”
A few of the devices already submitted
might be perfected, it is said, so as to
meet this requirement, and no doubt this
source
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TOR.HR—During the summer, for his keen
II Good home; light work
H-att
enough to carry four. Suiiwble for woman to
drive.

Address P. O. Bo* 4*2. Ellsworth

Sittiaiumf fflUntdl.
woman-with

children,
Reliable
home,

two

%n

wants a place as housekeeper
and at fair wage*
Keftrpleaaant
ences exchanged.
Address B. M
H
car*

in

Atomic**. Ellsworth

Spnial >oticts.
wish to extend our heartfelt ihsr-ks to
the many hind neighbors and friends
ff
for thetr sympathy and floral offerings during
our recent bereavrnent.
CsrT. J B. Riuiri
.Ma. **t» Mas. T. t
Mitches
Ml F B Mitchbu
Mas. SamCSL Noun
Penobscot, Aug- 4, lfU.

\ITE

NOTICE.
TIFHKRI
mv wife, Pansie Llord. has
ft
bpd
and
If
hoard without Just < ■»
twy
and provocation, notice is hereby gi»en lb* 1
will pay no blile of her contracting after
date
Aivam Ll vd
Or land. Me.. July », mg.

JUga; Acuta.
subscribers, William Wilkins Cst
and Henrietta 0. Smith, both of the
y
and county of Philadelphia, commonw* slth f
Pennsylvania, hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointed executors of the last
will and testament of
MARIA 8. WILKINS, late of said PHILADELPHIA.
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*, and that both of tne subscribers re»tJ*
ing out of the Btate of Maiae. thev have appointed Edward M. Meara. of 24 Mt- Desert
street. Bar Harbor. Eden, in the county
f
Hancock and state of Maine, their agent ;.
said State of Maine, as required by isw.
persons having demands against the enisle of
maid deceased are desired to
present the
same for settlement, and ail indebted chr
'.o
are requested to make payment immediate r
Hshbibtta C. Smith.
Wm Witktj»* C*aa.
F.xrs. #*t. Msria S. Wilkin*, dec
July 2. 1911.

THE

ment Congregational home mission society, and who has a national reputation
*
jus, nrvuiorvi irons to automobile
The two factions together can win, as speaker and teacher.
trip of 500 miles, largely in New Hampshire,
Rev. George C. Sauer, of Bangor, and
aJraotj£tnuju».
and send to Washington a Congresswhere 1 went to attend the forestry convenRev. Harry Taylor, of Andover, Mass., will be done. A very large percentage of
man who represents the fundamental
tion, but ! obtained more information in rethe devices have failed to embody any
will conduct tbe blble classes.
WANTED: BO MEN AND WOMh 1
gard to highways than 1 did In forestry
I
not, it is hoped, lend their endorse- doctrine they both believe in.
Miss Margaret Koch, who is mistress of speed control feature, also one of the con- ain satisfied
that New Hampshire is several ;
Under conditions as they exist, the tbe art of expression, and who has been ditions, this being a provision that a train
ment
to
free-trade principles by
To Take Advantage of Special Offer
years ahead of ns on this important question
electing a democrat to represent only way to save the district from tbe efficient principal of tbe summer at a speed less than a predetermined aura- j In travelling over .too miles in New HampMade by O. A. Pareher.
vote
for
Peters.
is
to
her
of
miles
bour
the
i
shire
1
school
for
will
autoas
1
conduct the
think I went over half the
did,
democracy
might pass
them.
many years,
per
O. A. Pareher, the enterprising drugdistance
on
matic
device
without
class in that study. She will also have a
improved highways. Through gists, is advertising to-day for fifty men
stopping
application
rue
democracy is attempting to |
much of the way 1 noticed the summer hotels.
To Save the Birds.
part in tbe annual recital, to tbe delight of the brakes. Alao many have failed to |
and women to take advantage of the
dodge the real issue in this campaign, {
farmhouse was entertaining
Nearly
every
meet
know
the
that
the
device
her.
n
Johnson of of those who
requirement
The three senators
offer he is making
which is the tariff. They do not like
summer
visitors from other states in the •pedal half-priee
should
work
under
The school is held in the buildings of
snow, ice, sleet or j
Dr. Howard's celebrated remedy tor con
and Hughes
Union. These visitors to New Hampshire are
to argue about the tariff here in Maine, Smith of Georgia,
conditions.
classical institute, located
seem to have Higgins
the result of its improved highways, and not •tlpation and dyspepsia, and get a fifty^in the freezing
Maine, when every voter can see the of New Jersey—who
All aorta of ideas are represented in the
beautiful country town of Charleston,
its scenery and climate. This Isa cent package at half price, 26 cents.
'menace to Maine that the ITnderwood yielded to the feather importers’ twenty-five miles from Bangor. As the models and plans submitted; most of them entirely
Bo positive is bs of the rsmarkati's
crop which need* no protection, and does not
bill conveys.
The coming election lobby, are hearing from their con- afternoons are given up to recreation, the show that the inventors, while intent on need to be fertilised or sprayed to
protect it power of this remedy to curs these diswho
are vociferous in their school offers s delightful way to spend a
stituents,
from
will find the vast majority .of the refulfilling some of the requirements, have
year to year.
eases, ss well ss sick beadeebrs end liver
for the inclusion in the pend- vacation, combining rest and inspiration totally disregarded others, particularly
New Hampshire has no belter climate and
publicans who voted for Roosevelt appeals
troubles, thst bs agrees to refund t
with enjoyable companionship.
1 scenery than ours, and has no better
which
of
the
clause
that ona providing that the failure of the
prosprolast tall marking their ballots for ing tariff bill
to any customer whom tbe medifor the fnturf. What we lack to bring money
pects
device to work, such aa might be caused,
cure
Peters. They realize that either Mr. hibits the importation of certain birds Determination of the Progressive*.
the foreigner into our State for the summer cine does not quickly relieve end
for instance, by a person tampering with
With Dr. Howard's remedy st hand you
instead of into New Hampshire is better dePeters or Mr. Pattangali will be and plumage.
(Portland hjcprtt*.;
would of itself cauae it to stop the
The original promoitorv paragrapn
The leaden of the progressive party it,
velopment of onr roads. Mach has been done can sat whet yon went end have no fear
elected, and they do not propose to
train.
It strengthen* the
already, bat we have as yet only fairly started of U1 consequences.
have determined to defeat the republicans
waste their powder.
The candidacy in tbe Underwood bill read*:
uui
■!<
vi
mr
JC"
on this work.
stomach, gives perfect digestion, regulate*
‘‘Provided that the importation of aigrette*, at any cost, even to the destruction, as
of Mr. Peters appeals to them, for his
I hope we will be able to get contractors, the
quirements have bean met, tbe railroad
bowels, creates an appetite and makes
or
osprey plum* and the Mr. Lawrence esys, of every legitimate inrecord is one to be admired.
He egret plnme*
will proceed at once to teat the more and that the towns and cities will be ready to life worth the
living.
feathers, quills, head*, wing*, tail*. *kin* or dnstry in the third district.
take
hold
of
this
work so that we can get conof the devices
makes no promises that he does not part* of *kiu* of wild birds, either raw or
submitted.
If you cannot call at Mr. Pareher*
The rank and tile of the people who do meritorious
siderable done through the fall. I am anxi•tore to-day, send him 25 cents by mail
fulfill, and as speaker of the Maine manufactured and not for scientific or educa- the voting will not agree to be made the These tests will begin the middle of this i ous that the money
shall be so expended that
and he will
House he departed not an iota from tional purpose*, i* hereby prohibited; but tools in so nefarious a purpose. The third month, and will take place on the western we shall get full value received for
send yon a
package
every
this provision shall not apply to the feather*
division
between
Hartford
and
NewingMaine district, they wili see, must return
the pathway of fairness and equity,
dollar, that there shall be no waste or graft in promptly, charges paid.
the
feathers
or
to
of
of
ostriches
or plume*
ton.
The
two automatic stop systems this
secure
Mr.
to
Pareher
has
been
able
s verdict of disapproval of the Underwood
important undertaking.
in spite of the claims of partisanship. domestic fowl* of any kind.”
coming tbe nearest to all of the requireWith a fair start this season, wt onght iu only a limited supply of tbe remedy, so
bill.
Mr. Peters advocated
advanced
ments will be tested first. One is tbe 1914 to pot our highways In such a condition I
To this tbe Senate committee hag
great is tbs demand, and you should not
The only thing which the progressive
ideals of legislation, and stood fairly
invention of Gene Webb, and is the as not only will serve onr people for all the
added a paragraph which gtatee that
can accomplish, which the republidelay taking advantage of this libsrsl
party
on the platform of his party.
As we
of agriculture and trade, but will
offer he is msking his week.
thia prohibition ghall not apply to cans cannot and will not do, will be to se- property of the international Signal Co.; purposes
also
invite visitors from abroad, during the
cure the election of s democrat to Cona&id in the beginning, it is no source “the feathers or
the other is tbe invention of an engineer
plnmea of bird* com-

suffer,

and the prosperity of the State
will be impaired. With this condition looking us right in the face, the
voters of the third Maine district will

—

u«

of surprise that all over the district
the candidacy of Mr. Peters is making
its strong
bis due.

appeal

to the voters; it is

Some Interesting Figures.
Cards are being freely distributed
throughout the third district showing
the total vote last November in tbe
counties now composing the district,
And the relative strength of the re-

publicans,

democrats

sives; they

are

•re as

and

probably

progresaccurate and

follows:

Hancock.
Kennebec.
Somerset.
Waldo,

Washington.

These cards

Rep.

Pro.

Dew.

M®

14®

M«7
2417
2.1®
2-172

1.7W
1.2®
asi
Ijm

44®

H4»3

7,1®

M7»
1m

are

being distributed

It goes without
by progressives.
saying that if in September the total

rota in the district should be divided
in like proportions, the democrat

monly recognized

aa

edible or

pesti-

feroua”.
Shoold the bill paaa in thia form,
the protestanta aay, tbe skins, featbera
or plnmea of every bird apeciee in the
world may be imported; it ia againat
thia that the howl of protest ia being
raiaed, and the recalcitrant senators
referred to are hearing from about
every aoological, ornithological and
hnmane society in the oonntry.
It will be interesting to note tbe
whether in the matter of
outcome
bird slaughter the Infloenoe of thirty
importing firms shall overtop that of
thirty millions of indignant American
—

greve.

No high hope for humanity expreeaed in
the rhetoric delivered in that convention
yesterday [progressive at Wsterville July

16] that does not
publican heart.

meet response is the

re-

That any sign of division should appear
or that men of character should foater it,
is greatly to be regretted: that the division
will extend seriously to the voters of the
district, we do not believe.

Republican

Ratification.

Hon. John A. Peters, republican candidate for representative to Congress from
the third district, and ex-Gov. Cobb will
be the principal speakers at a clam-bake
and big ratification meeting at Island

park,

near Augusts, to-morrow.
The affair is for the purpose of getting
together the workers to meet the party’s
candidate and to discuss the most effective
citizens.
ways of carrying on tbs coming camand of calling the attention of
Mr. Lawrence was in Ellsworth last paign,
voters to the menace of the democratic
week, and it ia reported to have said tarifl-for-revenue-only bill.
The Kennebec county committee is in
that he doeen’t expect to be eleoted
charge of the meeting, and has issued Into Congress. Whom does he expect vitations to the members of every town
will be successful, Paters or Pattan- committee, the third district oommittaa,
the State committee, and oounty and
gali? U he persists in his candi- State offloers. Preparations have bean
made to accommodate about 360 men.
him
with
and
takes
any
along
dacy,

Union Switch A Signal Co. These
will be tested oat practically at tbe same
time by the Lackawanna road.
Obviooaly no award can be made until
the expiration of the year Uttfi, as until
then every inventor who has entered the

summer

competition

a

season, to a much larger and more
profitable extent than we have heretofore
dreamAl of. The value of onr farms thould
be nearly donbled by this work.

of the

perfect his
device as to make it acceptable. The reward, under the condition announced, is
to be paid on the order of the interstate
has

a

chance

so

to

The merchant who does not advertise in
season makes if more profitable
for

dull

those who do

advertise.

Paint?
There are two good reaeons for
painting
often enough or even too often.
One, to
look proaperoas; two, to be so.

commission, the Massachusetts
railroad commission and the Connecticut
public ntilitiea commission.

commerce

Nothing

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
blood or constitutional disease, and in order
to care it you must take internal remedies.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces.
Hail’s Catarrh Cure is not a quack
medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country for years and is
a regular prescription.
It is composed of the
best tonics known, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the mocoas
surfaces. The perfect combination of the
two ingredients is what produces such wonderful resalts la curing catarrh. Bend for
testimonials, free.
P. J
CHENEY A CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Bold by Druggists, price The.
Take Hall’s
Pills tor constipation.

Yamily

does one more credit or
given
credit than paint, supplemented
of course by what goes with it; and
paint
coats nothing.
the
first
coat
True,
Is 96 or |6 a gallon
put on; but it aaves more than that in the
saves
it
from alow going-down
property;
—not always slow-it
drops with a Jump
when water gate in on wood and Iron.
wood
and
iron ooet nothing, kept
Dry
one more

dry by paint.
Better paint when it

|

needs It.
Paint
never goee down in the sense of
being
more proflubie next year.
DEVOE.

Mouu»o*-Joy Co. sella it.

HEBRON ACADEMY
bounded 1804
Hebron, Maine
For Qtrls

«a4>ioy,.

Bend for Catalogs

ddverf is era i» TBM AMMB l OAK art

sopturiag Us trade.

{irv MKKTIXC*.
Hunlneoo

V'v

L"

ln»t

Meeting

*»t

UNIT A HI AN CONKKRKNCK.
Ifi'giilur

Xlght.

meeting ot tbe boord ol
The regulnr
Mo.vor county conference of Unitarian and other
»».« held Inot evening.
Aldermen Ctork, Moore, Christian churches was held in Winter
Hull, of Harbor,
won ,ir*i«*nt.
Tuesday July a). About 100
lb,nd Moor
were iwMod SO follow.:
people assembled.
The
no.
6.
session
accophts
or
aon
opened with devotional serAmount. vices conducted
Maine.
/{
by Hev. E. P. Daniels,
6 U 2ft who is in
Schuyler F Higgins,
charge of the summer work at
*°
54 2ft W’est
Arthur B Mitchell,
Gouldsboro.
2 00
Alexander H Gray,
This was followed by three addresees on
2 00
Harold L Hooper,
“The Message and Mission of Unitarian29o68
Michael J Drummey,
ism
Kev. A. E. Hudson, of tjuincy,
»1J J»
ii«ht. B» * C'H Power Co,
M*»».. spoke on “Unitarianism and Modu m
B.llrcp. John B Pton.
ern Thought”.
»oo
Kev. Oscar B. Hawes, of
E15 springer.
Lihroo.
u
17 SO Germantown, Pa., gave the second adMri II H Emereon.
14 SO
M»rj A Hodgkio,,
dress, “Unitarianism and the New Social
52 00
John H Brown.
Order,” and Kev. Thomas Van Ness,
Firfdrpt.
52 00 of
George W Hamilton.
Boston, gave the closing address, “Uni4 90
N B Tel A Tei Co.
tarianism and the Religion of the Spirit.”
2 00
F K Hound.
After this address a collection was taken
5 79
Aualln H Joy,
op and a committee on nominations was
» m
Harold P Carter.
) 50 appointed by the president—Rev. A. H.
Ellsworth Auto Co.
j
50 Coar, Rev. H. W. Foote, James Hill. At
Daniel Doyte,
*8
38 12.10
O
Clara
the
Hopkins,
conference adjourned for
guptuf*
3
1* luncheon.
Test-boot sup,
ft 50
C L Moraag.
The afternoon session began with a
6 03
stiver, Burdette A Co,
)
brief business meeting. The committee
Soft
(. bM O Wormiil,
j
on nominations
reported as follows: For
193
Whitcomb. Haynes & Co,
]
president, Irving Osgood, of Ellsworth;
10 00
Herman E Hill.
gchooi house,
flrst vice-president, Rev. H. H. Saunder7 00
a C Hagerthy,
J
27 oo son, of Cambridge, Mass.; second viceEdward Haney,
50 ou
EGDewe,
president. Mrs. Btanton Wilson, of
geboo
2 00 Sullivan;
ebaa J Treworgy,
and
secretary
treasurer,
2 75
Whitcomb. Ilaynea A Co.
Harry C. Copp, of Bar Harbor; ex6 00
Mr* Minnie A Leighton,
ecutive
committee, Mr. Osgood,
Mr
6 00
Adelia Barron.
of Lamoine; Fred
6 00 Copp, Henry Bartlett,
Earle NDeWitt.
Noyes, of Sullivan; Mr. HUI, of West
44 00
Yin Smith.
Gouldsboro; .Mr. Bruce, of Prospect Har6 00
Leamon P Franklin.
125 40
bor; Charles Smith, of Winter Harbor.
High school, Remington Typewriter Co.
These officers were duly elected. The
45*6
Coating*01* Thomas E Hale,
3 25 treasurer a report showed a balance on
Waiter J Clark, Jr,
9 60 band of (S6.ll.
I>ore phut L Fields.
« baa It Leland.
4 00
The first address of the afternoon was
2 65
N E Tel A Tei Co.
by Kev. Daniel M. Wilson, of Kennebunk,
Ella Foundry A Mch Wks, 46 00
upon “The Duty of a Unitarian Church
50
C L Moran*.
to the
Community”.
Following Mr.
8<W
Henry Gould.
71 oo Wilson’s address, Rev. Arthur H. Coar, of
Ballot elerks. etc.
on
“The Larger
1 SO Holyoke, Mass., spoke
Ambrose P Phillips,
2 00
Ernest D Oilea.
Missionary Opportunities of the Confer23 12 ence”.
Mr. Uaar, who is In charge of
DrHLD Woodruff.
1ft SO summer work in the conference Ibis
John H Breaoaban.
year
SO 00 outlined a
Ira B Hagan, Jr,
plan for the continuance of
10 00
Harold Higgins.
work throughout the year. He said:
2 95
Austin H Joy,
■Since the closing of the Unitarian church
•
14 00
Wn C Dodge.

Jw.nmghim.
J.

JUont*

**

Walter Mason.
C H drone.
D E Unuehan.
Ellsworth
Morrison,

Auto

4 00
4
ft

Co,

3

Joy Co,

SO
75
25
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19
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Highways. • 82714
Ptrrosrient highway.
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Bridie
Bock crushing.
hut. rond.

858 43
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401 11
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Tbe committee to which was referred
disposing of the Btate street

the matter of

school building, acting with a committee
from t be school board, reported that the
city had been offered |75 for the building.
A. F. Burnham, who was present at the
meeting, raised the bid to fSO. It seemed
use of the board that the building
the
waa worth more than this to the city for
use as a storehouse tor road-machinery
•od t
Is, the proposition being to move
the

lot

building

to

the

former rock-crusher

No action was taken,
tbe matter being left with the committee.
Two bids for the painting of the iron
bridge* at Main street and Ellsworth Falls
were received.
John A. Moore bid flOO on
ou

rtute street.

Mam street bridge and |75 on the
Fall* bridge. Walter C. Wilson bid |78.50
on tb' Main street bridge and |B9 on the
Fall* bridge. It waa voted to award contract lor Fella bridge to Mr. Moore and
for Main street bridge to Mr. Wilson.
The mayor was authorised to appoint an
inspector to see that tbe work was performed according to specifications.
A complaint as to the condition of the
plan* walk on High street between Austin
H. Joy's bouse and the George Brooks
plact, was referred to the street comthe

missioner,
at

who will make necessary

repairs

ouce.

Elmore E. Fickett, Arno B. Bbea and
Haiph E. Cunningham were added to the
liat of city weighers, and Fred B. Marden
to tbe list of
surveyors of lumber, wood

Kllsworlb, some fire years ago, there has
been no settled minister of the liberal faith in
Hancock county.
As a result there has developed a feeling of discouragement and a
loss of interest. In some places the summer
work has actually declined.
"We hare all come to feel that the success
of the work depends upon the presence of a
minister throughout the year, one who can
give all his time to this esuse, who would
visit all the places represented in the conference, hold religious services, orgaulze the
educational and other work of these churches
call upon the people, officiate at funerals and
weddings, and serve as a leader and guide.
What is ne rded is a minister-at-large.
"Now, no one church is strong enough to
call such a man. It therefore becomes necessary for ail the churches together to do what
noue
alone could accomplish.
For many
years these churches have united in an annual conference for mutual acquaintance,
fellowship and insipratlon. The time has
come for the conference to enlarge its work
by taking a forward step. Up to the present
we have been a company of
listeners; henceforth we must become a company of doers.
We must sdd to the fellowship of vision, the
fellowship of work
"Now. there happens to be presented to us
au opportunity of doing together a tine piece
Let
of work.
Briefly it is as follows:
the conference itself engage the services of
Let us do together
this minister-at-large.
Let each place
what none of us can do alone.
contribute what it cau to the conference
treasury for this purpose.
"This minister would live in some central
community. He would hold services of worship at least once a month in these various
places; he would organize the Sunday schools
and
help in the carrying on of the other
religious work of these different communities. He would be uot the minister of one
community alone, but of all places contributing towards bis support.
"lu this way we should be able to get some
one who would give wise and efficient service.
His constant oversight and help would prevent the growth of discouragement, and
would stimulate new enthusiasm aud hope.
The whole work would be carried ou in a
steadier and more efficient mauner. because
the impulse and momentum given through the
summer months would not be dissipated and
lost through the winter.”

Rev. Henry Foote, of Boston, spoke next
“The Unitarian Church in America”,

on

The committee in regard to claim of
Mr*, '.verge F. Newman for |20 for dam
to suit by
street-sprinkler, reported
that c. B. Johnston, whose team was be-

The conference closed

BLCEHILL FALLS.

Byron Dow* returned
Kent Sunday.

home

to

The community was saddened by the
death of Prentiss Friend. He waa born
here sixty-four
years ago, and this has
«l»avs been hia home. The family bas
the
sympathy of all.
Aug. 4. *
CKCMIiH
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Mrs. John
Casey and sister, of Portland,
are at F. L.
Colby’s for a short time.
Mra. Maraton, who is
the turn*

spending
Harvard Uarter’s, epeut last
Portland.
Aug. 4.
»t

week

*“

C.

_

The inexperienoed
had exhausted all
°r the
maintenance
°®t into the
school

district school teachthe other expedients
of diclpiine. Going
yard she broke ofl a
good-sirsd switch that was growing there,
«

*“d
to

administered primitive punishment

Jimmy Kelley.

There were strange ex*
borrttsd ajuuement on the
°t the children, and when school was
'“•missed at noon they gat hered in excited
talked in Vh.spers. FinaUy
no
l“' tocher’s cariosity could sUndherit she
H*orJ Thon4** to
“"nunded th* cans* of thi discussions.
of

*™upaand

d&eS*K“«
awtSj

that

tsachhe

stam-

that
switch T°B Hoksd
w* all
that
"t oat last
Arbor day.”

L.B®r.wiU

—

—

wJ uU'Vie*

its sessiou

with

a

devotional service conducted by the
president, Rev. H. H. Saunderson.
'Thi^conference was well up to the standbrief

ard of

previous

years,

bringing together

Itading ministers of the Unitarian church in this country. The addresses were able and forceful, and the
conference throughout was most inspiring.
______
some

of the

Fort

Fred Dunham and wite are in North
Or land for a week.
Mr«. Harsh Fogg, of Rockland, la visit*
*“« her daughter, Mabel Friend.

George P. Dunham went
day, returning Monday.

work of weeks

Sun-

to Enfield

Fred E. Grace was down from the Green
Lake hatchery over Sunday.
Mrs. Ida Flood, of North Ellsworth, is
visiting Mrs. Helen If. Fox.
Lynwood Jeilison, of Waterville, is the
guest of Martin E. Salsbury and family.
Mrs. Frank L. Moore<of West Bcarboro,
is visiting her parents, Oscar Staples and
wife.
Ellis and wife went to Castine

A. W.

day

week, making

last

trip by

the

one

auto-

mobile.
Stevens, of Bangor, is the
of Rev. Henry W. Conley and

guest

family.
Eugene Whittaker and family spent
Sunday in Franklin, guests of Mr. Whittaker's

sister.

AMHERST.
Bernard
mobile.

Sumner baa

purchased

an

auto-

Walter Woodbury, wife and two chil-

Brewer,

of

were

here

Tuesday,

on

guests of C. J. Treworgy and family.
William F. Jude and wife, of Castine,
are here this week visiting Mrs. Jude’s
parents, Judson A. Austin and wife.
Mrs. Llewellyn Franklin and children,
of Beverly, Mass., are visiting Mr. Franklin’s parents, Ernest L. Franklin and wife

Gray

Frank

daughter Etta, of PittB-

and

field, are guests of relatives here to-day on
their way to Penobscot for a visit of a few

days.
Warren Jordan and wife, of Bangor, are
spending Mr. Jordan’s vacation here with
Mrs. Jordan’s parents, Charles E. Lynch
and wife.

Mrs. Frank 0. Morang and daughter
Elizabeth, of Lyno, Mass., are visiting
weeks, the guests of Almond G. Jeilison and wife.
here for

few

a

Joseph McKinney, of Brookline, Mass.,
visiting Alex Rogers and family.
His daughter Mary came Monday evening for a two weeks’ visit.
has been

Mrs. Ella Smith has returned from Bar
Harbor, where she has been since last fall
with her daughter, Mrs. Effie Robbins.
Miss Nina Roobins, a granddaughter, is
with her.
Morgan, oinrooKime, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Harriet Hastings. Mrs. Morgan has been in Bar Harbor (or several days with her sister, Mrs.
airs, rramc

Frank Holden.

Saturday,

Smith went to Amherst

ing with Mrs. Smith Monday.
E. A. Flood went to West

Sunday
line

to call

Turner,

ho is

w

Ellsworth

here from

few

a

return-

cousin, Mrs. Ashbe-

his

on

C%|., spending
Mrs.

Miss Eva

Chapman, came

Turner’s

and her many friends are lookforward to her complete recovery.

steadily,

Bennett, Mrs. Charles A. Joy
Miss Lillis J. Phillips and W. B. Joy enjoyed an automobile trip to East Orland
one day last w eek, calling on Elmer Blaiswife. Miss Phillips and Mr
dell and
Joy stopped for a short visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Blaisdell.
Levi W.

Frank H. Lowell and son Erdman, who
have been visiting here for two week, left
Saturday noon on their return home to
Tarry town, N. Y. They were joined at
Bucksport by Mr. Lowell’s parents, E.

wife,

and

Lowell

for

who

will

visit

at

several weeks.

IIA HITS OF

They Have Their
Well

as

AMS.

Hours

for

Play

as

Frost, of Bar Harbor, is
grandparents, J. G. Dunham

Master Nolan

visiting bis
and wife.

Miss Doroth; Getchell, of Brewer, is
visiting her grandparents, James Treadwell and wife.
Miss Isabelle Gregg, a former resident of
this town, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Henr; Bilsb;.
Mrs. Leon Howard and little daughter
Ber;i, of Foxcroft, are visiting at the home
of James Ritchie and wife.
Moving picture shows were given In the
town hall Frida; and Saturda; evenings,
followed b; gancing.
cAug. 4.
A rteord it bettor than a prospectus,
Newspaper circulation 4s »Aet counts fee
advertisers.

ints had

their

n<*

chosen

small natural holes in

houses.

Indeed,

enemies that

are

destroy
ground.

their

to

These ants

entrances to

as

they

may have

ibove the

present and ready
abodes in the

ever

usual

indeed

were

iweilers, living

in

tiny

common

insect cliff

natural

caves

high

road of insect travel.

Not only were they making use of the
saves, but also of tiny cracks in the rock,
rhese served as smooth, level roadways
for the burdened and even free insects of
the colonies, and no doubt saved many an
hour which might have been spent in tryto scale the

perpendicular

These roads also

to the nest

by many

the

of

in

|

J. A. Haynes,

an

insect

as

his

lens, says the New York

When the

Press.

plate

developed

was

there appeared 150 separate and distinct photographs of the same object—one
for each of the 150 eyes which make up
the complex
seeing organ of the tiny
creature. Home insects have a thousand

together into one.
Imagine what it must mean to look at a
single enemy and see it multiplied into a
company or a regiment.
such eyes gathered

Among scientists there is much debate
as to just bow much or how well insects
It is fairly ceras a class are able to see.
tain that

wasps are quite dependent
of sight in finding their way

some

their sense
to their nests. They have been observed
to study carefully the sticks, stones and
leaves of grass which are close to the entrance to their nest, and, on returning
on

flight,

a

to hunt

up and

identify

landmarks before entering. If the
surroundings are disturbed they sometimes have difficulty in locating their
these

home.

the

bodies and

munities
be

wiped

of ants.
out in

an

bouses of vast

A whole ant

com-

city may

a

-

wafer

THIN,

j

-just right

|

Ellsworth

«

course

an

a

side of the
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Fire Insurance

|

1 ELLSWORTH,

would

actually

forelegs

1

3

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late
Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

ately.
insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

curious

exist upon the

I

8
•i111111111111ii1111111111111111ii11ii111111ii 11111111111111111111111111111111ii 1111111 him iiiii mi ii •

make

little creatures, and
one always sees something new in their
habfts, if willing to study them patiently.
They seem to have regular times set aside
for recreation, during which time Prof.
Holmes has watched them going through
the motions of an apparently frightful
battle. Again he has seen one insect flat
upon his back while another combed and
brushed it with the tiny combs which
are

I

=

quite a difference in the amount accomplished by a colony of cliff-dwellers.’*
Ants

ME.

I

insect mile, and

season

111111111111111 n ru 11 ■ j it 111 n 111111 m i ii 111»

O. W. TAPLEY

shorter routes

were

Insurance, Real Estate.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
Property ^owners

Fire

of the in-

This recreation hour is usually held
ibout noon on clear days.
Often the same spot will be used day
ifter day for tbese games, and one oc-

will be

protected from fire by placing their

Insurance

sect.

casionally

with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

see several ants lying in
asleep while their brothers
ire sporting and undoubtedly
“shouting”
their merriment close by. One authority
ance found one of these playgrounds of
sun

will

fast

the ants which

consisted of

stone close to

small

the

a

a

brook,

BANGOR

sun-warmed

the

flat

area

of

top being the popular resort.

AUGUSTA *

PORTLAND

Business. Shorthand and Telegraphy Courses of this School together with the help of its
Position Department has been the means of starting thousands of young Men and Women

THE

on the road to a successful career in the Business World.
What
reasonable to suppose it can do for you. Write for Free Catalog.

F. L.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth For:.
Hancock County Forts.
Franklin—Ar July 31, sch Annie B Mitchell
Calais
West Sullivan —Ar July 31, sch Mabel E
Goss
Sid Auk 2, sch Mabel E Goss, Boston
Sid July 31, sch Lottie Beard, Boston
Southwest Harbor—Ar July 29, sch Forest
Belle
Ar Auk 3, sch Annie R Lewis, with coal for
J T R Freeman
Sid Aug 1, sch Effle M Morrissey
Bass Harbor—In port July 80, schs William
Thomas, Calais for Boston; T W Cooper. St
John. N B, for Boston; Bobs (Br) Clement*port, N S, for Rockport

SHAW, President, Portland. Maine.

has done for others it is

it

HARDEN, Treasurer. Bangor, Maine

G. D.

%

PLUMBING.

Congregational

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Church

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Centennial

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention
or mall orders

Hutheway.]

ELECTRICAL
Ful

Rheumatism
Is A Constitutional Disease.
It manifests Itself In local aches and
pains,—Inflamed Joints and stiff muscles.—but It cannot be cured by local
applications.
It requires constitutional treatment,
and the best Is a course of the great
blood purifying and tonic medicine

Sarsaparilla

which corrects the acid condition of
the blood and builds up the system.
Oet It today In usual liquid form or
shocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

STOP AT

“The Homelike House for Maine Folks”

on

Commission fflirrtjants.

CHASE HOUSE

BLODGETT
At Brookseille, July 30, Bose
Gray, widow of Thomas Blodgett, aged 66
years, 6 months.
BROWN-At Ellsworth, Aag 8, Mrs Fannie
Brown, of Washington D C, aged about 68
years.
BRYANT—At North Stonington, July 29, Mrs
Sarah Bryant, aged 99 years, 2 months, 24

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New England.
Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Midway

between New City Hall
Monument Square
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State

WN-W-VWN.'VN.-VN.N,^

and

cs*

Conveniently Located for
pebple Attending Conventions.

Bvefy tofrtieay and

days.

WtoKtiKnura*,.

AND PIXTUite*.
WlrUg us Sup,Hu Ckferfully Of>n
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Eltey BuildlDK. State St..
Ellswoith
titlmaies

WHEN IN PORTLAND

1/.

The American prxnts more vital statistics—births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
contemporaries.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIER

by

—

BRADY,

....

Hammond, of Melrose Highlands, formerly
of Ellsworth, to Matthew Joseph Lambert,
of East Boston.
KELLEY—TRACV—At Winter Harbor, Aug
2, by Rev E S Drew, Miss Dora I Kelley to
Wiley Tracy, both of Gouldsboro.

BYRNES— Brooklin, Aag 1, Eugene Byrnes,
of Washington, D C.
FRIEND—At Bluehill Falls, Aug i, Prentiss
M Friend, aged 64 years, 8 months. 18 days.
HATCH—At East Sullivan, .July 28, Rudolph
L Hatch, aged 27 years, 3 months, 21 days.
HUTCHINGS-At Orland, Aug 8, Melinda T
widow of Edward P Hutchings, aged 76
years, 3 mouths.
At
LEACH
Rockport, July 23, Clarence
Leach, formerly or North Penobscot, aged
66 years.
MTNTYRE—At Bangor. July 8, Edward W
McIntyre, of Bluehill, aged 54 years.
MTNTYRE—At Bluehill, Aug 1. Mrs Ida M
McIntyre, aged 57 years, 7 months, 10 days.
SHUTE -At Verona, Aug 8, George W Shute,
aged 80 years.

details.
Telephone
attended to.

DAVID FRIEND,

MIXER—At Penobscot, July 30, to Mr and
Mrs. Manford M Mixer, a son.
NASH—At Lamoine, Auk 1, to Mr and Mrs
Harold E Nash, a daughter.
WOOSTER—At South Penobscot. July 26, to
Mr and Mrs Ralph J Wooster, a son.'

■

all

EDWARD

BORN.

July

to

promptly
A report of the exercises at
F.
the observance of the 100th
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
anniversary of the founding
Telephone 5—5.
of the First Congregational
church of Ellsworth has been
Repairing, Cleansing, Pressing
compiled and published in
GARMENTS
pamphlet form. This pamMen's and Women
phlet is on sale (price 50c per
copy) at the bookstore of Miss
The pro- Ellsworth,
J. A. Thompson.
Maine
|
ceeds will be donated to the
church.
WIRING.

CARTER—At Bluehill, Auk L to Mr and Mrs
Albert RCarter.a dauKbter. | Ruth Marion.]
FOWLER —At Brooksville, July 28, to Mr and
Mrs Lemuel O Fowler, a son. [Victor Otis.]
IRWIN—At Portland, OreKon, July 29. to Mr
and Mrs Edwin T Irwin, a son. [William

instant, the laborious

aifotrtisrromw.

Hood’s

as

\

be made better.

WAFER

Machine-sliced so every strlj> is thin
to brown deliciously.

im-

for their entire nests without going to the usual trouble of excavating long tunnels in the earth. Being of
lolid stone, the communities were entirely protected from many natural

cliff.

S

of this

used these holes

ing

\ SEICE1)

recently took a strange
Melrose. Mass,
photograph, using the compound eye of HAMMOND—LAMBERT—At
30.
Rev Fr Brewin, Miss Leuora

on

are

case

quality sugar-cured bacoD; Cannot

was

scientist

A

wife.

children, of

be of

A clear

CJriswold Holmes.
cliff

Best

you like it

as

marrikd.

SUsb;,
visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Lero; Treadwell and children, of
Brewer, are visiting Peter McDonald and
Homer

Bangor,

and

would
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BACON

mountain and

recently found by Prof. Paul
Upon the rocky face of
several large colonies of small red

uature

for Work.

It is also certain that occurrences of the
most trivial character, from the human
standpoint, are to myriads of insects catastrophes of world-shaking horror. A farm
wagon drives up the lane from the stable.
Its wheels throw oat bits of clay and small
stones which fall in overwhelming masses

wife

standpoint

|

atm

granddaughter,
with her.

Brown, accompanied
by Mr. Brown and her daughter, Mrs.
Eva Ayer, came home from the hospital at
Bangor Saturday. Mrs. Brown is gaining

A.

the

labor.

portance whatever.

the old

Mrs. William H.

Tarrytown

over

Insects belonging to the higher orders
often take advantage of little things
ibout their nests, things which from a

Redlands,

at

weeks

home.

ing

up and

went back to their

the

Johnston, of Amherst, returned
to his home Thursday, accompanied by
his sister, Mrs. Charles W. Smith.
Mr.
Thomas

from

Jewett was given a surprise part;
one evening last week.
Miss Louise Eldridge, of EddingtoD,
visited friends here last week.
Mr. Withe;, wife and children, of Bangor, are visiting relatives here.
Arno

l>ear, the sweetness of which they were
taking back to the ant city, they built a
strait road

^bbcrtisemcnts.

an

incident of

the otherwise solid rock

Mrs. C. A. Higgins returned Monday
from Eddington, where she has been visiting her brother, N. H. Grover.

dren,

instantly destroyed by

this sort.
A woman, working with her trowfel in
the garden, empties a hindful of earth
into the path where an ant colony has set
up its home. The little pile, two or three
inches in height, must have appeared like
the Rocky mountains to the ants. But as
it lay between their home and rotting

ordinary

human

Miss Maude

at

*nd bark.

ing used on tbe sprinkler at the time, was
willing to pay half the claim. The city
*>Ud flO to meet balance of claim.
A-Mourned.

FALLS.

FILLS WORTH

Outline of Plan for Continuing Work
Throughout the Year.
The twenty-second annual Hancock

ladleA travelling alone

j

TRANSIENT RATES
ROOMS 'ONLY SI-00 PCR OAY AND UP.
ROOM AND BOARD $2.00 PER DAY ANO UP.

H. E. THURSTON,

I

|

BOSTON

Veals and Lambs

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

|

'yah,

Co^n;ssioN merchant

attention shown

After June 30 it will be necessary for these to be inspected at
the time of slaughter. If not so
inspected and stamped, they will
be liable to seizure under the Massachusetts law.

R. F. HIMMELEIN
PROPRIETORS
Cars pass the door

Munjoy Hill

Albert L. Whipple,
CIVIL

>«>

MECHANICAL Engineer

SORRENTO, MAINE.

professional Carts.

X L ICE HT S C OTT
*

Land

Surveying, Designs,
Specifications and Estimates
of costs of Dams, Retaining
Walls, Mill, Factory and Hydraulic Structures and Equipments.

Dr.H. W. OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day: FRIDAY
Bangor Office: 12 Orove St.

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uulou Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drue
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

J)R.

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.

P. J.

FLAGG,

Y ETERIN ARLAN.
OFFICE

AT

WEST BROOKSVILLE,

£)R
*

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

MAINE.

WILLIAM SEMPLE,
OSTEOPATH.

IK ELL3WOBTH TUESDAYS »nd

FRIDAYS

Bangor office: The Colonial.

Hours

!

5 p. m.

CorrtsRRaiRtci SiOcitti.
The more eyee an odwrlimwnt oatehee
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. O. Box 7. the more doliar, it i. worth.

NEWS.

Moore is pleasantly remembered as Martha
COUNTY
11 tabbidge, formerly of South Deer Isle.
| Kev. Mr. Roberson and family, of MilPROSPECT HARBOR.
HANCOCK.
'ord, N. H., have pitched their tent on
Blanco returned from Brook tin
Mrs. H. G. Foss was in Franklin several !
Rupert
Cray’s point.
Thursday.
days last week, the guest of Mrs. Edgar! Mrs. Sarah
Bryant died. Tuesday, July 29,
Miss Ann VanNesa has gone to Casline
Gay.
iged
ninty-niue years, two months, for a visit.
of
Misses Persia an.1 Carolyn
Vose,
;
wenty-flve days.
Mrs.
G. H.
James Gillanders was cfcltcd to Boston
Portland, are guests of
Vivian Greenlaw, who is employed in
the la*t o! the week on business.
Young.
springfleld. Mass., is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Louise Wood, of West Goulds boro,
Miss Hazel Young, of Bar Harbor, spent
Mrs. Jason Greenlaw.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. George W.
Sunday with her parents, C. B. Young
Edwin Carman and family, w ho
C&pt.
and w ife.
Allen.

COUNTY NEWS. I
-■■--■■■■

-—-...

—

»

iave

spent

some

months in Marblehead,

COUNTY NEWS.

setta, and little Charlotte Alden spent last
week at the Hill farm, the guest* of Alfred
Cliokard.

Mrs. James Gray

ha*

Mrs.

returned

where she has been
Andrew Bennett's.

short entertainment and social were
given at the grange hall Saturday evening
for the benefit or the Methodist pastor,
Mrs. Kggma Harrison, who rendered some
dne old English ballads rfid a recitation.
A

10'

t

Neighborhood houae, together-witb

posi-

a

tables of the boata and

Charle* KittridRv, of Waltham. Mu*.,
railed upon relative* here Saturday.
Mra. Marion Whitten and little daughter left Sunday for a viait at West Eden.

at

business

a

llbnirv"1““

Miss Barline Stanley bn teken
tion In tbe telephone offlee.

from

employed

place*,

formation regarding the
churches
club, awimming pool, public

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Carmen Harper and Marion and Marjorie
are
employed at The Dirigo,
Southwest Harbor.

Siodgdon

Manaet,

the two

SOUTH
Alonzo
Bar

a

cottage

tl^

directory"

OOULD8BOHO.

Sargent

haa

Harbor.

returned home

Nelaon Bunker and wife, of
Went Sul
W. Biiaa, who baa been In town tbe
i Hvamwere Sunday guests of hi. („►'
returned
to
Boston
Suntwo
weeka,
paat
8. H Bunker.

day.

Oeorge Hanna and family were
Jamea Marryes, of liar Harbor, waa a
we,k
end gucata of Mr. and Mrs. W it n.I*
Ralph Bickford and wife and Mr. businea* viaiior In town Tburaday and of Kast Sullivan.
W. Foss and wife.
of August.
Lanstroth, of Baltimore, came in an auto- Friday.
Mrs. Susie Koas and daughter
James Wort hen and wife, of Melrose,;,
The annual sale of the Forest Hill soGeorge Winslow, of Fitchburg, Mass., mobile from Rockland Saturday, returnVivian
Sunday for her home in New Hampshire,
and a gentleman friend from
Koekiand
Mass., and Edward Kennison, of Boston, she was accompanied by her granddaugh- was here recently renewing acquaintance ing Sunday.
They were ^accompanied ciety was held in the Neighborhood house
at
William
viaiting
Tracy'a.
home by their daughter Louise, and
are guests of O. W. Foss and wife.
with old friends.
Thursday.
er, Mabel Weed.
Mrs. Delia Haaklns returned to
H.
her hom,
Dr. Harvard Crabtree, of Boston, is visitRev. If. H. Saundereon, of Cambridge. mother, Mr*. Myra Hodgdon, who have
Rev. Dr. Francis G. Peabody, who is
July 31.
in Woodland Monday
been visiting relatives and friends here.
morning. >cco
ing his parents, H. C. Crabtree and wife.
Mass., will preach in the union church
summering at Asticou, preached at Heal
her daughter, Miss
4.
EAST
LAMOINE.
8.
Aug.
{tallied
by
Mrs. Crabtree is in very poor health
Kstber, «{,’
next bunday at 10.45 a. m.
Harbo** Sunday.
baa been viaiting her aunt,
Mrs.
The Unitarian services are attended by
Mrs. William A. West ancV daughter,
Mrs. George W. Colwell and daughter
Clarence
Dow,
book-keeper at the
SOUND.
conducted
are
Mrs. Raymond
Edna have gone to Macbias to be present
Dwyer, of Fitchburg, ncreaing numbers. They
Mount Desert nurseries. Bar Harbor, was
Nickerson
is
in
town.
who
has
Miaa
George
Sibyl Hammond, of Winter Hir.
spent at the
>y the Rev. D. M. Wilson,
Mass,, are at their summer home here.
in town Friday.
pageant ami to visit relatives.
Mrs. Walter Blake has employment at
nany summers in this neighborhood.
j bor, who baa spent her vacation here witi
B. Stratton and wife, Mrs. 8. C.
Madam
.Mrs. Wiilifm Godfrey and daughter, of
of
Van
Lancaster,
Ness,
Mary
bar grandparenta, left this
Sunday afternoon, August 10, a combined
Northeast Harbor.
morning for
Neales and children and Miss Lula Btrat- ]
is the guest of her son, Rev. Thomas
New Haven, Conn., arc guests of Mrs. ] the
hospital, where abe will be operated
Sunday school concert and service of song Pa.,
Mrs. Charlotte Richardson is having re- David Brantcomb.
[
of Boston, at his summer home
ton, of Lawrence, Mass., are at their sumVanNesa,
for appendicitis.
rill be held. The musical talent among
upon
|
made
on
her
boose.
mer home here.
pair*
here.
The Brooks cottage near the public li•isitors and natives is notable, and is deAu*
Miss Rena Reed, of Someaville, visited
The members of the J. N. E. club were
A party from bteuben enjoyed the day
brary ia being occupied by Dr. l>eidy and
moted with excellent results to the church
relatives
here
last
Mrs.
C.
H.
Abentertained
Sunday.
by
at
The
Sands
and
of
Miss
of
pleasantly
the hospitality
wife,
lervioea.
Philadelphia.
Slfirnisrairunx
Debott at North Sullivan July 29.
Mrs. Roland Carter called on her chilDorcas Allen’s home, where a picnic dinHarper Sibley and family are occupying
Neighborhood singing meeting are now
licious refreshments were served.
dren here one day recently.
ner was served.
“Grey Rock”, the new cottage erected by
>eing held in the bungalow of Bloomfield
The annual sale of fancy articles, aprons irnith. One of the must successful was
W. F. Bruce and wife, with the F. F.
Sidney Bracy, wife and two children William H. Grant, Jr.
and cooked food by the ladies' aid sohat of a week ago Wednesday, when
Hills, of West Gouldsboro and Boston, left spent Saturday night at Southwest HarMiss Helen Dixon, of Lake George,
ciety will be held at the town ball on the ibout thirty ladies and gentlemen gath- this morning fora week's automobile trip bor.
N. Y., has returned home, after a visit to
afternoon and evening of Thursday, Aug.
ered. Besides the college and other songs through Arooetook county.
Everett Means and wife, of Ellsworth, Miss Rachel Manchester.
21.
The president, Mrs. C. A. Crabtree,
and Mrs. Dcasy, W. F. Bruce and were guests of Mrs. Mean*' mother Saturlung by all, there were solos by Mrs. HerCapt.
The monthly business meeting of the
is arranging for a concert in the evening.
Score* of EllaWortli Render*
>ert Davis and Albert Demling, of Medwife, G. W. Allen and wife, Mrs. L. P. dqj? and Sunday.
are
Baptist church was held in tbe union
The cook-book which the society is to
Mass.
It
was
a
occaord,
very enjoyable
Cole, Mrs. C. C. Larrabee and Mrs. John
Richardson and Mrs. cburch building Saturday evening.
Mr*.
Learning the Duty of the
Tlainbridge
publish, will be for sale on that date. tion. Another sing was enjoyed last Sun- M. Williams attended the Unitarian conChatman, of California, are spending a
Mra. Judith Kittredge, who hss been
Kidney*.
Thursday evening of this week, Aug. 7, lay evening, when sacred music engaged ference in Winter Harbor
Tueaday.
few weeks here.
visiting relatives here, returned to her
tha society will have a lawn party at the
be talent of tboee present.
Dr. James 8. Moore and wife, of PortMr. Stanley, of Southwest Harbor, has home in Waat Eden Sunday.
home of Capt. O. W. Foss and wife. IceSpec.
Aug. 4.
land, Ore., were recent guesta of E. W. just completed a w eir at the bead o# the
cream and fruit punch will be sold.
Lewis Manchester, who has been visit* gTo fllUr the blood U the the k,ao(r,.
Cleaves.
Dr.
Thirty-seven years ago
sound, and is catching a few mackerel ing relative* here, returned to Manches- duty.
NORTH LAMOINE.
D. D. G. C. Mrs. R. H. Moon, of Bar
t
Moore was a popular school master here, each
day.
ter, Mass., Wednesday of laat week.
Mrs. Amanda Austin is having her
Harbor, raised the chiefs of Elinee counWhen they f»il to do thle the
and later the family physician of the
kidoeyi
Bud.
Aug. 4.
cil W’ednesday evening.
Refreshments bouse painted.
The Edge wood cottage on Cottage street are weak.
village during his residence in bteuben,
were served.
The chiefs are: Prophetess, j
has been
taken by Junius Parker and
Lewis Smith and Elsie Mitchell, of Bar there
Backache and other kidney ill*
being no resident physician at that
ISLES FORD.
msy folMrs. Emma Ball; Pocahontas, Miss Lola Harbor,
family, of New York, for the summer.
spent Sunday at Mr. Smith's time.
—
low.
i
Morris
K.
J. Foss;
of
Crabtree; Powhatan,
Miu Eunice Coggins, of North Lamoine
borne here.
Rev.
William
T.
I).
rector
4.
C.
D.,
Manning,
Aug.
a.
R., Mrs. A. B. Crabtree; K. of W., Mrs. O. j Melvin McFarland and aon
Help the kidneys do their work.
has been tbe guest of Mrs. Agnes Spurting. of
Trinity church, New York, preached in
Howard, of
W. Foss; C. of W., Mrs. B. A. Merchant; J
L'ee Doan's Kidney Pills
retbf tested
of
Miu
Flore
Be*
8TONINGTON.
Lamoine,
Stratton,
Baint-Mary’s-by-the
Sunday morning.
Buffalo, N. ¥., who have recently visited
scouts, Mrs. H. W. Johnson, Mrs. Ella j
his patents, have returned.
J. 8. Moore and wife, of Oregon, are turned borne last week, after visiting
Rev. Irving B. Mower, D. D., corre- kidney remedy.
Wooster, Mrs. J. M. Oakes; warriors,
Mrs. Arthur Spurting.
Proof of their worth in the
Mrs. Daniel Champion and family, of guests of Mrs. L. W. Greenlaw.
sponding secretary of the Maine Baptist
Mrs. W. K. Stratton, Mrs. C. A. Crabtree,
following:
Work jbts commenced at tbe lffe-saving missionary convention, was in town Satare
of
Mrs.
Lawrence,
Maurice
has
Bar
guests
to
Mass.,
Mrs. Jot* L. Smith, Waltham Head,
Mrs. C. B. Young; councilors, Mrs. H. G.
Harbor,
Conary
gone
tbe crew going on duty Aug. 1, urday.
Hollis
Austin.
where
he
station,
is
brother,
on
a
Champion's
Mils
worth
employed
yacht.
Falls, Me., says
“! had
Foss, Miss Gertrude Crabtree; G. of F., A.
tw-> months vacation.
The Monday night dances at the Kim- trouble from my kidneys fora long time.
I. Foss; G. of T., Mrs. A. I. Foss.
Mrs. Alfred Frye and family arrived on
Bert Bray and wife, of New London, after
ball
club
its
bouse
a'e
Tbimble
well
Tbe
laleetord
attended
the
was
a
There
expresses
being
dull, heavy ache in mv back
C.
by
Aug. 4.
Tuesday to spend tM month with her are guests of Henry C. Smith and wife.
thanks to all who contriboted or belpedto younger memb rs of ffie summer colony. and 1 had di«y spells. Heading how «fparents, D. Y. McFarland and wife.
Mrs. Charles Flye, of Dorchester, Mass.,
JiAivuuunu.
new
orchestra
i*
make the fair at the
Neighborhood Kelley’s
playing.
i feetive Doan’s Kidney Pill* wer** in *ucb
Mrs. James Tweed!*, of Cambridge, is visiting her parents, J. G. Goes and
Mrs Harry Rodick, who ha* been quite
boose July 30, a great success.
Charles Swan, who has been clerk at the case*, 1 procured a supply and Ugto
Mass., who joined her children ht South- wife.
ill, is improving slow ly.
Dr. Sweet and family, w ho have been Clifton bouse several summer*, has re- using them. They helped me right sw»v.
west Harbor last week, arrived here FriKev. W. H. Muttart and family, of
This remedy can be depended up n to
Oscar Ford has gone to Northeast HarHis place has been taken by
Walter Hadlocke cottage for signed.
iay for the remainder of the season.
Gloucester, Mass., are at Mrs. C. C. occupying
tbe past month, returned to Springfield, ! Cheater A. Haddocks, of North Ellsworth. | bring lasting relief.”
bor, where he has employment.
Y.
Aug. 4.
Cousins’.
A a*CO>fD KXDORAEMEVT
Mass., July 31. Pres. Seelye and family j Rev. John Coleman Adams, D. Li., of
Mrs. Nellie Martin, of Ellsworth, is
The ladies' club of tbe Congregational
GOULDQBORO.
expect to rent tbe cottage for the month Hartford, Conn., preached at the union
When Mrs. Smith was interview cl -oas*
visiting her mother, Mrs. Gilbert.
church will bold its annual fair and supMiss C. E. Vase, of Maiden, Mass., is
August.
church Sunday morning, and Rev. Mr. years later, she said: “I still bn
uoMrs. Ewer and daughter Dorothy, who
per Aug. 7.
at N. W. Howie's.
8.
Bamson, of Bar Harbor, in the evening. limited faith in Doan's Kidney P
tod
have been visiting Mrs. A. B. Hyde, have visiting
Aug. 2
Hon. Cyrus W. Davis, of Waterville, is
Next Sunday morning the service wilt be believe that there is no other * !ney
*M isa Bertha Boyd, of Calais, is visiting !
returned to Bangor.
spending s few days with Joseph C. Harin charge of Rev. Henery Uow, of HampSALISBURY COVE.
her cousin, Mrs. Lizzie Libby.
medicine or the market a* g
You
Rev. Frederick Palladino and Rev. A. B.
mon and wife.
r enMiss Lillian
and Mim Kirk, of stead, Eng.
may continue to publish my f
The Campfire Girls, eight of them, with
Hyde, of Bangor, have joined their famiMrs. Elizabeth Knowlton is quite ill at
Occasional use of ;
tn»
Aivab Dyer as guide, went on an all-dav
Chester, Pa., are guests at tbe par»ouage. j The Neighborhood house dramatic club dorsement.
lies here for their vacation.
her home. She
is next to the oldest
Kidney Pilla keeps me in good health.'
“hike” to the railroad Friday. They deLeon Smith, wife and son Wilton are presented the three-act comedy, “The
Mrs. Nellie Stratton and
daughters
woman in tow n.
For salt* by all dealers. Price
u nU.
scribe the trip as great.
Not finding the
visiting in Dexter with Mr*. Smith * sis- Elopement of EUen,” to large audiences
Grace and Flora, of Lamoine, spent a few
MiBs Susan Babbidge, of Portland, is
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New y
bike to the railroad long enough, they
The trip was in the Neighborhood bouse Thursday and
ter, Mr*. C. C. Palmer.
j
days last week at Coleman Hodgkins.
Friday evenings. The Friday night audi- sole agent for the United States.
kept on to the Muckelberry, w here they spending her vacation here with her made in Mr. Smith’* automobile.
Charles Baxter came last Saturday from
Hemember the name —Doan *-and take
ence was composed of the summer guests.
loaded themselves with 633 pond lilies. mother, Mrs. Charles Babbidge.
and
!
Mr*.
Frank
little
daugh*
Whitney
Boston, and will begin work on his land,
The play was a big success.
All of the no other.
Fire caught ;n the engine-room of
They also visited the steam mill, folw ho have
the;
of
ter
Needham,
Mae*.,
Kuth,
clearing it and getting it ready to build lowed a moose track, and did all sorts of
j
tug Betsey Boss Saturday morning. It was been boarding at S. N. Rich’* the past parts were well taken, and much credit is
his cottage.
due to each member Of the cast for good
wonderful things that go to make up a
promptly extinguished by the Stoning- j three week*, returned home Friday.
Rena and Milton Hodgkins, who have
work. The proceeds of the per for 'iisnces
day in the woods. They returned, eight ton tire company.
Mia* Doris Bartlett, of New Haven, i sre for the benefit of the
been visiting their aunt, Mrs. D. S. Mc- tired but
happy girls, very proud of their
Neighborhood
Walter Shaw and wife, of Washington,
Conn., and Alisa Helen Whitney, of Need- I bouae.
Intyre, have returned to their home in ten-mile walk.
D. C., are guests $f Capt. Samuel Goss.
returned home Friday, after
ham,
Mass.,
Bar Harbor.
4.
Jen.
Aug.
Mrs. Stella L. Hill has just issued an
Mr. Shaw is a Civil war veteran, and is
spending their vacation at Mr*. .Minnie attractive business
E. C. Alexander, of Houlton, spent SatHall** H*ir Renew or certainly stop*
directory and handemployed in the pension office.
Willard’*.
NORTH
HANCOCK.
book of Northeast Harbor and Beal Harurday and Sunday w ith his family, who
falling hair. No doubt about it whatMrs. Sarah Bryant died at her home on
R.
Aug. 2.
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
are spending the summer w ith Mrs. Alexbor. It gives an historical summary of
ever.
You will surely be aati-f.sd.
Wednesday. She was the oldest person in
ander's mother, Mrs. Clara Ford.
George Cline July 31.
MANSET.
town, her age being ninety-nine years and
1
1
Mrs. Bernice Abbott will leave for her
—i
Miss Bard, of Dorchester, Mass., spent
two months. The funeral was held at the
Harry Bennett visited his mother in
home in Hiimau Wednesday.
a few days last week with her sister, Mrs.
Methodist church at South Deer Isle; Brewer last week.
Ernest Hodgkins, who, with her family,
Mrs. Cassie Wyman is visiting her parburial at the cemetery there. Mrs. Bryant
Harry Grey, of Somesville, visited the
is spending the summer at Harlan Hodg- ents, Freeman Sabine and wife.
leaves
two daughters,
several grandNoyes boy* Friday.
kins'.
Theo. F. Bragdon, of Franklin, spent the children and great-grandchildren.
She
Rev. Frederick Pslladino, district superColeman Hodgkins lost his barn by fire week-end in town with friends.
retained her faculties to a great extent for
intendent, preached at tbe union church
last Thursday night. The cause is unMisses Grace and Hope McKinney spent one of her age.
Sunday afternoon.
known.
As
Mr. Hodgkins was nearly a few
Nihil.
Aug. 1._
days last week in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Charles Stanley returned Saturday
through haying, it was pretty well filled
Mrs. Charles Googins and Mrs. Theo.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
with hay.
from Massachusetts, where she ha* been
He also lost his chest of carBragdon and infant daughter Erma visitJ. D. Humphrey has gone to Mouhegau the past two week* for treatment.
penter’s tools, one w*agon and a driving ed relatives in Bar Harbor
last week.
or a few days.
harness.
Mrs. Fred Noyes returned Friday from
t
4
Anon.
Guards against physical and menAug.
Aug. 4.
Are.
Mrs. E. K. Uott has gone to Portland for Brewer, where she has been the past two
medical treatment.
week* with Mrs. Isaac Stanley, at the
tal wear and tear
NUICTM Ol LL1 VAN.
PENOBSCOT.
All hope for Mrs. Stanley’s
F. N. Johnson and aon launched their hospital.
Wallace Springer is suffering with an
There was a pleasing entertainment at new
speedy recovery.
lobster smack Friday.
abscess cn his hand.
Perkins hill schoolhouae July 28, under
Lilac.
Aug. 4.
Rev. F. V. Stanley and family are spendSaves
to the grocer's or proviWill Murray and wife were week-end the direction of Mrs. Burton Wardweil,
a few days here with Mrs. Stanley’s
ing
COREA.
assisted by the young people, for the beneguests of George Orr and wife.
brothers, H. S. and A. G. DoIIiver.
sion dealer’s
VV. C. Lufkin ia still very poorly.
A. C,
Miss Ethel Bunker and little Hilda fit of the ladies’ aid society. Many thanks
D. M. Stinson and family and Mrs.
Lufkin is out again.
Icewent to Bar Harbor Sunday for a visit are due to all who gave their help.
cream
was
served after the cloee of Hollis Pettingiil and children, of Vinal
Mrs. Hiram Davis aDd Ouy Francis have
with relatives.
the entertainment.
the doctor in life-or-death
Following it the Haven, spent last week here on the old gone toOrono to visit Miss Daisy George.
Mrs. Lottie Grindle came home from Bar
the Smith place.
Mrs. Charles Bartlslt, ol Vinal Haven,
Harbor this week very ilL She has been program: Binging; dialogue, “Taking
Mrs. Laura Smith met with an accident with her
Census”; singing, Dunbar Brothers; reciis vital
emergencies, when
three children, is visiting her
employed there.
tation, “Importance of One”; Binging, one day last week. While getting over a lather, Asa L. Yonng.
Miss Hazel Bragdon, who has
been Jeannette Wardweil and Lora
Hutchins; fence, she slipped oo a box and fell, stickMrs. Charles Doyle, who has been visitvisiting friends here, has returned to her reading, Iva Scott and Jeannette Ward- ing a nail in her leg.
Provides instantaneous coming her sister, Mrs. Walter Young, has rehome in Franklin.
“Who
well; dialogue,
Woo?”; singing,
J. N. Stinson and wife have been visit- turned to her home st East Bullivan.

Hdyth Foss, of Malden, Mass.,
spending the summer with her parents,

is

O.

Mass.,

j

came

home

Moore, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
have opened “The Birches” for the month
The Misses

Monday.

Mrs. Charles Pressey, who has been visting bis sister, Mrs. Sarah Saunders, left

_

4___H.

Doing Their Doty

_

—

T

Slops filling Hair

_

———

Telephone
Insurance

_

steps

Brings

time-saving

Mrs. James Baker and little son James
have returned to Bar Harbor, after %
week’s visit with relatives and friends
here.

Encouraging reports

from

the

Lora Hutchins.
Aug. 1.

Spec.

OAK POINT.
for August.
Walter Gray is home from Massachu-

Raymond Alley

Ben-

venue Granite
Co. have reached here.
Work is to begin right away, with large

is here

setts.

crews.

George Dyer, wife and granddaughter
Many in this vicinity have their haying are spending a week at the Galley place.
done and report a fair crop and good
Howard Bartlett and family, of Roslinquality. Berries are scarce. The gardens dale. Mass., are at the J. H. Galley place
are doing finely.
for a few weeks.
I
Aug.

4._M.

Mrs. Hazel Gordon and two children, of
Portland, are at Mrs. Flora Gray’s for the
rest of the summer.
M.
Aug. 4.
#

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Lena Buckminister, of Everett, Mass.,
is with Mrs. M. S. Knowles.

__

Harry Gray
Lyle Smith
bor

Dr. Moore and wife, of Oregon, were
Mrs.
on
friends here Friday.

cure.

It hM cured
me for over
^

FhU»d.lphl«, p».

new

auto-

for

a

few

is here

from Northeast Har-

days.

The Clark reunion will be held at the
of Asenath Springer Thursday,
Aug. 28. If stormy, the first fair day.
All are invited.
Cheek.
Aug. 4.

perfect
“1 cannot suffiMrs. D. L. Kenney writes;
ciently express my thanks to yon for your

at.

a

home

—

*

purchased

Frank Bradbury has secured a building
job of stone from Bangor parties.

SoffircH Knentk Fifty Yaars—Now Well.
Seems s long time to endure the awful
burning, itching, smarting, akin-disease,
another name for
as
“tetter"
known
Seems good to realize, also, that
EczemaDr. Hobson's Eczema Ointment hu proven

Dr. Hobson's Eczema Ointment.
my tetter, which has troubled

has

mobile.

calling

a

FRANKLIN.

WEST

J. E. Turner and wife, of Salem, Mass
spent a few days here last week.
James Pringle and wife, of Portsmouth,
H. Hm are here for their summer vacation.

Any skin itchiag Is

Tbs
mors you scratch the worse it itches.
Doan's
Ointment cares piles, eczema
any skin
itching. At all drug-stores.—Adwt.
a

temper-tester.
—

j

ing Mrs. Stinson's brothers, Allen Q. and
Lemuel A. Reed, at North Scar boro, before
leaving their winter home in Portland to
go to their farm in East Harpswell. Mr.
Stinson is in poor health, the result of a
shock, having been unable to do any
work for eight or nine years.
S.
Aug. 2
_

CENTER.
Lorenzo

bor,

Stewart and wife, of Bar HarClinkard, of Massachu-

Mias Mildred

Mothers! Hsve lour Children Worms?
Are they feverish, restless, nervous, irriDo they contable, dizzy or constipated?
tinually pick tbeir nose or grind their teeth?
Hsve they cramping pains, irregular and
ravenous
appetite? These are all signs of
worms.
Worms not only cause your child
suffering, but stunt Its mind and growth.
Give “Klckapoo Worm Killer” at once. It
kills and removes the worms, improves yonr
child’s appetite, regulates stomach, liver and
bowels. The symptoms disappear and your
child is made bappv and healthy, as nature
intended. AU druggists or by mail, 35c.
KICKAPOO INDIAN MEDICINE CO..
Philadelphia, Pa.
gt. Louis, Mo.

IA
CASTOR
lot Inflate and Children.
Tto KM YnMiii

AiwtfS Bought

munication with

Rev. Mr. Bronson, of Philadelphia, who,

wile, is spending the summer st
Prospect Harbor, delivered an interesting
sermon here Sunday.
with bis

Aug. 4.

j

8.
_

_

NORTH DEER ISLE.
James C. Roger and wile, ol Washington, are among the new arrivals at F. E.

Hardy’s.
Those at Oapt.

Lafayette Thompson’s ;
for August are Mrs. Arthur Price,
Mrs.!
Horace Benson, Misses Mary and Caroline
Powick, Jenny Haaelmayea and Miss
Crist, all ol New Jersey.
Mias Miriam Woodbury gave an address
Congregational church Sun- i
were very much
pleased. Mias Woodbury ia a gifted and
intereating speaker. The Sunday school
will give a concert Tuesday evening. Icecream and cake will be served.
H.
Aug. *■ _________

al the Second

day.

All who beard her

police or fire departments

when necessary
•

Offers

a

cheap

and effective

overcoming

toil and worry

Gives

a

mental

from the

mere

plan

satisfaction

knowledge

of its presence

in the house

The premiums
Local

Manager

will

if you will write

or

are

small.

furnish

The

particulars

call, free of

charge

"I have been somewhat costive, but Doan's
Regulets gave jut tbs results desired. They
set mildly and regulate the bowels perfectly
Georgs B. Krause, SOS
Adet.
tooas, Pa.
—

Walnut Av*„ Al-

New

—

PNEUMATIC A] stops your pais or
breaks np yonr cold in one boor. It’»
marvellous.

I drnggiata.

Applied externally.

All

and

England Telephone

Telegraph Company

NEWS.

COUNTY

just right before. The building is
large cottage, and has been remodelled

seemed
a

needs of the school. It will be
under the direction of three Sisters of
Mercy, who have already arrived here from
Portlaud. The school is started through
the generosity of Gen. Morrell and wife,
who have presented the building to the
diocese. The property is valued at about

COUNTY NEWS.

BBOOKUN.
has gone to Stonington
Mi„ Nellie Flye
tore week.
Sellers and children reMrs Byron
Sunshine Sunday.
from
turned
ot Yonkcra, N. Y., is in
vllred breetby,
a lew week, with relatives.
town for
Cameroa and Mi»a Irene
yr, Minnie
to Palmer, Mane., Saturday.

Lawrence

son

re-

recently
signed his professorship at Harvard university. He has just returned to this
country from a four-months' visit to
Japan, representing the American Unitarian association.
He had an unusually
interesting and delightful experience
while in Japan, being treated everywhere

eftosett*,
week*-

joaepb Tapley, ot Bar Harbor,

visit-

is

cousins, Miss Grace and Henry

ing l-ui

honored visitor and

as an

Ikpie-V-

was called by the sad news.
Rev. Percival Burnell, who is preaching
in the Universalist church here this summer, returned Sunday, after a few days’
visit in his home town, Manstleid, Mass.

where she

He

was

accompanied by

Mrs.

Burnell,

will be other

Aug.

visiting friends in
Billings was formerly Mias

town.

:in., are

Mr-

•

belle

pend

few

a

Coombs.

Powers, of this place.

will remain here several weeks.

Mr. and

Mrs.

Saturday.
E.

Aug. 4.

died

LAMOINE.
The tenth annual reunion of the Hodgfamily will be held at 111uut’s pond,
Wednesday, Aug. 20. All relatives are invited to come and bring friends as guests.
Jotham Reynolds
family here for his vacation.
Dr.

HULL’S COVE.
Marion

31-—

Stanley

Vogel

i.emg

ing, atur

is

Hamor

is

John King, of Hartford, Conn., is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Jennie King.

slowly improv-

Walter Stanley and son ’Norman,
of Dleaford, are guests of Miss Jennie

Dr.

confined to her bed

a

Mrs.

few

day-.

Hodgkins.

1)

M'hjtw,

J-.ii--*

tr tends

c*

of

and

Portland,

relatives here

Ore.,

There will be an entertainment and
drama, “Down in Maine,” at the grange
hall, Tuesday, Aug. 12. Refreshments will

last

week.
* In phene Brewer and Nellie Pratt,
Bar Harbor, visited at W. T. Chan-

>1
of

I**

be served.

*•

dler'31

Aug.

Sunday.
of

»

•■>

a

Small,
Haugor, spent
day with relatives here.

Sution and Mrs. Darlington and
Louts, Mo., are
ri-i :itat the rectory.
Mi** Ksib«r Wood is Employed at the
i'> ‘•<11 cottage,and Miss Marcia Hanscome
at the H w
a vOtluge.
aug iter, of St.

m<

n

I

u

in

Small and wife

went to New
is in

a

recently.

Haskell, who recently
York to meet her husband,

Everett

Mrs.

I

hospital,

ill of

typhoid

fever.

Grant Haskell,
recently graduated from the high school at Good Will
a few* weeks
for
relatives
farm, is viaiting
before leaving for Boston, w here he has a
who

Inland, daughter of Shepard
wife, has been quite ill/of
pneumonia the past week, but is now improving.
The Busy Bees held their annual fair in
M

—

Sun

Joyce, principal of the high
Norw ood, K. 1., visited Dr. H. W.

Austin
school

I n«rdnon, of Bar Harbor,
its
day is si we-'k with her grandther, Mrs. Melinda Brewer.

3D*.- A

H.

The steam yacht Akelia, Capt. W. S.
Greene, of this town, is in the harbor for a
month's stay.

«

liU

of

Dr. A. E.

Brewer.

ranee-

4._R.
DEER ISLE.

Eden, spent
Burns,
lays rvoe.itiy with her grandmother,
Ma

Mn. 1
M

Joined

bis

visiting in

is

M«—«< hu-eita.
Mr-

has

Li hU

Island act

was

position.
Aug. 4.

Kvdey’s hail Thursday afternoon and
evening. The affair was under the supervise.n of the president, Mrs. Effle Hamor,

Rex.

Capt. M. A. Young, of the steamship Kennebec, of the Seaboard & Gulf Steamship
Co., plying between New York and Freeport, Texas, is, w ith his wife, visiting his
father, K. H. Young. This is his first

Pierce;

visit

hile the

Brewer;

preserves and
dowers, Mrs.

jelliea,

five years, and this is the
first visit to Maine of Mrs. Young, w ho is
Otbtr guests of Mr.
a Texas woman.
Young are Lester Penney, his wife—who

Alma

Mrs.

fruit

Maud

Arey;
vegetables. Misses Mszie and Trypbena Higgins; candy, Mrs. Laura White
•nd 3Irs. Delia Chandler; ice-cream and
<*ke, Mrs. Lena Hamor and Mrs. Estelle
Stanley; fish-pond, Mrs. Tens Kelley.
There was dancing in the evening, Kelly’s orchestra providing music. The
•nd

Mr. Young’s daughter—and their little
daughter Clarice, of Bangor.
SEAL

•mount cleared was about |125, which
o*ed by the women’s auxiliary connected

also in

Episcopal church, and
cemetery in good order.

keeping the
Aug. 4.

for

is

is

with the

home

Aim.

COVE.

Dorothea,

of

borne for the
Miss

in

town

day

one

last

Gordius,

for

Atlantic, Mass., are

at their

make the

Aug.

j

2.

SOUTH SURKY.

has

Mrs. Henry L. Young has employment
Wilder’s.
Olive Bonsey and Leonora Candage

Miss

Mrs. Fannie Hatch Eldridge, of SpringFrank L. Curtis, wife and son Neil, are
held, is visiting relatives here.
! home from a visit to Mrs. Curtis’ parents
N. J., accompanied by Mrs.
Ridgewoatod,
Capt. Robert E. Tapley and family *teft Eunice G.
Swett, of Portland.
for their home in Norfolk, Va.^Saturday.
!
Aug. 4.
Tramp.
Miss Dorothy Hanna, of Massachusetts,
is the guest of her uncle, Dr. Franklin
Hubert! sememe.
Farrow.

are

family, of Pennsylvania,
Tapley cottage for the

in the Ira W.

house this

summer.

a

a

is

week

days
employ-

her

daughter Ruth,
Portland, are visiting friends here.
Mrs. O. E. Walsh, of Portland, who has
been visiting Miss N. M\ Norwood, has returned home.

Mrs. Blanche Bunker and Miss Flossie
P.ragdon visited their sister, Mrs. Reuben
Rankin, last week.

Dr. F.

C. Holden and family

ing the

Everett Tracey arid wife.
Aug. 4^

spend-

Mrs. Archie E.

Mrs. Merton H. Whitney, who has been
visiting Zelma Thurston for two weeks,
Mr.
returned to Portland Tuesday.
Whitney, who arrived Sunday last, ac-

companied

her.
_

POND.

GREAT

Ruth Williams has gone to Bangor.

guest of Mrs. Frank Babbidge.
E. L. Oott, has gone to Ellsworth
to get a load of shingles for Prof. David-

Capt.

son.

Mrs. Silsby and Mrs. Roberts, of Amherst, visited friends here last week.

Archer, wife
Allen, of W’oburn, Mass.,

O’Grady, of Worcester, Mass.
Aug. 1.

and
are

little

Turbine Steel

expected this

Steamship* Belfast and
Camden.

Leaves

Howard

son

Boston

dally for

5pm

family

her

E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hfrrick, Agent, Bluehill.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

Chips.

Is whatyour money will
Invested in shares of the

A
now

in.

He is

rented

moving
business with his

doing good

car, making a daily trip to
back with a load each way.

Bangor

and

Donnelly, of Detroit, Mich., is visiting her niece, Mrs.
Edgar Mclnincb, and other relatives here.
MrB. Alice Wakefield

It is

visit

her first

here

for

forty-four

and friends here. The party came
in Dr. Bickford’s automobile, and Miss
Louise Bickford returned to Rockland
/
with them.
Aug. 3

SEDGWICK.

has also

She

_

j
!

_

Mias Mae McFee is
Keefe’s.
F.

W.

Eaton

both bones in

a

guest at K.

H.

Northeast Harbor..
Seal Harbor.
Bar Harbor.
t« 10
Sorrento...
T6 35
Hancock Point..
Sullivan..
Mt Desert Ferry.
t7 00
7 07
Waukeag (Sullivan ferry).
7 15
Hanceck..
Franklin Road. f7 22
7 30
Washington Junction.
7 37
Ellsworth.
7 42
Ellsworth Falls.
Nicolin.V. 17 55
8 04
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake. f8 11
Edgery’s Mills. f8 14
8 18
Holden.
8 38
Brewer Junction.
Bangor.ar f8 45
PM

recently

fell, breaking

one arm.

tv> 25
T9 45
tlO 50
MO

flO
til
til
11

111
12
12

fl2
f 12
f 12

fl2

*1 40 f2 50
*2 00
*3 10'
*3 00 Ht4 10
30 §12 30 M00 fft 20.
40 §12 40 f4 10.
06
§9 30 M 35.1.
45 *3 40 *6 00 *9 50
§6 05
51
3 47i
5 07
9 57
6 12
.1
54
5 10.
6 15.
5 19
6 23
18
f5 28 .|til 00 f6 82 §10 00
24
5 35 10 21 11 07
4 11
6 89 10 b7
29
5 40 elO 25 11 12
6 47 10 12
42
6 00 elO 38 fll 25 f7 00 f 10 25
51
6 12 elO 46
11 34 f7 08 10 34
58
f6 20 elO 53 fll 41 f7 14 flO 41

fl

06
1 24
fl 30
PM

t5

_

f« 23 .....
6 27 ell 00 11 48 f7 20 10 48
6 44 ell 18 12 08
7 37 11 08
*5 10 *6 50 ‘11 25 ti2 15 §7 42 §11 1J
PM
PM
AM
AM
PM
AM
*9 28*12 50 *3 45; ITS 00 (12 20 *3 4J
*T8 30 §3 40
*5 10 *7 00
§3 40 *7 0C

56
9 10
05
05
*7:46
AMAMAM

f9
f7

....

|.|.

PM
PM
^
on signal or on notice to conductor.
§ Sundays only, e Stops only to leave passen*
H
east
of
Junction
Washington
Sundays.
gers from
Except Monday.
Daily, Sundays in«
eluded. i| Sundays leave Bar Harbor 4.15 p m.

family.

PMlPM

New York. ..lv.
Boston via Dover.
.*10 00 *10 00
Boston via Portsmouth
Portland.lv *1 20 *1 20

PM
*8 00

PM

PM

J8 00
*8 00

...

Pervear, Dr. A. G. Carter and
Forrest Pert spent several days fishing last
H.

tejrr'istnuntft

PARISIAN SAGE
FOR THE HAIR
If your hair is too

dry—brittle—color-

Bangor.lv

AM
*5 50

*6 20
AM
AM
*6 10 *10 15

*8 20 Ml 00
AM

flO 45! tg

20

Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Edgery’s Mills
Phillips Lake
Green Lake
Nicolin
Ellsworth
Ellswortn
Washington Junction
Franklin Road
Hancock.

NEW

G, A.

P.\KCHtR.

CO.

earn 11

SERIES

RENT~

PAY

YOUR OWN
For

W.

A

HOME.

particulars inquire of
O. w. Tapley. Sec’y
Tapley Bldg.

KtNO

President.

iLtflal

oners.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
MARY T. ORCUTT, late of AMHERST,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands
having
the
esagainst
tate
of
said deceased are
desired
to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Harry D. Rodick.
Bar Harbor, July 14, 1918.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
X
of the last will and testment of
LEWIS SOMES, late of MOUNT DESERT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased,and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Emma J. Sombs.
Mt. Desert, July 26, 1918.

rpHE

subscriber hereby gives
that
he has been duly appointed administraTHE
of the
notice

of
DEBORAH B. CONNER, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
AJ1 persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment ImTheodore H. Smith.
mediately.
Bucks^ort, July 14, 1918.
tor

..

Wankeag (Sullivan ferry)

Mt Desert Ferry.ar
Sullivan..

less—thin—stringy—or falling out—use Hancock Point...
Sorrento.-.
Parisian Sage—now—at once.
Bar Hamor.ar
It stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair Beal Harbor.
of dust and excessive oils, removes dand- Northeast Harbor.I
Southwest Harbor.i *9 40
ruff with one application, and makes the Maneet.I *9 45 |.
J
soft —fluffy
hair doubly beautiful
f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor. * Daily, Sundays inciuled.
abundant. Try a 50c bottle to-day.
Sunday. § Sundays only.
H. D. WALDRON,
It will not only save your hair and make
General Passenger
it grow, but give it the beauty you desire.
GEORGE S. HOBBS.
—

OWN

..

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Henry Ecbtemacht, of Marshalltown, Iowa, is a guest of the Wilson

'.^B

when you can borrow un your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthlv
and interest togethei
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, aud In about leu years you
will

Sundays
M f
A
PM|PM
*6 55
*7 25
*7 40.
*8 00
*y 00. §5 20

Stops

Dr.

W.

t3 20
*8 55

Portland.ar
Boston via Dover.ar
Boston via Portsmouth.ar
New York.ar
f

'H

open. Shares. 81 each: monthly pay
ments, 81 per share,

WHY

Schedule in Effect June 23, 1913.

Mrs. Roger Stinchfield and her two I
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
AM
AM
PM
PM
children, of Clinton, are guests of H. J.
t« 00
Man set .lv
*1 15 tl SO
Archer and wife.
'9 W
*1 25
Southwest Harbor.
f2 15

Lloyd Bracy, of Bangor, has
Mace’s homestead, and is

:H|_

Ellsworth Loan and Building Ass’D;

□ext week.

Frank

'.:^B
-^B

LoSinfaSS

6%
is

son

Dracut, Mass.,

from

‘^B

Banking.

Rock-

land, connecting with steamer leaving Rockland 5.15 a m, dally lor Bar Harbor, Bluehill,
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.

At

Ask Your Doctor.

week.

Clarence and

i^B

Hard coughs, old coughs, tearing coughs.
Give Ayer's Cherry Pectoral a chance.
Sold for 70 years.

east

Potter, of Seal Harbor,

Staples, of Atlantic, was here
W’ednesday, accompanied by Miss Marion
E. Trask, of Atlantic, and Miss Mary C.

Gleason

Steamer J. T. Morse leaves liar Harbor
at 2 p m for Seal
NorthHarbor.
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Slonlngion,
North Haven and Rockland.
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bluehill dally %t Ip
m
for South Bluehill, Brooklln, Deer lele,
Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Steamer Mlneola leaves Sedgwick 3pm
dally for Herrick’s Landing, South Brooketvllle. Fggemoggin, Dlrlgo and Rockland
Connection is made at Rockland with steamer
for Boston.
RETURNING

ttl’lt'UMH, HAVNK8
C. W. GKIXDAL.

\\

dally

Miss Margaret Reynolds, of Milwaukee,
Wis., and Miss Isabel Butler, of Boston,
are at "Hillside” for a few' days, the guests
of Mrs. Philip Moore.

M.

P.

Aug. 4.

T.

is the

1

B''

:|^B
B\

Boston, $4.75, one
way; $8.50 Hound Trip. Bluehill
and, Boston. $4.50 one way;
$8.00 Round Trip.
Sedgwick and Boston, $4.00
one way; $7.00 Hound
Trip.

OOTT’S ISLAND.

Holden and Mrs. Dix.

B-;

13-27

B

Summer Schedule.

Tracey and w ife, of Waterville,
spending a few days with his parents,

with Mrs.

usual

as

summer

are

Bloomfield, N. J.

B
[mm

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
—yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.
Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

j*^B;
iB;

sturdy growth.

fB

lightest, finest,

Harbor and

Bar

Arthur
are

whitest bread and
more loaves to every
sack—
—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-

Steamship
Corporation.

Mary Cousins spent last week with
daughter, Mrs. Winnie Springer, at
West Franklin.

Mrs. Harry Kelley and children are visiting her sisters, Mrs. Twombley and Miss
Mirion Martin.

—the

Eastern

Mrs.

Miss Ethel Wilson and

B-‘

B,

■;
B'|

8t Bowce,

B

and More of It

tJailroabs anti Steamboats.

few

Mrs. E. F. Dunbar is visiting her sister,
Mrs. II. P. Richardson.

I-

remember—Scott’s Emulsion
is nature’s grandest growingfood; it strengthens their bones,
makes healthy blood and pro-

in

ed.

of

valuable

■ Best Bread—

:j^B

motes

daughter was born July 28 to Mr. and
Mrs. John Salisbury.
A

to read the
every box.

IBB

IF YOUR CHILDREN
ARE DELICATE OR FRAIL
undersize or under-weight

HANCOCK.

Moses Abbott is spending
Harrington.
Mrs. ldis Bracey is spending
in Bangor, where her husband

should fail
directions with

H;

Iomson.
NORTH

Complexion

everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 2Sc.

woman

^B

Walter J. Sargent, wife and two daughters, Elizabeth and Christine, of Brewer,
were w eek-end guests of Mrs. George A.
Stevens.

4.

No

Hi

summer.

Aug.

Sold

|

Improve

Mrs. Susan Colson, Alvin Norwood, wife
and two sons and Samuel-Gray, of Oak
Point, called upon friends here recently.

BROOKSVILIJS.

Dr. Gordon and

The

at Mrs.

working

been

Rev. E. A. Jenkins.

WEST

the Davis

at

are

G.
__

season.

where she

surrounding towns, picnics,
parties contributed to
visit pleasant,
and

J. Coleman Adams, of Hartford, ! are at H. A. Bonsey’s.
Maurice Gray, who has been here for a
Conn., preached an interesting sermon at
! few days, has returned to Sargentville.
the church Sunday evening. He is spendJames H. Jamorin, of Hampton Falls,
ing his vacation at the Somes house.
I N. H., is at Mrs. R. A. Coggins’ for a few
B.
Aug. 4.
j weeks.

ill, is better.
Walter Finley and wife

the safest, surest, most convenient and most economical
Beecham's
remedy known.
Pills remove impurities, insure
better digestion, refreshing
sleep, and have an excellent
general tonic effect upon the
whole bodily system. They have
a wonderful power to improve
the general health, while by
purifying the blood, Beecham’s
Pills clear the skin and

from

Rev.

quite

who has been

PILLS

Grindell
fBV the first

Miss

summer

interest in the

Scott

Mrs. Calvin

East this

clam* bakes

Winifred Gray has returned from

Jonesport,

few

a

Dr. R. W. Bickford and wife, of Rockland, and Mrs. M. H. Langatrotb, of Washington, D. C. were guests of F. L. Hodgdon, brother of the ladieaat Center, otv
Saturday and Sunday, and also called on

__

time,

Bangor for

visited in Cherryyea^p.
field, her native place. Mrs. Stinchfield
Christian
and Mrs. Wakefield gave a
Science reading Sunday.
E.
Aug. 4.

that will
Noteworthy among the
take place in
August at Bar Harbor will
** the
impressive exercises in commemoration of the saying of the tlrst
BHOOKSV1LLE.
mass in Maine 300 years ago. This will be
Mrs. N. V. Tibbetts, of Washington, D.
the most
celebration
important Catholic
C., is visiting Mrs. L. T. Morris.
*ver held in New England.
Cnder the
Mrs. J. Walker Babson gave a dinner
number
direction of Bishop Walsh and s
this week to a party of friends from
party
of the most
important Catholic prelates Haven.
comMaine, on August 6 and 7, solemn
Judge William E. Morris and wife, also
memorative services will be held to mark
~tbe beginning of the shortlived and ill- I William E. Morris, jr., and family, Bpent
with Mrs. L. T. Morris.
• tarred
colony ofc Jesuits at Fernald’a | t he week-end
SPEC.
Aug. 1.
point, 300 years before. The services will
include the dedication of the new Catholic
TRENTON.
church.
Leading dignitaries of the
Sirs. John K. Moore spend the weekCatholio church will be present. A
speeial guest of honor will be the apostolic end with her siBter-in-law, Mrs. A. C.
delegate, Moat-Reverend John Bouzano, Jordan, at Northeast Harbor. Mr. Jordan
D. D., who has been specially designated i and family spent Saturday night and SunB. F. Jordan and
** the
day with his parents,
representative of Pope Pius X.
wile.
xi.
for
school
this
a
beginning
fall,
parish
Mat.
the Catholic children of the tow'n will be
Aug. L
__
Maried in the house owned by Gen. EdWINTER HARBOR.
w»rd Morrell on Ledgelawn avenue. A
Rev. H. H. Saunderson will preach in
Parish school has been contemplated for
next Sunday at 3 p. m.
*°me
bat conditions have never Channing chapel
events

was

Mrs. Agnes Hill Bridges and daughter

days.

relatives

BAR HARBOR.

Pearl Leland

week, the guest of his daughter, Mrs. W.
8. Brown.

sister—Helen.

Mrs. Mary Williams expects

different tables were in charge
different members as follows: Fancy
work, Mr*. Lizzie Shea and Mis# Edith
Brewer; aprons, Mrs. Eliza Wilcomb and
Miss Maria Hamor; cooked food, Mrs Nora

w

in

the

the

society will hold
Mildred, youngest daughter of Dr. Fred
its
Thursday, Aug. 14, in the giynge
J. Smith, formerly of this town, died
hall, the proceeds to go for repairs on the
suddenly in Boston a short time ago, aged
Baptist church.
She leaves, besides Jier
tw*enty4 years.
R.
Aug. 4.
father, a twin brother—Frederick, and a
is

leaving

years ago,

friends in this vicinity.
naw

sale

Richardson

BEECHAM’S

host of

_

SOUTH HANCOCK.

of

twenty-six

a

j

The ladies’ benevolent

D. L.

headache, backache, nervousness, languor and depression
of spirits—ought to try

the Pacific
time, making
trip
Miss Dorothy Lawson and Miss Allen, toast alone. She spent many pleasant
moments visiting the scenes of her father’s
of Melrose, Mass., are at the Lawson cot| youth and meeting his old friends. She
tage.
could trace her lineage back seven gerteraThe church society will hold its annual
direct line, the
lions, including, in
fair and Bale at the library Wednesday,
; Revolutionary soldier William Hutchins.
Aug. 13.
Numerous automobile trips, to points of

M’KINLEY.

kin*

Knows That
instead of sallow skin and face
blemishes she ought to possess
the clear complexion and the
beauty of nature and good
health. Any woman afflicted
or suffering at
times from

Bar Haroor. MiGnuueii is the daughter of Morris Grindell, who went We6t

;

home for two weeks vacation.

August 11, the twoact farce written by Mrs. Belle Rich Fish,
of Revere, Mass., will be given. The folMrs. Eva
lowing ladies are in the cast:
Dunn, Mrs. Walter Soper, Mrs. Fish,

Minnie and Miss Crimmin

Miss

returned home

Eugene Byrnes, of Wsshington, b. C-,
-uddenly Friday morning at "Pinecrest ", where he was spending the sumThe remains were taken to Washmer
ington, accompanied by Mrs. Byrnes sud
Harry Austin, Mrs. Joseph Crawford and
Mr.. Charles Slurlevant.
Use Femme.
Aug. t.

with

weeks

attractions.

4._H.

George Richardson, of Portland, is at

and family, of
Mr,, Charles Meader
HANCOCK POINT.
her sister, Mrs. Bert
Gardiner are visiting
Selwyn Penney, of Bangor, spent SunAnderson.
from day with his parents, C. A. Penney and
Misses Lena Gregory, Grace Hutchins,
jll„ t;||a Griffin baa returned
where she has been visit- ; wi fe.
Ella Facteaux, Inez Perkins, Lula Everett,
South Bluebill,
Alton Parritt and wife, of Bar Harbor, Abbie Harrimau, Olive Hutchius and
ing friends.
are visiting Mrs. Parritt’s parents, H. A.
Nancy Gross. William Raymond and Levi,
Eegene Holden and family, ol
MrMrs. Ball and wife.
Bowden, of South Orland, will be the
visiting
Somerville, Mass., are
The Lashers. have as guests P. H solists.
George Holden.
D.
July 31.
wife and two children, Miss
Mi-sea Kate and Delle Emerson, ot Milcher,
Ethel and Master Ed., of Ellenville, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass., are visiting their cousin,
EAST BLUEHILL.
Miss Jane Hrownelle, of Bryn Mawr, I*a.,
Mr*. A. II. Mato.
t rial Candagc is ill.
has opened her cottage at the shore.
Her
Mrs. Nellie Barrett, of Washington,
Harold Conary is home from Providence,
maid
with little daughter Lucille came Satof
her
H.
J.
the
uncle,
guest
D, c., i»
R. I., for a few days.
urday.
Haven.
Hooper, at
Mrs. Gillman, of Hudson, Mass., is a
Mrs. Howard Crabtree and son Kent and
The church aid circle held its annual
Mr. Crabtree's mother, Mrs. Helen Crab- guest of Luther Bridges and w ife.
iaie Wednesday afternoon at Masonic
Robert Crawford, of Massachusetts, is
tree, left Sunday for tbeir home in Melbail. Net proceed, |70.
visiting bis uncle, John Love and wife.
rose, Mass.
who
has
been
visiting
Kupert Hlance,
Hatold Ball, of Massachusetts, and his
Harry Binder and wife, of Council Bluffs,
bis mother, Mrs. Josephine Blanc®, resister, Mrs. N. C. King, of Ellsworth, la., have taken Harvey Long’s rent for
Harbor
Thursday.
turned t” Prospect
spent s day recently with their sister, August.
Kev. Paul Sperry, of Brockton, Mass., Mrs.
Lucy Ball.
The Baptist society served supper in the
at the Baptist church
the
organ
played
Mrs. Carroll J. Swan, of Boston, and grange hall Thursday evening. Net.;proSunday morning. The music was much
/
Mrs. Alton Swan, of Berlin, N. H., arrived ceeds, $13.27.
so joyed.
and opened the Swan cottage.
Carlton Strout and wife, with two friends
Friday,
jlr*. Yeatman, ot Washington, D. C.,
Their husbands arrived Sunday night, and from Springfield, Mass., are at W. M.
and her maid, who have been at the log all will remain here for two weeks
at
Ward well *s.
cabin at Haven, left for NortbHeid, Mass.,
least.
Mrs. Harry Wright and daughter EmeFriday.
Hoy Coombs, of Belfast, was in town lyn, of Tuft's College, Mass., are here for a
Mrs. Cora Condon, ot Brooksvilie, and
last week, spending a few days with Mrs. few weeks.
Fred Carr, wife and ion, ot Milford, Howard Ball. He catne in his boat from
Mrs. John Love and two sons, of MassaMrs.
E.
w
of
H.
ere
Bridges
Mas*.,
gueata
Belfast.
Edith and Minnie Ball tfith
chusetts, are visiting Mr. Love’s parents,
last week.
tbeir aunt, Miss Rosie
acCrimmin,
John Love and wife.
Uarence Billings and wife, of New HaEdith
will
companied him home.
ven.

Every Woman

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Eleanor Snow is critically ill.
Wade Qrindle and Gay Condon spent

MT. DESERT.

who

At Orland town hall

guest.

'airtjnttetnwme

Harold Byard recently arrived from
j
Haverhill, Mass., to spend his vacation ! test week at Toddy pond fishing. They
with his family here.
! report an excellent time and plenty of
Miss Bertha Wilson and friend, of Bos- j fish.
—v
ton, arrived Sunday at the home of her
Roy Grindell and wife, of Brockton,
mother, Mrs. J. E. Wilson.
Mass., and Kay Grindell, of St. Louie,
Henry Cole, of Pittsburg, who has been ! Mo., are visiting at their parents, N. L.
bis
E.
Cole
C.
and wife, : Grindell and wire.
visiting
parents,
has gone w ith bis family to Portland.
Miss Reta Grindell, of Sacramento, Cal.,
A minstrel show by local talent is in re- j snd her cousin, Miss Dons
Sands, ot Haihearsal, and will be given on Friday or I lowell, left for the latter’s home alter
There spending a delightful vacation here and at
Saturday evening of this week.

turned to their home in Bucksport Saturday, after* visit with her parents, Joseph
Douglass and wife.
Mrs. Sadie Harris, Mrs. Bertha Mnllocb,
$15,000.
Master Graham Maltoch, Misses Frances
At the Unitarian church next Sunday at
Harris and Mildred Malloch, of Everett,
10.45, Rev. Francis G. Peabody will preach. Mass., are guests at Clifton Sparks’.
juturned
Dr. Peabody is one of the most distinMrs. Charles H. Saunders has the symwho baa been emP ,, ('uuningham,
guished figures of our day, and is very
pathy of all in the death of her brother,
in Massachusetts, came home Fri- well known about Frenchman’s
bay, hav- Clarence Leach, of Kockport.
ployed
Mrs.
ing spent many summers at Bar Harbor Saunders has returned from
dayKockport,
T. C. Stanley, W. S. Ford and Northeast .Harbor. He
reK A. Flye.
I»avi* were in Bar Harbor last
,nd Frank
aeekand family, ot MassaBev. J. M. Gilbert
are at Mrr. ldella Hill’s tor a few

I COUNTY NEWS.

good catch.

a

James Winslow, of Orange, N. J., is
spending a few days with his brother-inlaw, C. A. Holden.

ORLAND.
Mrs. Hiram Lord and

They returned with

week.

to suit the

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisTHEhewith
will annexed of

trator

AURILLA S.

—

Portland,

Vice-President & General
Maiue.

estate

f

Daily,

Agent.

Manager.

the

estate

of

BONSEY, late of BUCKSPORT,

In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All person*
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to presem the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Edward L. W&rkbx.
Backsport July 15.1913.

abbmtftmiittf.
homes In Ellsworth, after spending a
WItnia an Dour I was lodged In Jail
week at Pleasant beach.
in a small town built on the bank of a
Pres. G. E. Fellows, with wife and son
stream.
The sheriff told my captors
SaRGENTVILLE.
Donald, of Decatur III., accompanied by
that I—or, rather, the man 1 bad been
to
his
work
Walter H. Sargent retarned
Prof. Gustave Wittig and wife, of Tuscamistaken for—was full fit tri> ks and
in Boston Sunday.
loosa, Ala., arrived Sunday to speud the
was doubtless now engaged in p aying
Attention to oar
of
and
Irving L. Nevells is spending a few days remainder of the summer at “Randolph As n Means
one of them.
He would call the vigifin
Bangor.
Fellows’
home.
President
summer
me
Lodge”,
we will Give
lance committee together and have
the
Line of Pianos we
tried and hanged as soon as It could
Raymond Shaw is spending several days Mrs. Wittig ia the daughter of Preaident
Fellows and wife.
be reached. Meanwhile he thought I'd with RAiph Harding.
be safe In the stone Jail back of his
Dr. James 8. Moore and wife,,of PortMiss Nellie Cornell, of Lincoln, Mass., is
house.
If 1 tried to escape he would visiting Mrs. Azor C. Dodge.
land, Ore., accompanied by Frank Walla
I
save
the committee the trouble.
and wife, of Bar Harbor, were calling cn
Miss Rosa Hosgkins. of Larooine, spent
ABSOLUTELY
heard him say this. Indeed, he Intend
old friends at Bayside Sunday.
Dr.
last week with Miss Ruth Sargent.
ed that 1 should
Moore was born here and lived here unFancy Carving Set
Welland F. Sargent and wife,of Chicago, til a young man. This is his first visit Diamond Ring
lie soon left the place, and I gave
(14 e*rnt netting)
China Chocolate Set
here since going West more than twenty
myself over to thoughts of no pleasant are guests of H. 8. Dority and wife.
character.
If 1 made no effort to get
Miss Christie Webb,of8tonington, is the years ago.
l Hand Painte.1)
Bayside ia also Mr. Walls’ Boston Lot her Rocker
out and away when the committee arguest of Mr. and Mrs. Buckminster.
birthplace.
Plated Silver Chafing Oieh
Set
Silver
Coffee
rived I had every chance "f being
R.
Aug. 4.
Mrs. Elmer K. Cummings and daughter
Beautiful Lamp
Chest Rogers Silver
hanged. And yet I was appalled by Ailean spent last week in North Bluehili.
NORTH CASTINE.
(38 Piece*)
Gold Plated dock
his threat, but not so much so as to
Mrs. John Bennett ia spending several
Mias Annie B. Conner is visiting in
prevent my looking about for a loop: Lady's Fancy Gold Watch
22 Calibre Rifle
weeks with her parents at Little I>eer Die.
West l*enob»cot.
hole.
(Jewel Movement)
Roller Skates
Misses Jennie Grindal and Flora Bow den
The Jail was an old stone smokeUreyson Webster was at borne from Men's
Fancy Gold Watch
l Improved)
house. with a door made of Iron bars. spent last week with friends in Winter- Islesborofover Sunday.
{Guaranteed C«*e)
It was petting dusk when I saw a pirl port.
James Redman was the guest of his Ohina Dinner Set
Sterling 8ilver Scalf Pin
somewhere between fifteen and sevenDr. E. E. Phil brook, wife and son Harold brother
Ephraim last week.
“
teen years old come out of tbe back spent last week with H. W. Sargent and
Miss Lottie Morrison, of Ellsworth, is
door of the Jailer's house nnd take up wife.
visiting Mrs. Mary L. Leach.
I called to her.
an armful of firewood.
Malcolm C. Sargent, of Boston, spent
George A. Grindle and wife, of PenobShe dn>p;xsl the wood nnd came to the his vacation with his father,
Capt. R. B. scot, are at Capt. M. W. Grindle'*.
door of the Jail.
Sargent.
Harvey Webster Is homo from Penobscot
“What d'ye want?" she asked
William T. Sampson, w ife and son Malwhere he has had employment.
“Have you any feeling?” 1 asked. colm have returned to their home in
JMelInstead of replying she stood looking
Capt. John Avery, of Portland, visited bis
rose. Mass.
at me. silent, and I went on. I told
nephew, Capt. M. W. Grindle, last week.
Abbie Hinckley has returned to
Miss
her my story ns I have told It here and
William Marks and wife, of West PenobLos Angeles, Cal., where she is a nurse in
asked her if she could and would find
scot, were recent guests of his slater, Mrs.
the city hospital.
a way to aid me to escape, assuring
Ross Conner.
Mrs. Waldo £. Kingsbury and daughter
her that If she did not 1 would be sureMrs. August us ^Coombs and son Wilof
Med
are
of
guests
field. Mass.,
ly harigisl by mistake. 1 snw sympathy Clara,
liam, of Castine, visited at the home of her
Mn. Clara Bowden.
welling up In her eyes and had hope.
brother, George P. Conner, lairt. week.
“I can't. Pop’s gone to get the comMrs. Eugene Conroy and son Lloyd, of
Isaac D. Dunbar and wife, of Castine, acmittee, and maw she's gone over to Brooklyn, N. Y., are spending the summer
companied by her-brother. Arthur Green,
Aunt Sarah’s.
Pop bo’s got the key with Mrs Sarah E. Billings.
wife and child, of New London, Conn.,
o' this door with him.”
Arthur Harding and wife and Fred Stafmere here Sunday.
“How long will they be gone?"
ford and wife, of Brighton, Mass., are
"Maw she told me to git supper and
Mrs. Mary Devereux, recently returned
of
H.
B.
guests
Harding and wife.
have It ready at 8 o'clock. Reckon she
from Florida, with her son Richard, has
4.
Sim.
Aug.
and pop'll tie home by then."
been at the old home with her father,
"la there any one else In the house?"
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Capt. Bennett Dunbar, foe a few days.
“No."
L.
Aug. 4.
William Whitmore has been seriously
There wna a good hour In which to ill for a week or more.
EAST LAMOINE.
I asked the girl If there was a
act
Freeman Lurvey and wife, with other
crowbar In th» house. She didn't reJoseph Bishop, of Boston, is visiting B
are visiting relatives here.
friends,
member any such Implement but she
T. Smith.
LyndaU'i* moving pictures delighted a
thought one of the bars Intended for
Mrs. Harry Cooled ge visited in Norththe door of the jail was In the wood good-sized audience Saturday evening.
j east Harbor last week.
I asked her to pet It for me
house.
The Dickey family, with Mr*. Strickland j
Harold Nash and wife are receiving conShe started to do so. and it occurred to and other guests, are at their cottage here. !
gratulations on the birth of a daughter,
me that she would suffer by aiding me.
**
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He Became Unpleasant on

2

Acquaintance

i

By

SAMUEL

E.

BRANT

X

was

riding through the country

;

|

i
;

j
j

j

one

1 met a man on horseback,
of whom I asked the way. lie was a
quiet looking, r Jiet spoken young fellow and cbeerfu,:, gave me the directions 1 asked for. We were about to
part when X noticed him looking at
He seemed to be takme critically.
ing note of my height weight the color of my hair and eyes and the shape j
of my face.
when

ruu iooa use me,

ue saiu.

"Do 1?”

"Except the clothes.”

the

Following

Prizes

FR;F;

tragedy.
day

Away

Beautiful

^

1 grew up under the Influence of
tales of western life. The desperado
of the plains was to me a fascinating
person, and the wickeder he was the
it Is a curious
more I admired him.
psychological fact that wickedness Is
I
wicked
at tractive because it Is
question If young persons who enter
upon a life of crime do not often do
so solely from this motive.
As 1 grew older 1 began to lay plans
for getting out to the wild west, not
to make a desperado of myself, but to
gratify my curiosity as to what the
life out there really was, and after
finishing my education 1 concluded to
go to one of the territories, look about
me und. If I found a place to suit me.
settle and grow up with the country,
I selected Arizona, which has since
furnished the scene of many novels
and plays of western life.
I brought up in Coconino county at
a small town from which 1 proposed
to make an observation tour through
the surrounding country. 1 found the
region much as It has been depicted
In theatricals, barring the stage efI got Into a little play of my
fects.
own. and It came very near being a

House

Attracting

KSHTTa

?. \! Vy~F.

The

Congregational Sunday

school will

^
and 1 called ber back to ask her wbat bold its
picnic Tuesday, Aug. 12, at Long j
“I haven’t got an Arizona outfit yet
they would do with her If they knew pond.
If I stay here I’ll probably adopt the ; she had helped me to escape She said
Everett Tinker, of Boston, spent bis
costume of the country."
she didn't know, but she wasn't afraid
vacation with his parents, John Tinker
“I reckon we’ll swap."
of her t>op, though everybody else was.
and wife.
He wouldn't hurt ber. Then she went
“Swap what?"
“Well, we'll trade hats first.”
Mrs. Grace Kelley, of Medfleld, Mass.,
on and brought me the bar.
There was something In that cold
I worked half an hour with it. pry- with her little daughter, is spending* few
gray eye of his as he spoke the last ing and bending the bars of the gate weeks with her parent*, Will Lawton and
words that rendered any enforcement near the lock, and at last succeeded In wife.
of them unnecessary.
Though they loosening the bolt from the catch.
Rev. William Milton Hess, Ph. D., of
were a command, he did not even put
There was nlso a chain as an auxiliary, New
York, who last year strongly advo1
a
thick
six
feet
his hand to his pistol. He carried also
with
bar
but
long
cated the union of the Congregational and
broke
It.
a pair of revolvers In holsters slung
a
It
and
got
big leverage on
Methodist churches, preached an able serThen I was free. The next question mon at the Congregational church
across his saddlebow, either of which
Sunday
from
have
and
used
was
I
do
to
he could
what
should
long
get away
grasped
morning.
be
own
reI
would
the locality.
Of course
before I could have got my
Mrs. D. L. Mayo, who has been serivolver out of Its case, cocked It and followed.
ously ill for three weeks, is slowly gain“Got any horses here?” I asked the
brought it to bear upon him. I undering. Miss Gladys, who has been attending
stood that 1 was to change hats with
girl
a
summer
school at
La sell
seminary,
him and. taking off mine, handed It
“Yes."
Auburndale, Mass., is at home.
Then l took off my coat and
to him.
“A horse won't do. I would have to
Mrs. Lis*** Wilkinson, residing since
gave him that and such other articles
keep dh open ground, where I would be
of clothing as he demanded.
Lastly, seen and his hoofs would leave tracks.” her marriage last year in New York, is
he called for my belt and pistol and
You might drop here for an extended visit with her par“There’s a boat
S. H. Mayo and wife. Mr. Wilkinson
gave me all his extensive armament In down the creek.
Top keeps a blood- ents,
w ill join her here later.
The exchange having been hound In the barn Jo track folks with;
return.
Spray.
Aug. 4.
he can't git the scent If you go by wafinished, he rode on.
Never In my life have 1 felt so conter.”
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
“The very thing. No: that won't do
temptible. I had submitted to his will
QMiss Helen Hale is visiting in Woburn,
without resistance, and now I was rid- either.
The boat would be missed.
Maas.
ing away armed to the teeth, while he But I’ll take to the creek. How can 1
Miss Marie Simpson, who has been empossessed one small pistol that 1 had get out of here and do It without leavployed at Northeast Harbor is home.
brought from the east and considered ing tracks or scent?’
a plaything In Arizona without making
Ernest Varney, of Bartlett’s Island, spent
“I kin carry you.”
any attempt to regain my own. Was
I looked at her.
She was of good the week-end with W. J. Johnson and
it my being unused to the ways of the site and seemed strong. “If you can wife.
region I was In, or the domination of a you will probably save my Ufe,” 1 said.
Omar Eaton has sold his place to Frank
superior will, or a feeling that my man
She turned ber back to me. I put Day, of Brockton, Mass., and has moved
could kill me as quick with my tiny my arms around her neck. lifted my to West Brooklin.
revolver as with all the various feet from the ground, and, taking hold
Miss Flora Day, who has been at home
of my legs, she staggered with me to
weapons be had transferred to me? I
having her throat treated, has returned to
don't know myself, but I suspect 1
the creek, a distance of several hun- her work in
Portland.
was deterred from putting up a fight
dred feet. There she set me down In
Mrs. Cora Eaton and Mrs. Mertis Perall
these
reasons.
the water.
by
kins, of Lowell, Mass., are guests of
1 rode on as mild mannered a man
“Goodby!” I said.
Frank Moulton and wife.
with
had
but
as the one I
met,
weap“Goodby!”
Mrs. Lucy Gott and daughter Edith,
ons
innumerable.
What the fellow
I drew her to me and kissed her.
wanted with my clothes, why he had
“How would you like to go east to a who have spent some weeks at their sumgiven me his arms, was to me an in- school and grow up a lady?" I asked mer home here, have returned to Woburn,
Mass.
But It didn’t re- her.
soluble mystery.
Prentiss Friend died of heart failure
quire a long time to And out After
Her face lighted up. "Can I go now
awhile I met several men riding on the with you?'
Aug. 2, at the home of hia ton Alvin. He
road together.
They were chatting
Charles, of Bluehiil;
“No. but If I get out of this alive leaves four sons
and paid no attention to me till I came and the mistake Is rectified I will write Watson, Wilbur and Alvin, of this place,
very near them. Then one of them your father a proposition to do some- and three daughters—Mrs. Edgar Wood,
We made
looked at me and started.
thing for you to reward you for what and Miss Nellie Friend, of Sargentvilie,
the usual salute of strangers meeting
snd Mrs. Colby Hooper, of Bluehiil.
you bave done for me.”
in a new country, and I thought no
C.
Aug. 4.
1 held her band and felt It turn tn
more of the encounter.
But 1 had not
mine. Indicating the emotion she felt
PENOBSCOT.
gone fifty feet before I heard a sharp but did not
put in words. 1 was some
command from behind:
Mrs. Georgia Facteau, of Orland, visited
time In releasing It then waded down
“Hands up.1”
Ward well last week.
the creek, turning before coming to a Mrs. Sara
I put my hands above my head and bend to look back and throw her a
B. E. Varnum and wife, of Stockton,
waited. The men who had passed me kiss.
Her eyes were fixed on me spent Sunday here with A. E. Varnum
returned and relieved me of my arma- when I
and wife.
disappeared.
ment
G. O. Littlefield, U. S. N., and Mrs.
I learned afterward that the jailer
"Dead easy, wasn’t it?" said one of
was completely baffled at the direction
Littlefield, came Sunday for a month at
them to the others.
I had taken, since there was no Indi- their home here.
“You bet.
1 never thought he’d be
cation of It whatever.
I got back to
Arthur W. Bobbins and wife, of Wortaken without blood spilling.”
where 1 was known, and my recent
are guests
of Dr. M. A.
“My friends.” said I, “will you kindly jailer was notified that he bad held cester, Maas.,
Ward well and wife.
Inform me what all this means?”
the wrong person. “Jimmy the Kid.”
"And will you kindly inform us what
Ospt. J. B. Sellers left to-day for Kockas the real desperado was called, was
you mean by being thus taken un- never captured, but be was shot when land to take charge of his vessel, the
Mary Ann McCann, which has been reawares?”
not suspecting an enemy was near.
paired there.
"1 wonder if yon don’t think Tm
My brief experience In the west with
some one else.”
Mrs. D. K. Knowles has returned to her
my prevloualy admired desperado serv"We don’t think you're any one. We ed to
borne in Somerville, Mass., after spending
satisfy me. and 1 left by the
know you're 'Jimmy the Kid,’ one of first
a
few weeks here with her aunt, Mrs.
train for the east The girl who
the most notorious desperadoes in I am almost sure saved me from a Judith Waite.
Arisons, and we’ll see that you don't hasty execution Is now at school In
Mrs. Alma Wescott, who has been emdo any more murders.
What do you New
England. She has been there two ployed as housekeeper in the home of J.
we
Shall
string him up years, and you should see the change B. Sellers, has gone to her home in South
say, boys?
right here or take him in and let the In her from the wild thing she was Penobscot for a short stay, after which
sheriff do the Job?"
when she brought me the bar that she will visit in Massachusetts.
I told them of the man I had met and
WOODLOCBB.
Aug. 4.
pried me out of jail to wbat she la tohow he had forced me to change clothes I day.
My friends twit me. saying that
and arms with him. The story affect-: I am educating a girl to make my
BAYSIDE.
ed one of the three, but the other two wife, but 1 don't care for their InnuenFrank N. Jordan and wife, of Lewiston,
laughed at it Nevertheless since one does. for I am paying her for my very are at Bayside, visiting Mr. Jordan’s parof them doubted my Identity the other existence. 1 only wish there was more ents, J. Wilson Jordan and wife.
two gave in and consented to turn me that I could do In the same direction,
Frank Heath and Monroe Y. McGown
over to the sheriff.
for the price seems Infinitely small.
and their families have returned to their

j

j
|

_

—

July

31.

Miss

Myrtle Hodgkins has returned to
after spending tur va-

Waltl&m, Mass.,
cation here.

Mary Des Isles, of Providence, R. I.,
spending her vacation with her parents,

Alias
is

E. O.

1

Des Isles and wife.

J. Osgood Nicboia’ family and maid, of
New Jersey, are occupying the Saunders
cottage for the rest of the season.
Mrs. W. C. Wallace, w ho has been at the
hospital in Bangor for two weeks, came
home Saturday, much improved in health.
N.
Aug. 5.
_

Mrs. L. R. Black and

Bernard

are

in Brewer.
Mitchell and

Max

son

wife

guesta of

are

Maggie Maynard.
Miss Elsie Burrill, of Bangor, visited

Mrs.

relatives in town last week.

J. E. Turner, wife and son Ernest, of
Brewer, spent the week-end with relatives
here.

Merrill and her

sister, of
guests of Mias Marcia

Miss Helen

Green Lake, are
.Burrill.
Mrs. Mary Bonsey,

Arthur and her
sister, Miss Annie Mitchell, of Ellsworth,
visited James Meade and wife recently.
B.
Aug. 4.
BASS

TURKEY'

10

In this picture arc ten Turkey head*. Can you And them? Outline each Head «itti
*To
pen or pencil on this or ft separate sheet of paper and number them 1. 2, 3, e:
the Afteen neatest, correct artistic answers will be given absolutely free tt;- flftwn
:i .n
named.
Remember that neatness a* well m correct nr* n in t«
prises in
e to
consideration in making the awards. Only ona member of each family is t'ig
this contest. The judges will be three well-known
fc.r fv rte
persons of Portland, scarf
be
at
least
of
the
beads
will
awarded
ft sterling silver
eight
Anding
turkey
; a.
All answers must be sent in before August 1$, 1913.

prder

LORD & CO.

™SSSfe,

Congress St., Masonic Bldg., Portland,
COUNTY

NEWS.

HARBOR.

E. R. Dix, of Cambridge, Maas., has
spent his vacation with frienda here.
Albert Orcutt and Mr. W'liliama, of
Dorchester, Mass., are here for a short
stay.
Barron Watson underwent an operation
for appendicitis at a hospital in Bangor
last week. He is doing as well as can be

expected.
X. Y. Z.

ia

recent

a

purchaser of

an

automobile.
Dr. Underbill bas opened
the bouse of Roscoe Bragdon.

an

office

at

Key. W. H. Dunbam and wifa will be
on a brief vacation.

absent this wejk

Misses Roberta Woodruff and Elizabeth
Dallett leave on their return to Pennaylvania

Saturday.

Misses

Editb

May

and

Washington, D. C.,

are

Graham, of
gueats of Mrs.

John W. Blaisdell.
Mrs. Abbie Dunn is recovering from an
of sciatica wbicb
bas kept her

boused for several weeks.

FRENCHBORO.

in Boot h bay.
William Teel and wile are recevlng congratulations on tho birth ol a daughter,
born

Aug.

2.

Rev. A. P. MacDonald, in tbe Sunbeam,
took the Sunday school people on a picnic
to Cranberry Isles Thursday.
G.
Aug. 2.

_'

WEST SURRY.
Mias Madeline Gray and her brother
Maitland, of Brewer, are visiting their
grandparents, Capt. G. F. Gray and wife-

J. D. Patten, ol North Ellsworth, while
in Orland last week, was suddenly
taken insane and was taken to Ellsworth
lor examination. He was committed to
the insane asylum at Bangor.

visiting

Aug.

4.

L.

EGYPT.
Milo B.,
111.
a

son

of J. Willard Clark, is very

Mrs. N. G. Hardison, who has
long time, is able to be out.

been ill

J. Steelman and wife, of New
occupying tbe Taylor cottage
at Butler’s point for the summer.
M.
Aug. 4.
Hon. A.

Jersey,

are

__

C. F. Psrsona, wbo It visiting here, will
Lubee, where he will be tbe gueel of
James E. Parsons and wits.

men

assistant

high school hare,

and

teacher

among her aseocUtes.
are extended.

at

Messrs.

Leroy Koberu,

Tozier. 'V.-tdtook i. >u»

wbo

fine lot of perch.
Mr. Davie and wife, of Bsngor, who
Lave been viaitiog
relative* in Aurora,
Amherst and Mariaville, flopped over Saturday night to call on friends here. They
were gueeta of Mr*. Carrie Orindle.
t'hsrlee Goodwin, wbo raieee stock on *
Urge ecale, has a handsome herd ol young
etock.
Mr. Uoodwin’e method ol producing each Urge, perfect etock >» to
keep the calve* housed in well-ventiUted
quarter* for a year, feeding milk, sr*‘°
and

tbe

friends
Congratulations

woo

sod

s

pension building.
Harold Clifford's Sunday school class of
boys enjoyed a few days' outing last week
at camp “Laughing
Water”, Georges
pond. Pastor Dunbam was in charge of
tbe ezpedition, and
being an ezpert
angler, the catch of flah was Urge.
Thomas, son of Mrs. Effie Mscomber,
surprised bit home friends last week
when he brought home a bride, wbo was
Mias Beatrice Haycock, of Cherryfleld.
ment in the

warm

hay.

All roads lead to

Beech Hill lake these

daye. Bangor parties come daily,
*t
some for a few hoars’ perch fishing
Mach pleasure is anticipated in the twilight, when these Urge white beauliee
recital to be given in the town hall Fri- bite beet; tome for* week # stay; other*
day evening, Aug. 8, by Mrs. R. E. Gail- ! for a month, all declaring it the ideal spot
low, of Bouton, who U spending her vaca- for pleasure or rest.
tion at “Sylvaniawaaaee Camps”, EastA. B. Edgecomb, who successfully raises
brook.
Mrs. Guillow comes highly reproduce for early marketing, has sold his
commended.
Her repertoire
includes first lot of potatoes at Ellsworth. Another
took
pleasing selections in costume. A good j young thrifty farmer, D. G. Young, farm
bis
musical program ia also assured, and it ia a load to Bangor Monday from
consisting of beef, potatoes, peas, vegetahoped the affair may be Urgeiy patron- bles, cucumbers and berries.
summer

ized.

Aug.

4.

B.

MT. DESERT.
short business meeting was held at
the home of Mrs. Ada Somes Aug. 4, in
connection with tbe sewing circle fair July
18. The receipts of the fair were (221.44.
The circle voted its thanks to all who

week-enl were

Mias Alice V. Bunker ia borne from
Washington, D. C., where abe bas employ-

_

A

Me._

go to

She has been

You Look"

free sample.
Regular size 3S cents.
‘‘L. F.” MEDICINE CO.. Portland,

atftack
Maynard Robinaon, a bo spent a lew
days with his father, has gone to his borne

Young

Me.

is a pleasant greeting from frie: is w#
hare not seen for years.
It Is a greeting often extended to those forMm'.e
who
know
and
profit by the
people
health restoring qualities of
K.*
Atwood’s Medicine To lx- in good, robust condition of mind and body
year* of age is indeed a blessing
Here's positive proof of ybe value >f
the tried and true remedy.
”1 have found ‘L, F.' Atwood"
m
Medicine the only thing to keep r.
running order, and give it the credit
for my now enjoying better health
i.”
than 10 years ago.
I am " years
A. F. Johnson, Sebec "station. Me.
AtIf you have never used ”L. F."
wood's Medicine, write to-day for a

FRANKLIN,

Harry Gray

How

*

son

Aug. 4.

HEADS

DIRECTIONS
a

DEDHAM.

viatting

FIND THE

OTIS.

Raymond Chase,
tion here, returned

Aug.
|

Davis.

i.
_

EABTBBfJbK.
Hev. B. B. Wood and wile
three-weeks’ vacation.

are

away tot

a

passed hU vacato Boston Saturday.
Mrs. Ralph Jordan, of Ellsworth, and
Mra. Jamea Jordan is home from Eddinglittle nephew, Robert Gott, of Southwest
j
ton, where ahe had been nursing herHarbor, are viaitiog at her home herehusband's sister, Mrs. Charles Kenney.
helped by work and gifts.
Mrs. Belle W. Googins, who has been
A party of business men from Augusta
H.
Aug. 5.
visiting friends here, returned to her home
and Portland came from Bar Harbor last
in Trent on Saturday. Her daughter, MrsHANCOCK.
Saturday in an automobile. They were Will Crtmrain, and two children, Richard
There will be a dance at the town hall guests at the Warren farm.
went with
and Doris, of NortbSeld, Vt
:
next Tuesday evening, under the manageAmong thoae out from Bangor in a big her.
ment of Edward Gott.
omt.
touring car driven by F. Roberts for tbe
Aug. 4,
who

